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ASC MEETING 917/00 
P ALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Approval of Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Ad Hoc Committee on Performance Evaluation Revision 
Old Business 
New Business 
Bylaw restrictions 
2000-2001 Goals 
Good of the Order 
........_ 
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Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meetin2 
September 7, 2000 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:30 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Linda Bakkum,, Ann Betts, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Claudia Clark, John 
Clark, Wayne Colvin, Sally Dreier, Laura Emch, Deborah Fleitz, Andrew Freeman, 
T. David Garcia, Kay Gudehus, Keith Hofacker, Tony Howard, Thad Long, Paul Lopez, Sandra 
Miesmer, Pamella Phillips, Mary Lynn Pozniak, Cheryl Purefoy, Anne Saviers, Nancy 
Vanderlugt, Robin Veitch, Barbara Waddell, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: Ann Bowers for Diane Smith 
Absent: William Blair, Sidney Childs, , Jane B. Myers, Penny Nemitz, Keith Pogan, 
Charles Stocker, Jack Taylor 
Approval of Minutes: Paul Lopez moved, Keith Hofacker seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
The executive committee has been meeting and working on proposed goals. The committee 
has discussed and attempted to articulate and prioritize council's work for the coming year. 
Various questions that have arisen were handled including requests for people and monetary 
contributions for an ice cream social on Homecoming Spirit Day and requests for examining and 
clarifying University policies. 
Human Resources 
The President's Compensation Plan distribution for year 2 has occurred. A committee for 
hearing appeals was formed, the process was created, and appeals have been submitted. 
Donna Wittwer's mother died. Mary Beth Zachary sent a sympathy card on behalf of ASC. 
Wittwer will be out until September 11. 
Mary Beth Zachary and John Clark have been meeting to help clarify ASC's work whenit 
intersects with the work of HR. They hope to continue the excellent working relationships with 
the staff in HR that they have had in the past several years. 
Becca Ferguson shared with John Clark and Mary Beth Zachary a report documenting the last 
three years of staff hires at BGSU. The report shows that "when there are internal candidates for 
positions in all categories (Administrative, Classified- full-time and part-time) greater than 50% 
of the time the internal candidate is selected for the position." (handout). The question was 
raised whether employees are always aware of vacancies on campus. Barbara Waddell said that 
all campus vacancies are listed in the Monitor. The suggestion was made to have a link from the 
ASC Website to the Human Resources Website regarding job vacancies. 
Discussions regarding the interpretation and application of FMLA at BGSU began recently. 
The policy at BGSU is that FMLA is applied concurrently with sick leave taken. The act itself 
states that it is the decision of the employer and/or employee whether or not to run them 
concurrently. Another point being discussed is the fact that married couples who both work on 
campus share 12 weeks leave. The act states that the employer can do more than this. The 
Board of Trustees clarified this point at their meeting on June 27, 1997 but their statement does 
not seem to completely clear up the issue. Nancy Footer is examining their statement. Zachary 
and Clark will keep council informed as the discussion proceeds. 
Getting the revised Administrative Staff Handbook on the web is a priority with HR. 
Executive Vice President Linda Dobb 
John Clark and Mary Beth Zachary met with Executive Vice President Dobb and discussed the 
general direction/goals of Administrative Staff. Dobb was supportive of the Spirit of BG Award. 
• 
• 
• 
The IT picture is looking hopeful. Dobb has hired a new budget person who will start October 
1. Dobb has sent out IT updates that speak to the issues that affect us all. Zachary and Clark are 
in the process of setting up meetings for the year and will, of course, keep the reps up to speed 
with the content of those meetings. 
Fall Reception 
The Administrative Staff Fall Reception is September 22 in the Mileti Alumni Center 10:30-
Noon. The program will begin approximately 11:15. All are encouraged to attend and support 
the new Ferrari Award recipient. Also, the Administrative Staff Scholarship recipients will be 
introduced. 
It has been strongly suggested that ASC set dates for the receptions for next year early this 
year. We will attempt to set a calendar for the 2001-2002 receptions with the President's office 
soon in order to get the dates on his calendar. 
Guests 
There will be guests this year at three ASC meetings. The guests will be Executive Vice 
President Linda Dobb at the October 5th meeting, President Sidney Ribeau at the November 
meeting and Provost Folkins at the January meeting. Zachary asked for suggestions for other 
guests who might be invited to upcoming meetings and USG President Marcos Popovich and 
Doug Kruzel from Employee Relations were suggested. 
Spirit of BG Award 
The President's Office notified us that they have added $1,000 to our budget for 
implementation of the Spirit of BG A ward. · 
ASC Scholarship 
The corpus of the ASC Scholarship is $89,633.24 as of 6/30/00. One of the ASC goals for this 
year is to increase this amount. 
Constituent Group Caucus 
John Clark and Mary Beth Zachary will be calling together the Constituent Group Caucus. It is 
ASC's tum. They will see what comes of those meetings this year. It was not an active group 
last year. 
Legions 
The Legions have met twice since the last ASC meeting. The first was the annual retreat. The 
major focus of the second meeting was an update of the BGSupemet project. President Ribeau 
spoke of several issues, one of which was the legal fight in which the University of Michigan is 
engaged for this entire region regarding Affirmative Action. Unlike other legal cases around this 
issue, 11 major corporations are supporting the efforts of Michigan to retain their Affirmative 
Action program. Michigan is willing to carry the battle to the Supreme Court. 
Ribeau encouraged support both for the events surrounding the athletic activities this weekend 
and especially for homecoming activities. 
Zachary announced that the campus picnic is tomorrow. 
Chair-Elect Report: 
John Clark reported on an update from Don Bell regarding the technology infrastructure 
project. The project is on target and in some cases ahead of schedule. Some areas will fully use 
BGSupemet by March. Clark announced that Don Bell will give a report today at 4:00 p.m. in 
BAA 1007. 
• 
• 
Clark also reported on the ASC budget. The amount received this year is the same as last year: 
$2041. There was a $201. carry over from last year and a $746. total carry over. The total 
amount in the budget is $2787. The budget will be spent in the following manner: $1,800. on 
awards and $700. on refreshments for receptions. 
Secretary's Report: 
Mary Lynn Pozniak distributed the updated schedule of Council meetings and the constituent 
lists. She asked that the committee chairs e-mail her a copy of the reports they give at each ASC 
meeting. 
Committee Reports 
Amendments. No report. 
External Affairs. Thad Long reported that the committee will meet next week and will 
discuss the ASC Fall reception, the possibility of having a tent at a home football game, the 
Homecoming Parade, and the Holiday Parade. Also, he announced that volunteers are needed to 
distribute ice cream and popcorn from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00p.m. on Spirit Day, which is October 5. 
Awards and Special Recognitions. Tony Howard reported that ASC received $920.- $940. 
For the Spirit of BG Awards. ASC has been asked to work with Classified Staff Council as they 
will also be granting Spirit of BG Awards. 
Internal Affairs: This committee is in need of a chair. Mary Beth Zachary reviewed the 
duties of the committee for this year. The Internal Affairs Committee will 
-examine the ASC election process and find ways to streamline it; 
- revise the charges of the ASC committees; 
-examine the bylaws to see what effect the following changes have had: ASC is smaller than it 
used to be, people have to stay off council for two years between terms, and committee 
membership is supposed to be 50% council members; and 
- make sure that bylaws agree with the Administrative Staff Handbook. 
Personnel Welfare. No report 
Professional Development. Ann Betts reported that feedback from the ASC Professional 
Development Morning indicated an interest in either having the conference during Spring Break 
or running it twice in the same day and having the same sessions in the morning and in the 
afternoon. There is interest in topics related to taking care of self and others. 
Salary: David Garcia reported that the committee would meet next week. 
Scholarship: No report 
Ad Hoc Committee on Performance Evaluation Revision: John Clark reported that the 
committee has divided into three groups to write the revision. One group is writing the 
preamble, another group is writing the overview and rationale, and the third group is writing the 
time line for evaluation. The committee will meet next week and will be finished with the 
revision by the end of September. 
• Old Business: none 
• 
• 
• 
New Business: 
-Bylaw restrictions. The bylaws require that all ASC committees be composed of 50% 
Administrative Staff Council members. There are many people who are not on ASC who would 
like to be members of committees. The Amendments Committee will examine the bylaws and 
present alternative language that will not restrict committee membership. In order for 
committees to begin their work for the year and not be bound to the current restrictions, Wayne 
Colvin moved to suspend in Article 2, Section 2 the statement, "Non ASC members shall 
comprise no more than 50% of standing committee membership" until February 1, 2001 in order 
to allow the Amendments Committee to present alternative language. Laura Emch seconded the 
motion. The motion passed unanimously. 
-2000-2001 Goals. The handout listing proposed ASC goals for the year was discussed and 
some modifications were suggested. Mary Beth Zachary will revise the sheet and redistribute it 
at the next ASC meeting. 
Good of the Order: 
- Paul Lopez announced that a film by Tony Howard on the topic of children grieving and coping 
strategies will air this Sunday at 10:30 p.m. on WBGU. 
-Keith Hofacker reminded council that "Oklahoma" will be performed in Kobacker Hall this 
corning Friday and Saturday. 
- Thad Long announced that he has two tickets to give away for the football game against Pitt 
this Saturday. 
-Barbara Waddell passed out posters that contain the text of the University's "Resolution 
Reaffirming the Commitment to Diversity" 
- Claudia Clark announced the upcoming program, "Positive Images: A Body Esteem Retreat 
For College Women" to be held on September 16 
-Wayne Colvin promised that the paving by the stadium would be completed in time for the 
football game on Saturday. 
- Deborah Fleitz encouraged us to attend events sponsored by the College of Musical Arts. She 
shared the fact that 90% of the events are free. 
Cheryl Purefoy announced the following: 
There will be a computer sale next week at the Reed Street warehouse. These computers are 
for home use and non-employees are also welcome to purchase these computers. 
The fall auction will be held on October 14. Among the items to be auctioned there will be a 
sailboat. 
Printing Services will accept documents for printing that are sent electronically. 
The Post Office is recruiting for a manager. 
The University is discouraging employees from receiving personal mail at work. 
Keith Hofacker moved and Deborah Fleitz seconded to adjourn the meeting. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:13p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
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PROPOSED ASC Goals 2000 - 2001 
Raise the corpus of the Administrative Staff Scholarship endowment. 
·,MP!t•\ fa...\._'of' o} 
Assist Human Resources (HR) with th~ 3rd year of the President's Compensation 
Plan. •Help identify positions which require market evaluations outside the CUP A 
and Mid-level CUPA data. 
Present the draft of the Performance Evaluation Revision to ASC mid Fall, 2000 
and have it ready for implementation~y 1~~~001.-~oo Q..IIC(.\ c.y,\e. 
Begin Public Relations work to promote a Wellness Program. Prepare for and 
build a mandate for a survey by the upper administration about a wellness program 
for faculty and staff. 
Work closely with Human Resources (HR) to revise the Non-Compensation 
Conciliation Process . 
Initiate a discussion with the administration concerning the imposition of salary 
caps. (Since many state supported higher education institutions use 
compensations plans, how are caps handled at peer/other institutions? Are all 
constituent groups on the other campus handled in the same way? How/Can we 
get the institution to recognize the inconsistency of 100% merit and caps? HR may 
have a different solution.) 
Continue to offer Administrative Staff professional development opportunity 
support and plan and implement the "Invest in Yourself' development opportunity 
for the university community. 
Explore·~ the possibility of catastrophic sick leave pool through Constituent Group 
Caucus. 
Pursue creation of a policy for equitable teaching compensation for Administrative 
Staff. 
Review and revise the bylaws and committee charges as necessary . 
. ·~ 
• APPENDIXA 
BYLAWS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNQL 
ARTICLE 1: MEETINGS 
SECIJQN 1: Regular Coundl Meetin~ 
Regular meetings of the Administrative Staff Coundl shall be held once each month 
1 during the academic year and as needed during the summer. Council members are 
· expected to attend each meeting and shall be notified of the date, time, and location at 
least two weeks prior to the date. 
The Executive Committee ·shall determine which issues are minor and which are major. 
Minor issues may be read and voted on at the meeting. Major issues shall have two 
readings. At the first reading the Council may ask questions in order to clarify any part 
of the proposal and the proposal may be debated, refined and/ or amended. At the 
second meeting, there may be discussion and debate. If the proposal is amended, the-
Chair shall determine if the change is significant enough to warrant additional review 
by constituents. A vote on a major issue may be taken without a second reading if there 
is a motion to suspend the Bylaws. The motion must be approved by a two-thirds 
majority of the full Council. 
• (Revision to Article 1, Section 1 approved by the Administrative Staff Council on 01/04/96.) 
SECTION 2: 5.pecia1 Council Meetinp 
• 
Special meetings of the Administrative Staff Council may be called by the Executive 
Committee or by one-third of the members of the full Council. 
' 
SECIJON 3: Administrative Staff Meetin&S 
The entire Bowling Green State University administrative staff shall meet at a called . 
session at least once each year. Special meetings of this group may J?e called upon the 
request of 10 percent of the full membership of the administrative staff or by a majority' 
of the members of the Administrative Staff Council. The Secretary shall provide due 
· notification of all meetings. Issues may be disC:ussed and suggestions made. Any votes 
to be taken shall be by ballot distributed to the entire administrative staff. 
SECTION 4: Executive Committee Meetin~s 
The Administrative Staff Council Executive Committee shall meet twice each month 
during the academic year and once each month at other times. Spedal meetings of the 
Executive Committee shall be called by the Chair or by a majority of the members of the 
Committee. · 
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SECTION 5: Alternates at ASC Meetin&S 
Alternates shall be designated by any Administrative Staff Coundl member who finds • 
that attendance at an Administrative Staff Council meeting is not possible. Alternates 
must be chosen from the vice-presidential or preside~tial area represented by the 
council member and must be identified to the Administrative Staff Council Chair prior 
to the beginning of the meeting. An alternate so chosen and so identified may 
participate in discussion, initiate motions and vote on all issues, save those involving 
amendment to the Charter or Bylaws. 
(Revision to Article 1, Section 5 approved by Administrative Staff Council on 01/04/96.) 
SECTION 6: Attendance Policy 
Each Administrative Staff Council member must select a designated alternate who may 
substitute for the said ASC member. H the designated alternate is unable to attend, 
another member from the appropriate vice-presidential or presidential area should be 
chosen. An ASC member who is absent in excess of three regular meetings who has not 
sent an alternate shall be designated as absentee. 
After the absentee Administrative Staff Council member has bee~ notified by the 
Secretary of his or her designation as absentee, his or her name shall be placed before 
members of the Executive Committee at any regular meeting. At that time, a vote of 
two-thirds of those present shall be suffident to remove the absentee Administrative 
Staff Council member from office. 
(Revision to Article 1, Section 6 approved by AdmiNstrative StaH Council on 01 /04/96.) 
ARTICLE 2: COMMITTEES 
SECTION 1: Executive Committee 
The ASC Executive Committee shall act for th~ Administrative Staff Council between 
meetings and shall act as or designate a liaisOn between the Administrative Staff 
Coundl and other governance groups, individuals, and agencies. The Executive 
Committee shall set the agendas for ASC meetings and shall set priorities and goals 
yearly in September. 
SECTIQN 2: ASC Standin& Committees 
Recommendations or self-nominations shall be solicited from the administrative staff 
membership at the time of the annual campus-wide Administrative Staff Council 
elections. ASC members may be nominated or may self-nominate to serve on ASC 
standing committees. The members of ASC standing committees shall be appointed 
from the nominations by the Chair of ASC in consultation with the Executive 
Committee, and shall include administrative staff members at large and members of 
ASC. Non-ASC members shall comprise no more than 50% of standing committee 
membership. Membership on these committees shall be for one year. Members are 
eligible for reappointment Standing committees may appoint subcommittees whose 
members need not be ASC representatives. The Chair of ASC shall appoint a chair for 
each standing committee from the ASC membership. Each chair shall submit in May a 
• 
yearly report of the committee's activities to the Executive Committee. The duties and • 
responsibilities of the following ASC standing committees are: 
• 
• 
• 
A. Elections Committee - This committee shall.~ composed of the ASC 
Seaetary, who shall be its chair, the Chair-Elect, and other coundl members 
as needed. The Committee shall assist the Secretary in initiating, conducting, 
tabulating and announdng the results of nominations and elections for both 
ASC and appropriate University standing committees and in maintaining 
election eligibility and voting records. 
B. Professional Development Committee - This committee is charged with 
aiding and encouraging the professional growth and development of 
administrative staff. It shall study and recommend action with regard to 
prof~ionalleaves, continuing education and recognition of professional 
achievement. · 
C. Personnel/Welfare Committee - This committee shall annually review the 
Administrative Staff Handbook. The Committee shall include at least one 
member from each vice-presidential area and the president's area. The 
committee shall also review, study, and recommend Council action on 
matters involving general salary polides, benefits, performance, evaluation,. 
and polides and procedures that affect the functioning of administrative staff· 
in their positions. The chair of PWC shall be on the Executive Committee. 
D. Finance Committee - The Chair-Elect shall prepare annually the ASC budget 
and submit it to the ASC for approval prior to its submission to the 
University budget committee. 
E. Scholarship Committee- The responsibility of the committee shall be to 
administer all aspects of the administrative staff scholarship program. 
F. Amendments Committee -This committee shall both initiate and receive 
proposed amendments to the Charter or Bylaws and shall report to the ASC 
on all proposed amendments. 
G. Awards and Special Bec~tion Committee- This committee shall develop 
and recommend to ASC ways to recognize administrative staff for their 
outstanding achievements. The Committee also shall handle all 
responsibilities associated with the advertisement, selection and prese.ntation 
of the awards and special recognition including the annual Ferrari Award. 
One member from each vice-presidential area and the president's area shall 
be on the committee. Committee members shall have been employed by the 
University for at least three years. 
H. Salacy Committee- This committee shall compile comparative data and 
make a salary proposal each year on behalf of the administrative staff . 
/()' 
I. Internal Affairs Committee -This committee shall develop and update the 
Orientation Program for new ASC members, which shall involve providing • 
written information and practical learning opportunities, including the 
~en tor /Men tee Pri:>gram and/ or presenta_tions or training seminars during 
or outside of Council meetings. An overview of Council including committee 
assignments, responsibilities, and accomplishments shall be included. The 
Committee also shall work toward developing ways to recognize 
administrative staff for their accomplishments; respond to concerns and make 
recommendations about the structure or configuration of Council meetings; 
and examine the election process and make appropriate recommendations. 
J. EXternal Affairs Committee- This committee shall be responsible for 
developing ideas for community involvement projects for administrative 
staff. The Committee also shall provide assistance for BG Effect; develop 
ways to improve opening day activities for administrative staff; work on 
public relations with other groups on- and off-campus and with media; and 
develop a survey of administrative staff regarding awards, community 
involvement, and opening day. 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 2. L and J. approved by Administrative Staff Council on 01 /04/96.) 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 2 and Section 2. G. approved by the Administrative Staff Council on 
05/01/97.) 
SECOQN 3; Uniyersity Standin& Committees 
Those administrative staff members elected to University standing committees need not 
be ASC representatives and shall be elected by the entire administrative staff. In the • 
event of an unanticipated request for an administrative staff representative to a 
committee, agency, panel or other such body, the Executive Committee may appoint an 
administrative staff member for the first term only. Subsequent representatives shall be 
elected. Each elected representative. shall serve for the term designated by the 
particular committee. In the event that no length of service is set by the individual 
. committee, the term shall last three years. 
SECOQN 4: Ad Hoc Committees 
ASC ad hoc committees shall be created by and responsible to the Executive Committee,· 
which shall appoint members, including the chair, who need not be ASC 
representatives. The Executive Committee shall also appoint representatives of the 
administrative staff to University ad hoc committees. After two years, an ASC ad hoc 
committee shall either cease to function or shall request to be made a standing 
committee through the Amendments Committee. 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 4 approved by Administrative Staff Council on 04/ /99.) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ARTICLE 3: APPORTIONMENT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL 
MEMBERSHIP -
Annually the Executive Committee shall assess the apportionment of the ASC 
membership for the purpose of determining proportional representation on the ASC as 
provided for in Section ill of the Administrative Staff Council Charter. The Executive 
Committee shall report its findings to the ASC. 
ARTICLE 4: THE ELECTION/APPOINTMENT PROCESS 
SECTION 1: Elections to the Administrative StaffCoundl 
A. Nominations 
On completion of the apportionment of the ASC membership, the Election 
Committee, annually, shall seek nominations of candidates for election to 
ASC. Nominations shall be made by and from the total administrative staff by 
functional areas. 
B. Elections 
The Election Committee, annually and following certification of candidates, 
shall conduct the ASC election. Votes shall be cast by the total administrative 
staff for those candidates in their functional areas. 
(Revision to Article 4, Sectkm 1 approved by Administrative Staff Cound1 on 04/02/98.) 
SECUON 2; Nominations and Elections to University Standins Committees 
·Any administrative staff member shall be eligible for membership on University 
standing committees as provided in Article 2, Section 3 of the Bylaws of the 
Administrative Staff CounciL 
A. Nominations 
Annually the Election Committee will seek from the total administrative staff 
nominations and self-nominations for election to specific University standing 
committees. 
B. Elections 
The Election Committee, annually an<:~ upon certification of candidates, shall 
conduct the election of members to specific University standing committees. 
Votes shall be cast by the total administrative staff. 
SECT'IQN 3: · Nomination and Election of ASC Officers 
The ASC officers shall be those defined in Section IV of the Administrative Staff Council 
Charter. 
A. Nominations 
On completion of the election of ASC representatives, the Election 
Committee, shall request of the Executive Committee that it annually prepare 
a list of nominees for election as officers of ASC. Also, the Election 
Committee, by notice filed through the Monitor, annually shall solicit 
additional nominations for ASC officers by the total administrative staff . 
Nominees for election as ASC officers shall be drawn from the Administrative 
Staff Council. -
II 
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B. Elections • 
The Election Committee, annually and following certification of candidates, 
shall conduct the election of A5C officers. Votes shall be cast by the total 
adrnnUUstrativestUf. · 
SEcriON 4: Nomination and Election of ASC Area Representatives to the Executive 
Committee 
The area representatives to the Executive Committee shall be those defined in Section 
IV of the Administrative StU! Council Charter. Area representatives serve one-year 
terms and are eligible for re-election. · · 
A. Nominations 
Annually, the Election Committee shall prepare a list by functional area of 
those ASC members eligtble for election to the Executive Committee. A 
representative must have served a minimum of one year on council (current 
term or past term) to be eligible for election to the Executive Committee. 
B. Elections 
The Election Committee, annually and following certification of candidates, · 
shall conduct the election of ASC area representatives to the Executive 
Committee. Votes shall be cast by the total administrative staff for those 
candidates in their functional areas. 
(Revision to Article 4, Section 4 approved by Administrative Staff Council on <M/02/98.) 
SECOON 5; Nomination and Ap.pointment to ASC Standina Committees 
ASC Standing Committees shall be comprised of members of the ASC as provided for 
in Article 2, Section 2 of the Bylaws of the Administrative Staff CounciL 
A. Recommendations and Self-Nominations 
Administtative staff members at large may be recommended or may self-
nominate at the time of annual campus-side elections to serve on ASC 
standing committees. ASC members may be recommended or may self-
nominate to serve on ASC standing committees. 
B. Appointment 
From among the recommendations and self-nominations, the ASC Chair in 
consultation with the ASC Executive Committee annually shall fill vacanci~s 
on ASC standing committees. 
SECOON 6; General Proceciwes 
A. The Election Committee shall prepare, distribute, receive and tabulate all 
nomination forms and election ballots. The person who receives the most 
votes shall be declared the winner of the election or nomination. In the case 
where more thai\ one person is to be elected, the corresponding number of 
top vote getters shall be declared elected. In case of a tie, a runoff election 
shall be conducted involving only those who tied. 
B. The Election Committee shall certify candidates to include eligibility for the 
office and the consent of the candidate to stand for election. 
• 
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C. The Election Committee shall certify the re5ults of elections. Suclt . 
certification shall be reported to the Executive Committee. 
D. The Election Committee shall conduct nominations and elections designated 
in the Bylaws. · · 
E. The final date for receipt of nomination fonns and election ballots is 10 work 
days after distribution by the Election Committee. 
F. The r~ults of all nominations and elections shall be reported to the 
Administrative Staff Council by the Election Committee at the first regularly 
scheduled ASC meeting following tabulation of the results. 
· G. The Election Committee shall retain all nomination forms, election ballots, 
and working papers for a period of 20 work days following their tabulation 
after which time they shall be destroyed. 
H; The secretary of ASC shall maintain a permanent record of all nominations 
and election results. , 
I. The Executive Committee shall decide any challenge to the conduct or results 
of a nomination process or of an election. 
ARTICLE 5: VACANCIES 
Positions vacated by resignation or for other reasons prior to the dates of the annual 
election for the position vacated shall be filled as follows: 
SECOQN 1: ASC Chair 
. A vacancy in the position of ASC Chair shall be filled by the Chair-Elect. 
If the Chair-Elect is unable to fill the ~ition of chair for the remaining part of the year, 
the title of Chair-Elect shall be retained, and the ASC Chair vacancy shall be filled by . 
the candidate who received the second highest number of votes for Chair-Elect. 
SECOQN 2: Other vacandes 
A vacancy in other positions provided for in the Administrative Staff Council Charter 
and the Bylaws shall be filled by the person who, in the preceding election, received the 
next highest number of votes for the position vacated. In the event that there is a tie in 
the number of votes for the persons receiving the next highest number of votes, the 
vacancy shall be filled by lot conducted by the Executive Committee. 
In the event that a vacancy is not filled as specified in Article 5, Sections 1 and 2, the 
Executive Committee shall appoint a replacement for that position until the end of the . 
fiscal year. 
• If a council·member chooses to take an approved leave from the council during the term 
of office, a permanent substitute for the term of the leave from the same constituent 
/if 
group will be chosen by the coundl member. One month prior to the beginning of the 
leave period, the name of the substitute shall be submitted to the Executive Committee • 
for confumation. The substitute shall have full voting privileges and shall meet all 
obligations of a full council member. Should an approved leave be granted for more 
than one year, the council member shall be obligated to resign. 
ARTICLE 6: FINANCE 
The Chair-Elect shall have the responsibility for the budgeting and control of funds 
designated for the Administrative Staff Council as follows: 
1. University Bud~ts 
Prepare and submit an annual budget for the coming fiscal year to the 
Administrative Staff Council for review and approval. 
After ASC approval, submit the proposed budget request to the appropriate 
University budget review committee according to established procedure. 
2. Foundation Account 
This account will include cash donations from dues and other contributions· 
not part of the University budget to be used as the need arises. 
Persons authorized to pay expenses through the budget and the Foundation account 
will be the Chair, Chair-elect or secretary. 
In addition, a final annual report for the preceding fiscal year for both the University • 
budget and the Foundation account shall be submitted to the Administrative Staff 
Council by October 30. 
ARTICLE 7: OFFIOAL LIAISON 
SECDON 1: President's Representative . _ 
The Assistant to the President of Bowling Green State University, or other designee as 
appointed by the President, shall be the.official President's liaison with the 
Administrative Staff Council. The President of the University shall have a standing 
invitation to meet with the council. 
SECDON 2: Media Re.presentative 
The Monitor, published by the Bowling Green State University Office of Public 
Relations, shall be the official vehicle used to disseminate Administrative Staff Council 
information to all administrative staff members and other members of the University 
community. Additional forms of communication may be used as deemed necessary. 
SEcriQN 3: FacultY Senate 
The chair of the Administrative Staff Council Executive Committee shall appoint a 
member of the Coundl to serve as liaison with the BOwling Green State University 
Faculty Senate. This liaison shall attend meetings of the senate as necessary and will 
serve as a_communication link between the two groups. 
• I 
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SEcriON 4: Oassified Staff Council 
The chair of the Administrative Staff Council Executive Committee shall appoint a 
member of the Council to serve as liaison with the Bowling Green State University 
Classified Staff Council. This liaison shall attend meetings of the esc as necessary and 
will serve as a communication link between the two groups. 
ARTICLE 8: QUORUM 
SECTIQN 1: ASC and ASC Committees 
To conduct ASC business, two-thirds (2/3) of the ASC voting membership must be 
present. A majority vote of those present is required to take official action. Committee 
action shall be taken only by a majority of the committee's membership. 
(Revision to Article 8, Section 1 approved by Administrative Staff Council on 01/04/96.) 
SECTION 2: Full Administrative Staff 
. At a meeting of the full administrative staff, those present constitute a quorum. 
ARTICLE 9: RULES OF ORDER 
Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised, shall be the authority on parliamentarY 
procedure at any meeting of the coundl or its committees. 
ARTICLE 10: AMENDMENTS OF THE BYLAWS 
SECTION 1: The Proposal Prns;ess 
A. All proposals to amend the Bylaws shall be presented to the Amendments 
Committee by one or more of the following: 
• Majority of the Executive Co~ttee 
• Petition signed by 10 per cent of the ASC membership 
• The Amendments Committee 
• Petition signed by 10 per cent of the full administrative staff 
B. All proposals shall be presented to the Amendments Committee in writing in the 
following format 
• The original text to be amended shall be stated in its entirety first. 
• The text to be deleted or altered shall be identified (e.g., by striking 
through text to be deleted or by using italicized or bold typeface for text to 
be altered). · 
• 
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Teaching Compensation Proposal for Administrative Staff-- 1118/99 
Submitted by ASC Salary Committee, BGSU 
Administrative staff personnel who perform official BGSU teaching* beyond the requirements of their 
position classification shall be offered a part-time teaching contract. The per-hour rate for this contract 
shall be equal to or greater than the current BGSU part-time teaching rate, congruent with the staff 
member's teaching exp_erience and highest degree. Although Administrative Staff may voluntarily 
decline offered teaching compensation, they shall have free choice in this decision. Voluntary teaching 
may be considered a value-added item for an Administrative Staff employee's performance and/or merit 
evaluations, but teaching compensated by a part-time contract shall not be thus considered. 
In summary ... 
• A part-time contract shall be offered for any BGSU teaching beyond the 
requirements of the position classification for Administrative staff. 
• The teaching rate for such part-time contracts shall be equal to or greater 
than the standard BGSU rate for similarly qualified part-time instructors. 
• Such part-time contracts, once offered, may be voluntarily declined . 
• Compensated part-time teaching shall not be evaluated for "performance" 
or "merit" for Administrative Staff, but voluntary teaching may be. 
* "Official BGSU teaching," for the purposes of this policy statement, refers exclusively to classes with 
these attributes: (a) university credit is awarded upon successful completion, (b) the instructor awards 
grades for the course [including "S" and "U"], (c) regular or formal class meetings are held,and (d) the 
instructor is responsible for creating/maintaining a learning environment and office hours . 
Call to Order 
ASC MEETING 10/5/00 
PALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Introduction of Substitutes 
pm~1 ttv~£ ~· 
t/ Approval of September Minutes . ,J~ , 0 _ 
r/ Chair'sReport-St-JZ ~~~·~ ' 
/ Chair-Elect's Report ~~ ~A-L 
Guest Speaker: Executive Vice President Linda Dobb 
11 
\.._./ Secretary's Report 
4~t ~{n6_ t/, 3 ~) s~-6;,.,14£ ~U v-6t_ . I 
:rre.. }14.-1(.~. -c~. 
Committee Reports 
tl Amendments 
!External Affairs D~ \J"V 1\~~"V\. · 
J 
I Awards and Special Recognitions 
/rnternal Affairs 
/ 
t/ Personnel Welfare 
...--'. Professional Development 
/Salary 
/Scholarship 
v Ad Hoc Committee on Performance Evaluation Revision 
/old Business 
//2000-2001 Goals - ~.v. 
Bylaw restrictions 
/New Business 
11 Good of the Order ~ fYl 13 z.. - le.tlop s - /_!_/rr~· 
J,l 
Adjourn 
D-4/c.}bf ~~~c.-fs 
-JU..~.(_; 
~-----~-·-. -
(. 
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Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
October 5, 2000 
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 1:35 by Chair, Mary Beth 
Zachary 
Members Present: Linda Bakkum, Ann Betts, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Sidney 
Childs, Claudia Clark, John Clark, Wayne Colvin, Sally Dreier, Laura Emch, 
Deborah Fleitz, Keith Hofacker, Tony Howard, Thad Long, Sandra Miesmer, 
Jane B. Myers, Pamella Phillips, Anne Saviers, Jack Taylor, Nancy 
Vanderlugt, Barbara Waddell, Mary Beth Zachary 
Guest: Executive Vice President Linda Dobb 
Members who sent substitutes: Claudia Clark for Mary Lynn Pozniak, 
Bridgette Winslow for Diane Smith, Jane Myers for Robin Veitch 
Absent: William Blair, Dave Garcia, Kay Gudehus, Paul Lopez, Penny Nemitz, 
Keith Pogan, Cheryl Purefoy 
Approval of Minutes: Laura Emch moved, Pat Booth seconded, and the 
minutes were approved as distributed. 
Guest Speaker: Executive Vice President Linda Dobb began by reminding 
those present of the change in the administrative hierarchy instituted by 
President Sidney Ribeau last spring. At that time, he created the position 
currently occupied by Dobb and gave her responsibility for the following 
University offices and departments: Human Resources, Affirmative Action, 
ITS, LLR, Continuing Education, WBGU, and NWOET. Dobb then reported on the 
following challenges facing the new division: 
1.) Affirmative Action: Barbara Waddell is moving forward on the diversity 
resolution passed by the Board of Trustees last June and it is hoped that 
the current diversity plan will lead to a continuous awareness of the need 
for diversity 
2.) Human Resources: HR is working on classified staff evaluations (of 
particular interest to those Administrative Staff who supervise classified 
staff) and continuing to work on the next phase of President Ribeau's 5-7 
year Compensation Plan. 
3.) ITS: Twelve new employees have been hired to work with staff in 
assigned areas on computing needs, web e-mail is being tested a web portal 
is being developed for students, and a 3-5 year strategic plan for ITS is 
being developed. The infrastructure project will also continue (e.g., a 
new video system is being installed which will allow users to choose a 
video to watch from an on-screen menu) and a system installed (CISCO 
Netscape View) which will allow ITS to see and diagnose problems in the 
network from a remote location. 
4.) LLR: will be the first on-campus site for wireless computing. 
5.) Continuing Education: will be improving summer offerings 
6.) WBGU: will be moving to digital equipment. They have also offered 
political candidates free air time and will be showing these segments 
through late October and early November. 
7.) NWOET: will be offering a new Master's degree in Educational 
Technology off-site . 
8.) Other developments: Dobb referred those assembled to an article which 
will be appearing in next Monday's "Monitor" about the increase in 
•• 
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insurance costs that will increase employee contributions in all three 
plans for the coming year. Vision insurance will no longer be available at 
all. Dobb remarked that the situation mat BGSU is "symptomatic of what is 
happening in this country" and indicated that it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to keep insurance costs down. 
A discussion period followed which resulted in the following information 
being shared or clarified: 
1.) A Wellness Program is being looked at in terms of how many people will 
use it. The initial cost was projected as $35,000 (Dobb stated that it is 
more likely to be close to $50,000) and this cost would have to be 
justified by demonstrating that a sufficient number of staff would attend 
the programs that were offered. Other comments made were that staff needed 
to feel supported by their supervisors to go to these programs, that 
workloads don't always change when a person attends a program leading to 
added stress, and that wellness programs need to creatively reflect the 
changing times to attract a modern audience. 
2.) Safety issues were discussed including the availability of Red Cross 
CPR training (e.g., Barbara Waddell stated that she still trains service 
people on campus) and fire safety (e.g., the proper use of fire 
extinguishers). It was noted that John Curliss of Environmental Health and 
Safety will offer such training with one week advance notice. 
3.) Tech Grants 2000 were mentioned in terms of the fact that they will be 
prioritized by the dean or vice president of the staff members department 
or division. 
4.) In response to a questions about why Continuing Education uses 
off-campus teachers when there are on-campus people qualified to do it, Ann 
Betts shared that there are a number of ways that Continuing Education 
develops its curriculum and that staff who are interested in teaching could 
approach her or Cindy Smith with their ideas about classes they would like 
to teach. 
5.) The Family Leave Act was mentioned in terms of the stipulation that a 
couple working for the same employer is only entitled to 12 weeks between 
them rather than 12 weeks for each of the partners. Dobb stated that this 
"has to be looked at" in terms of how the law is applied at BGSU. 
Chair Report: Mary Beth Zachary reported that there had been some 
resignations from council . She then thanked Anne Saviers for agreeing to 
chair the Internal Affairs committee along with others who are taking 
responsibilities on this year. 
Zachary also commended the ad hoc committee on Performance Evaluation for 
their thoroughness, their diligence, their efforts, and their 
thoughtfulness on behalf of Administrative staff. Their document is now in our 
hands. 
Zachary also reported that she and John Clark have met in their regular 
meetings with the Director of Human Resources and also with Executive Vice 
President, Linda Dobb. In these meetings they have learned: 
1.) that Mercer is in this week to gather data from which to evaluate the 
ranges. 
HR created a list of positions in each range with the position description 
and years in position. Mercer will select benchmark positions and run those 
against their market database. This analysis will take a couple of months. 
They'll let HR know their recommendations. 
• 
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2.) Regarding the President's compensation plan year 3, HR will be identifying 
all positions that have not been yet touched by any of the actions to date 
in the compensation plan. The next step will be to identify positions for 
which we have market data because the positions are identified in the CUP A 
data. HR will then make a list of those not having market data. Those 
positions will have market data gathered. 
3.) Regarding health insurance: Our medical costs went up last year. Because 
we are self-insured, when our costs go down, we can lower premiums, when our 
costs go up, our insurance costs will go up. This coming year, we will have 
increases in our insurance premiums. For those in the PPO and Plan 3, our 
premiums will still be less that we paid for insurance in 1994. Plan 1 
costs will rise to a greater percentage than will the PPO and Plan 3. The 
vision plan will be dropped. It is not a good value for our faculty and 
staff. HR will begin detailing the information regarding the insurance 
situation in the Monitor. 
4.) The current version of the Admin staff handbook is online via the HR 
website. 
Zachary and Clark also met with the Constituent Group Caucus and raised the 
issues of the implementation of the Family Medical Leave for married 
couples and also the interest in creating a catastrophic sick leave pool. Zachary also 
reported 
that she and Clark would be meeting with the Board of Trustees the day 
following the present Council meeting. The ASC report will include updates 
on carry-over items such as the Performance Evaluation Revision, the 
compensation plan year 2, our scholarship awards. It will also include an 
announcement of this year's Ferrari Award winner and the ASC goals for 
this year. Zachary also informed those present that the next ASC report 
to the BOT will focus on putting human faces on Administrative Staff. 
Beside having a video of our BG Best Award honorees (thanks to Paul Lopez's 
efforts), the report will include information about Administrative Staff 
who are in positions of leadership outside their jobs. Zachary said that 
she will be calling for names via the ASC listproc. 
Zachary concluded by updating the list of guests who will be attending the 
December ASC meeting. It is expected that Rebecca Ferguson, Donna Wittwer, 
Doug Kruzel, and Patrick Kelly will all be attending. 
Chair-Elect Report: John Clark thanked those who attended the fall ASC 
reception and said that more than 90 people had attended. He also thanked 
Pam Phillips for providing the table decorations. 
Clark then gave an update on issues related to the IT Committee: 
1.) lTC is expecting an announcement soon about voluntary migration to a 
new mail system. He directed those present to the following website for 
additional information: http://www.bgsu.edu/email/migrate.html. A new 
Eudora will also be available and users will have the option of choosing 
either or both. 
2.) The committee is beginning to move forward on strategic plan, 
beginning with dividing the committee into six areas. Strategies will be 
discussed further at the next meeting on October 20. 
3.) On the issue of desktop replacements: there are no immediate plans 
• 
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for picking up replacements as has been done in the past. The first 
priority is to address the needs of those people who are not yet on a 
replacement schedule. Offices and departments are being advised to be 
creative in finding ways to purchase desktops with their own funds and to 
strongly consider getting equipment that is supported by ITS. 
Clark also reported on the issues addressed at the Constituent Group Caucus 
meeting which were as follows: 
1.) Current policies related to the Family Leave Act 
2.) Developing a catastrophic sick leave pool 
3.) The Wellness Program 
4.) The increase in Health Plan costs 
5.) The Student Health Advisory Committee is also looking at revisions to 
their health plan 
6.) The possibility of Ohio universities forming a coalition for health 
care costs (this is already being explored re: prescription drug plans). 
7.) A Prorated buy-in for health care coverage for part-time employees 
8.) Diversity recruitment, promotion, and retention, alarm at the loss of 
faculty of color 
9.) The possibility of establishing a "one-stop-shopping" academic 
advising center 
10.) Improved recruitment and facilitation of international students 
Secretary's Report: no report 
Committee Reports: 
Amendments: no report 
External Affairs: Thad Long reminded those assembled that today is Spirit 
Day and mentioned related activities. He also thanked his committee for 
their work on the ASC fall reception and reminded everyone about the 
Holiday Parade. The date for the Spring ASC reception is being finalized 
based on President Ribeau's availability to attend. 
Awards and Special Recognition: Tony Howard reported that the Spirit of BG 
Awards form is being finalized. Once this happens, the form will be mailed 
out once, then be available on the ASC website. 
Internal Affairs: Ann Saviers reported that she has updated the ASC 
Orientation handbook, but has not yet received feedback from her committee 
members. 
Personnel Welfare Laura Emch reported that the committee is discussing its 
charges for the year and plans to break into subgroups. She also said the 
committee will be doing research and fact-finding related to their various 
goals. 
Professional Development: Ann Betts reported that the committee reviewed 
evaluations from last year's professional development mini-conference. She 
indicated that several themes had emerged and that these have been 
organized into a "request for feedback" to be sent to the ASC listproc . 
The committee has also decided to hold the event when classes are in 
session because of the number of staff who take time off during spring 
• 
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break, which was being discussed as a possible time for the event next 
year. She also reported that attendance was up this past year over the 
previous year (104 vs. 72). 
Salary: no report 
Scholarship: Sandy Miesmer reported that the committee is planning a 
raffle to raise money for the scholarship fund this year, but no goal has 
yet been set. 
Ad Hoc Committee on Performance Evaluation: Mary Beth Zachary referred 
those present to the document generated by this committee and a discussion 
ensued with the following conclusions: that the document allows for 
individual differences between departments/offices while maintaining some 
consistency among them. Performance evaluation and merit have two 
different purposes , but the current proposal still connects the 
performance evaluation process to the individual department/office's merit 
document. While no one can guarantee that staff will comply, it is hoped 
that the proposed system will yield few enough deviations that Human 
Resources will be able to enforce it more easily. The document will be 
discussed at the next ASC meeting. 
Old Business: Mary Beth Zachary referred those present to the proposed 
changes to the bylaws. These will be discussed at the next ASC meeting. 
New Business: none 
Good of the Order: Barbara Waddell reminded those assembled about meetings 
that have been set up to discuss the Diversity Plan. 
Deb Fleitz reminded those assembled about the upcoming Music and Arts 
Festival, the details of which can be found on the College of Musical Arts 
Website. 
Ann Saviers distributed a handout about the International Friendship 
Program which matches international students with a family so that they 
have social outlets outside of the university. 
Mary Beth Zachary announced that Jerome Library will have wireless 
computing available to check out for use in the library within the next 
month. 
Keith Hofacker moved and Ann Saviers seconded to adjourn the meeting. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:05p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Claudia A. Clark substituting for Mary Lynn Pozniak, Secretary 
• 
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Professional Development Committee 
Chair's report 
October 5, 2000 
Jane Schimpf,, Ann Betts, and Chris Haar met on September 26. 
Reviewed the evaluations from ASC Invest in Yourselfthat was held on March 1, 2000. 
Several themes emerged and these have been organized into a 'request for feedback' to 
be sent out to the ASC listproc. 
Also discussed was the suggestion that we hold the event during Spring Break so that 
more people can attend. It was decided that we would continue to hold the event when 
classes are in session because too many people are off during spring break and would not 
be able or willing to attend. 
We did include a question about the value of repeating popular sessions in the afternoon 
so that more people would be able to attend. 
Attached is: 
A copy ofthe draft of the request for feedback. 
A breakdown of the classifications of people who attended in 1999 and 2000 
A copy of the evaluations from March, 2000 
• 
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ASC Professional Development Day 
******Feedback requested****** 
The Professional Development committee met and reviewed the evaluations from the 
2000 "Invest in Yourself' Professional Development day that was held on March I, in 
Olscamp Hall. 
Several themes have emerged for this year's sessions, but we would like to give you an 
opportunity to share additional needs with us as we plan the March 2001 Professional 
Development Day . 
Please e-mail Ann Betts (~.b.~U$.@Qg.JJ.~t.bg$.JJ,_edJJ) or call her at 2-7895 before October 13, 
2000 with topic areas you feel should be included in the program. 
Suggested Topics 
Please indicate which of these are most of interest to you and feel free to suggest any 
others: 
• Assertiveness- knowing how and when to say "no" gracefully 
• Achieving balance in life 
• Customer Service 
• The Fad Diets- what is the real answer?? 
• The Generation Gap in the workplace 
• Follow-up to Steven Fulk's presentation last year on caring for elderly parents: 
Getting finances in order, power of attorney, end of life ethical questions, 
• legal issues/concerns 
• Communication 
• Ron Partin - Nurturing Peak Performance Part II 
• General session on health with cholesterol screening, diabetes info, blood pressure 
screen mg. 
Format 
It has been suggested that we repeat some of the sessions in the afternoon so that more 
people have the opportunity to attend. If the cost of doing so is not prohibitive, would you 
support this change? 
Thanks very much for your time! 
.-----~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ -~~-~- ~ 
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Breakdown for 1999: 72 people attended 
Administrative Staff: 40 
Classified Staff: 21 
Facui:!Y': 9 
Students: 2 
I 
-"" Jfj. Breakdown for 2000: 1 04 people attended 114 l 
Administrative Staff: 55 
Classified Staff: 
I 
45 
Faculty: 2 
-
Students: 2 
-------------· 
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Administrative StaffCOtmcil Professional Development Pr ogran1 
Wednesday, March I, 2000 
Session Title: Diffhsing the Difficult Person 8:30- 10:15 am 26 Responde 
Instmctor: Michael Freeman 
1. Instmctor: Excellent ........................ Fair 
~- Knowledge of subject 18 8 0 0 0 
b. Organization of info. 11 13 2 0 0 
c. Presentation oftopics 15 9 3 0 0 
d. Ability to communicate 20 7 3 0 0 
e. Over-all quality of instmction 16 11 3 0 0 
2. Content and topics covered Excellent .......................... Fair 
a. Practicalitv of content 13 13 0 0 0 
b. Pace and amount of content 13 11 0 0 0 
c. Difficulty and clarity of content 15 11 0 1 0 
d. Over-all ualitv of content 16 10 1 0 0 
3. Outcomes of the program Excellent ......................... Fair 
a. Met your expectations 12 12 3 1 0 
b. Progress you made 10 13 3 0 0 
c. Ability to use knowledge 14 13 0 0 0 
d. Over-all satisfaction vdoutcome 14 11 2 0 0 
4. Suggestions for improving the program (consider instmction & content) 
The size of the room, relative to the group was distracting. 
nts 
l'm a mental health counselor so already knev; most of it. Hoped for more specific help @coworkers with 
whom work long term . 
Would like the handouts to be in outline form(like overheads) *easier to follow along. 
All CAPS on handouts is very hard to read. 
Need to be little bit longer (more time). 
I enjoyed very much! 
Excellent speaker, presentation and valuable topic. 
Could have been longer- Great! 
Program could be used to train parents w/difficult children, shouldn't we just all grow-up and be mature? 
\Vhy aren't we? Whose responsible for teaching us these qualities, and does lack of them in general 
population point to failure of modern family lifestyle? 
The handouts were difficult to read - need upper and lower case type and indents . 
• 
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Administrative Staff Council Professional Development Program 
Wednesday, March 1, 2000 
Session Title: Nurturing Peak Performance 8:30-10:15 am 
Instructor· Ron Partin 23 Respondents 
1. 1nstructor: Excellent ........................ Fair 
a. Knowledge of subject 21 2 0 0 0 
b. Organization of info. 22 1 0 0 0 
c. Presentation oftopics 23 0 0 0 0 
d. Abilitv to communicate 23 0 0 0 0 
e. Over-all quality of instruction 23 0 0 0 0 
2. Content and topics covered Excellent .......................... Fair 
a. Practicality of content 19 3 0 0 0 
b. Pace and amount of content 17 6 0 0 0 
c. Difficulty and clarity of content 20 1 1 0 0 
d. Over-all quality of content 20 2 0 0 0 
3. Outcomes of the program Excellent ......................... Fair 
a. Met your expectations 19 4 0 0 0 
b. Progress you made 14 8 0 0 0 
c. Abilitv to use knowledge 18 5 0 0 0 
d. Over-all satisfaction w/outcome 21 2 0 0 0 
4. Suggestions for improving the program (consider instruction & content) 
Wow! The time went so fast. 
Well Done! 
Perfect as is w/stories, interaction, humor ... 
More Time! 
Reinforced a lot of things I have known already or heard elsewhere. 
Great Session! 
Possibly more interactions w/in groups. 
None-except possibly having opportunties for follow-up. 
Have him back again on another topic!! Ron vvas super! Just what I needed! 
Ron does a great job! 
Make presentation longer to provide more content. 
J-.1 
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Administrative Staff Council Professional Developm~nt Program 
Wednesday, March 1, 2000 
Session Title: The Balancing Act- Part 2 8:30- 10:15 am 
Instmctor: Lori Wilmarth-Dmm 19 Res ondents 
Excellent ........................ Fair 
18 l 0 0 0 
15 3 0 0 
c. Presentation oftopics 12 6 0 0 0 
d. Ability to communicate 15 2 2 0 0 
e. Over-all quality of instmction 14 5 0 0 0 
2. Content and topics covered Excellent.. ........................ Fair 
a. Practicalitv of content 11 6 3 0 0 
b. Pace and amount of content 8 6 3 0 1 
c. Difficulty and clarity of content 9 6 2 1 0 
d. Over-all quality of content 10 5 4 0 0 
3. Outcomes of the progran1 Excellent.. ....................... Fair 
a. Met your expectations 9 7 3 0 0 
b. Progress you made 8 7 3 0 1 
c. Abilitv to use knowledge 10 6 2 1 0 
d. Over-all satisfaction w/outcome 9 8 2 0 0 
4. Suggestions for improving the program (consider instmction & content) 
Content and topics covered-too fast. This isn't what I expected, but I learned from it. A longer time frame 
is necessary to present everything we tried to cover today. 
Great- I wish I heard part 1. 
Thank you. Better to stop short than mn over. 
Giver her more time, next time. 
Need more time. 
More time to cover topics better. 
~g . 
I 
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Administrative Staff Council Professional Development Program 
Wednesday, March 1, 2000 
SGssion Title: Protecting Yourself form Litigation on the Job, Public Records Guidelines and 
E-Mail Etiquette 10:30 am -Noon 
Instmctor: Nancv Footer 33 Respondents 
-' 
1. Instmctor: Excellent ........................ Fair 
a. Knowledge of subject 30 ., 0 0 0 .) 
b. Organization of info. 26 7 0 0 0 
c. Presentation of topics 23 7 2 0 0 
d. Abilitv to communicate 27 6 1 0 0 
e. Over-all quality of instmction 27 5 0 0 0 
2. Content and topics covered Excellent .......................... Fair 
a. Practicality of content 28 3 0 0 0 
25 7 1 0 0 
26 7 0 0 0 
28 5 0 0 0 
3. Outcomes of the pro_g_ram Excellent ......................... Fair 
a. Met your expectations 26 5 1 1 0 
b. Progress you made 22 5 3 0 0 
c. Abilitv to use knowledge 26 5 1 1 0 
d. Over-all satisfaction w/outcome 25 6 2 0 0 
4. Suggestions for improving the program (consider instmction & content) 
Next time give the flip-side what to do if an employee is being harassed/treatment by supervisor/director. 
Nancy is terrific! 
Excellent! 
Focus the topic-I was really only interested in e-mail/public records info. 
Nancy does a good job. Made legal information understandable for those who aren't use to it. 
Everyone on campus should attend a seminar like this from Nancy! Should be Mandatory! 
Leamed a lot! Lots of pertinent info. shared! Room was a little too noisy with vents, etc. Is there other 
options for microphone, or reduced noise? 
More handouts esp. 'v/1 st half of topics. 
Good presentation! 
Discuss retention of records issues . 
• 
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Administrative Staff Council Professional Development Program 
Wednesday, March 1, 2000 
Session Title: Working With Others Who Are Not Like Me 10:30 am- Noon 
Instructor Anne Saviers 12 Respondents 
1. Instructor: Excellent ........................ Fair 
a. Knowledge of subject 9 " 0 0 0 :>
b. Organization of info. 7 3 2 0 0 
c. Presentation oftopics 5 5 2 0 0 
d. Abilitv to communicate 9 3 0 0 0 
e. Over-all quality of instruction 7 5 0 0 0 
2. Content and topics covered Excellent .......................... Fair 
a. Practicality of content 5 6 1 0 0 
b. Pace and amount of content 5 5 2 0 0 
c. Difficulty and clarity of content 7 5 0 0 0 
d. Over-all quality of content 6 5 0 0 0 
3. Outcomes of the program Excellent ......................... Fair 
a. Met vour expectations 4 5 3 0 0 
b. Progress you made 4 4 3 0 0 
c. Abilitv to use knowledge 5 4 3 0 0 
d. Over-all satisfaction w/outcome 5 4 " 0 0 :> 
4. Suggestions for improving the program (consider instruction & content) 
I liked hearing about examples.(Anne told from personal experience) 
Would have liked handouts · 
Nice dialogue among participants. Type size on overheads too small!! 
jo 
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· Administrative Staff Council Professional Development Program 
Wednesday, March 1, 2000 
Session Title: Belonging to the Sandwich Generation 10:30 am- Noon 
Instmctor: Steven Fulks 12 Respondents ==~--------.-~--------------------~~~ l. Instmctor: Excellent ........................ Fair 
s covered Excellent.. ........................ Fair 
r--=.:.....=....:...::...;_:.;_---=--.:..::...L:=:.:....:.. 
a. Practicali · of content 8 3 1 0 0 ------------+-+-------------------------~ 
b. Pace and amount of content 5 6 1 0 0 ~~==~~--+-+-~--~----~----...:...::...--~--~ 
c. Difficulty and clarity of content 5 7 0 0 0 ~~~~~=-+-+-~--------~----...:...::...--~--~ 
d. Over-all ualitv of content 5 5 0 0 0 ~--~------L-~----------------------~ 
4. Suggestions for improving the program (consider instmction & content) 
Another, follow-up session would be great on financial aspects of caring for an elderly family 
member and for financially preparing ourselves and our family for our elderly years. 
Suggested themes in that presentation: · 
-will, -living wills, -power of attorney, including double power of attorney, -how to handle 
financial assets . 
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INTERNATIONAL FRIENDSHIP PROGRAM 
FAMILY REGISTRATION FORM 
Center for International Programs 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
372-224 7 
Name ___________________________ Phone _______________ __ 
Address ________________________ E-mail _________ _ 
Occupation (Husband) ------------- (Wife)-------------
Do you have foreign language ability (this is not a necessity; all students are good and becoming better in 
English)? --------------------------------------------------------------------
Overseas experience?--------------------------------
Number and ages of children at home--------------------------
Special interests (sports, music, hobbies, etc.) ----------------------
Does anyone in the family play a musical instrument? --------------------
.nternational student preference*, if any, regarding: 
AI;}:J Sex Nationality ----------------------
Graduate or undergraduate---------------------------------
*Although we do our best, we cannot always match your preferences exactly, especially with regard to 
nationality! Please know that the students who request to participate in this program are ALL very eager to get 
to know an American "family"! 
Regrettably, we often have more students than families asking to participate in the International Program and 
thus, some students do not get matched with a family. 
Would you be willing to accept two students? ___ More than two? __ A married couple? __ _ 
Comments or suggestions ------------------------------
Please fill out and return to the Center for International Programs, 1106 Offenhauer West, BGSU. 
Date form completed: ________________ _ 
• 
International Friendship Program 
Bowling Green State University has over 450 international students from over 7 0 
countries around the world. These students are very excited about being in the U.S. and are 
eager to learn about American family life in addition to experiencing American university life. 
In order to help the students meet community members, the Center for International Programs, 
in conjunction with the International Friendship Program Committee, matches interested 
students with interested families. Please note that many American "families" consist of a single 
person, a retired couple, a widow or widower, or a divorced person. An American "family" may 
or may not have children, or it may, for example, have grown children who are living 
independently. Also, there is NO financial or housing obligation associated with this program! 
Many of our community members have "adopted" international students as occasional 
guests for meals, outings, visits to museums, barbecues, etc. You may do as little or as much ffi 
your schedules and mutual interests suggest. Additionally, the International Friendship 
Program Committee tries to plan another group function for families and students during the 
academic year. 
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Once a family has been matched with a student, we hope that they will continue to • 
participate in the program throughout the academic year. Usually, we find that once a family 
and a student have been matched, they continue the association throughout the student's stay at 
BGSU. Often, students and families brought together through this program remain friends for 
life, even after the student has completed his or her schoolwork and moved on. We cb 
understand, however, that sometimes schedules change, crises occur, and things happen which 
prevent a family from continuing their participation in the program. If this should happen to 
you at any time, we do hope that you will let the Center for International Programs know so that 
another family can be found for your student. 
If you are interested in the International Friendship Program, please complete and 
return the enclosed form as soon as possible. We have many students who would like to be 
matched with a family. If you have any questions about this program, or if you know of other 
persons who might be interested in participating in it, please contact the Center for 
International Programs at 372-2247. 
The International Friendship Program has proved to be very rewarding for those 
families and students who have participated in it. We hope you decide to join!! 
09/00 
• 
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-~mzachar-bgnet.bgsu.edu,lzawodn@bgnet.bgsu.edu,a, 10/5/00 12:20 PM -0400, 
To: mzachar-bgnet. bgsu .edu,lzawodn@bgnet.bgsu.edu,atracy@bgnet.bgsu.edu, 
arnoldw@bgnet.bgsu.edu,lchiare@bgnet.bgsu.edu,marcosp@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
From: "John M. Clark" <jclark2@bgnet.bgsu.edu> 
Subject: 
Cc: 
Bee: 
x-Attachments: 
Dear CGC representatives, 
Following are notes from the 10/5/00 Constituent Group caucus session. If you have suggestions for 
these notes, please advise. 
Attending the 10/5/00 Meeting of the BGSU Constituent Group caucus: steve Dietrich and Bill Arnold, 
Graduate Student Senate; Leigh Chiarelott, Faculty Senate; Marcos Popovich, undergraduate Student 
Government; Laurel Zawodny and Anne Tracy, Classified Staff Council; Mary Beth zachary and John Clark, 
Administrative Staff Council. 
The caucus discussed the possibility of meetings throughout the year. Administrative Staff council is 
responsible for convening the caucus this (fall) term, with Graduate student Senate responsible in the 
spring. The next caucus was determined for Thursday, November 30th, somewhere in the library (tba). 
Mary Beth Zachary suggested as startup procedure for this year that the constituent groups try to 
determine where we share goals, where are goals might conflict, and where we might find consensus. 
Mentioned as a rationale for the convening of CGC was gaining unified support for initiatives across 
the university constituencies. 
ASC, esc, and FS representatives all expressed concern about the university policy of concurrent 
application of sick leave and Family Medical Leave . 
zachary also brought up an ASC concern, which has been discussed with H.R. Director Ferguson and 
Executive V.P. Dobb, about employees whose spouse also works for BGSU receiving a combined 12 weeks 
per year Family Medical Leave. 
zachary promised to send CGC representatives the board minutes being interpreted by Human Resources as 
the university policy on FMLA. 
Classified Staff~CSC) representatives expressed an interest similar to ASC's in exploring the 
possibilities of a catastrophic sick leave pool. chiarelott (FSJ also mentioned interest. The 
possibility of abuse and how such a pool might be arranged were also discussed, briefly. 
A Wellness-Program initiative also was mentioned by Zachary as an ASC goal; the "Wellness Connection" 
program currently existing for students was noted. 
Dietrich (GSS) brought up a graduate student concern about increases in the cost of their health plan. 
The Student Health Advisory Committee, he noted, is currently working on revision oY~eLr plan. 
chiarelott suggested that employees of Ohio's state colleges and universities should form a coalition 
for group health insurance. 
zachary stated another ASC goal, to allow prorated buy-in for university health insurance for 
part-time employees. chiarelott suggested ra~s~ng th~s ~ssue in the October 26th President's Panel. 
The esc representatives mentioned having some discussion with Human Resources about taking this idea 
to IUC (Inter-university council). Zachary promised to contact Judy Amend about getting it on the 
agenda for the next President's Panel. 
The GSS representatives also brought up their discussions and concerns about diversity recruitment and 
.~on for faculty. Recent losses of faculty of color, they stated, have been viewed with alarm by 
graduate students. Popovich shared USG concerns that faculty and administrators of color aren't being 
recruited or promoted appropriately, attaining high levels within the university in appropriate 
Printed for "john M. Clark" <jclark2@bgnet.bgsu.edu> 1 
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r mzachar-bgnet.bgsu.edu,Izawodn@bgnet.bgsu.edu,a, 10/5/00 12:20 PM -0400, 
numbers. He also noted that a Diversity Task Force, headed by Dr. Alberto Gonzalez, will be looking 
into these issues. 
Chiarelott noted that spousal hires might be more aggressively promoted, to aid faculty retention . 
Popovich mentioned academic advising as another particular concern of USG. He suggested that a 
campaign might be needed to opt~ze productive interactions between ~ents and advisers. Chiarelott 
suggested, with support from Tracy, that an academic advising and registration center be established, 
a one-stop-shopping center for informed, accurate, up-to-date information on requirements, 
requirements completed, current course availability, etc. Chiarelott noted that faculty advisers are a 
good source for student career advice but often not the best source for current registration advice. 
Another issue the GSS representatives will add to the agenda for President's Panel was mentioned, 
--improved recruitment and facilitation for international students. Dietrich noted a lack of consistent 
communication between the Internat1onal-Program ana other supporting or potentially supporting groups. 
Centralized responsibility for meeting international students' needs, on an ongoing basis, was 
declared a must. The disconnects that sometimes leave international students at the airport without 
transportation or in B.G. without housing must, caucus representatives agreed, be avoided. The CGC 
representatives in attendance noted that various members of central administration are aware of this 
problem but that an action plan is not yet known • 
2 
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ASC MEETING 11/2/00 
P ALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Guest Speaker: President Sidney Ribeau 
Approval of October Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
Performance Evaluation revision 
2000-2001 Goals 
Amendment 
New Business 
Good of the Order 
• Adjourn 
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Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
November 2, 2000 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:30 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Linda Bakkum, Sidney Childs, Claudia Clark, John Clark, Wayne Colvin, 
Sally Dreier, Laura Emch, Deborah Fleitz, Kay Gudehus, Keith Hofacker, Tony Howard, Paul 
Lopez, Sandra Miesmer, Jane B. Myers, Pamella Phillips, Keith Pogan, Mary Lynn Pozniak, 
Cheryl Purefoy, Anne Saviers, Diane Smith, Robin Veitch, Barbara Waddell, Mary Beth 
Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: Carl Dettmer for Ann Betts, Phyllis Hartwell for Pat Booth, 
Doug Martin for Nora Cassidy, Barry Gaskins for Thad Long 
Absent: William Blair, T. David Garcia, Penny Nemitz, Jack Taylor, Nancy Vanderlugt 
Guests: President Sidney Ribeau, Eileen Sullivan, Beverly Steams, Bonnie Blankinship 
Approval of Minutes: Anne Sa viers moved, Sandy Miesmer seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
Mary Beth Zachary reported that she attended meetings with the Executive Committee, 
Human Resources, Legions (10/12/00 and 1112/00), and the President's Panel. 
Executive Committee: ASC still has three unfilled seats on council. Everyone who has been 
asked has (with some degree of reluctance) said no. They're too busy. As we get busier, it will 
become more difficult to get folks to serve. It becomes increasingly more difficult to fill slots 
when prior members of council must be kept off council for two years. Some individuals who 
are interested are blocked from continuing their service. Perhaps amendments and bylaws and 
internal affairs could explore possible solutions. 
Human Resources: 
-President's Compensation Plan-3rd year and after-- The year will cover a review of the ranges 
by Mercer, a discussion of the caps issue, and identification of those not yet dealt with in the past 
two years of compensation. Those who have market data available, (e.g. CUPA and Mid-Level-
CUP A data) will be those who are targeted for market evaluations this year. HR will share with 
us how the total number of Admin staff break out into the groups who have been or will be 
addressed in the President's Compensation Plan. Many positions have been covered already by 
various by being included in the first two years of the President plan, by submitting a new JAQ 
because there was a vacancy in the position, or because there existed a gross/blatant disconnect 
between the compensation for a position and the market. 
- Soft money/grant funded positions-- How do applicants/prospective applicants know that 
positions are grant funded (or funded through soft-money)? Are the implications communicated 
to employees. If HR is made aware that a position is grant-funded that information is 
communicated to applicants and is advertised as such. If the money is grant funded but has been 
renewed regularly over a period of years, it is possible that information will be not be in the 
advertisement but will be discussed with those interviewed. 
-Using vacation the first year of employmentA It is possible that one can use vacation during 
one's first year of employment at BGSU. HR will clarify that it can be used with the caveat that 
if the employee uses vacation and leaves during the first year of employment vacation, that the 
• 
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individual must pay back the vacation days. They'll be working on a more consistent approach 
to that policy. 
President's Panel discussion topics included: 
Concerns about international students; how are we helping to speed their way here, to assist 
with living and socializing, adapting when they arrive, adjusting to the classroom cultures while 
here, and a variety of other issues involving international students and the International Studies 
Program. Suggestions included involving inter'l student in the discussions, focus groups, having 
a program or person coordinating efforts (Linda Dobb offered the new Interim Assoc. Dean of 
Continuing Ed (Distance Ed and International Programs) as a starting point for coordinating 
efforts around this issue. 
There is a task force on diversity headed by Alberto Gonzalez working on the larger issue of 
representation of the Latinos and African Americans in the university community as a whole. 
Also discussed were the problems of being a T A and an international student. 
Health benefits for Part-time employees. The answer is just simply "we can't." 
Fee-waivers for Cont Ed classes- can't 
Professional Development money - classified staff asked 
Wellness Program- Ball State 
Student Academic Advising 
Funding of Student Organizations 
Guest Speaker: 
President Sidney Ribeau began by speaking about the performance challenge monies the 
state of Ohio distributes. There are four types. The first is Access Challenge for two year and 
regional campuses to provide opportunities for high school graduates to move into higher 
education. The money was granted for the purpose of stabilizing and then rolling back tuition. 
The second type of performance challenge is Success Challenge. BGSU received four million 
dollars in Success Challenge monies in this funding cycle. The bulk of state funding for higher 
education is still allocated through the traditional method, although Success Challenge funding 
may move up to 20%. Universities compete for Success Challenge dollars and continuation of 
funding is not guaranteed. A position funded through Success Challenge cannot be guaranteed 
beyond the end of the funding period. Continuation of the position depends on how the person is 
hired and how the continuation of funds occurs. The other two types of performance challenge 
awards are for jobs and research. 
Ribeau then addressed the upcoming budget picture relative to state funding. Initially the 
Board of Regents submitted a request for a 16% increase for higher education funding for the 
first year of the funding cycle and larger for the second year. Two areas that were allowed to 
request higher increases were higher education and K- 12 education. Then there was an 
emergency meeting on October 31. Due to increased Medicare costs, money that must be sent to 
Washington, and a decrease in state tax revenues, funding levels will not be as good as hoped 
for. A realistic funding increase will be 3-5 %. The governor will submit a budget in January 
or February to the state assembly for discussion. At BGSU the budget is much tighter than was 
thought three months ago due to rising costs of fuel oil and increased health care expenditures . 
In response to a question about how much of a budgetary priority is higher education in the 
state Ribeau replied that the first priority of the state is Medicare. The second priority is K- 12 
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education. There is a nationwide concern with improving the quality of K- 12 education. Many 
seem to think that the answer is more tests as a quick fix rather than examining teaching, 
learning, and creating an environment conducive to learning. Higher education is looked upon 
more favorably than it was five years ago. The former governor supported two year colleges and 
the current governor is more supportive of higher education but there is less money available 
now. There will be a statewide total of $500 million- $1 billion available for increases. K- 12 
education is asking for $2 billion. Higher education asking for $700 million. Higher education 
needs to show how we add value to the state economically. 
Ribeau stated that BGSU needs to control what can be controlled in order to increase the 
budget. The state supplies 48% of our budget. The remaining 52% comes from tuition, grants, 
contracts, and donations. Money allocated from the state is based largely on enrollment. As 
enrollment increases we can get near the maximum amount of money possible. We need to 
increase our enrollment by 2% per year for the next few years until we reach 16,000 FfE. We 
do not have the physical plant to accommodate more students than this. Our cap may be raised 
but we cannot increase our numbers beyond the current cap except through off site courses, 
distance learning, and weekend college for masters degree programs. Firelands is expected to 
grow after the new building is completed. BGSU needs to become more independent and self 
reliant in regard to distance learning. 
In response to a question about the Diversity Plan at BGSU Ribeau asked Barbara Waddell to 
discuss the plan. She outlined three challenges. The first challenge is public image. BGSU is 
perceived as unwelcoming to people of color. There is outreach through the media to counter 
this image. The second challenge is to increase the number of people of color in certain job 
groups. Staff in positions to hire others are asked to increase the number of minority applicants. 
The third challenge is to create a civil, inclusive environment that is free from discrimination and 
harassment. It was suggested that BGSU work with the larger community also. Waddell stated 
that the city of Bowling Green has asked for help to make the municipality more welcoming . 
Ribeau stated that the private sector has addressed diversity because they cannot function 
effectively without doing so. It is about money. The University of Michigan has much private 
sector support for their Affirmative Action programs for this reason. Ribeau said that the 
Diversity Plan is about the kind of world in which you would like to live. People want to be 
respected for who they are rather than identified by exterior markers. People learn by having 
difference around them. The University needs to have goals, not quotas, and accountability. 
Each area has goals related to diversity. 
In closing, Ribeau discussed the future of the University. He sees the University as an 
organism that is different in the year 2000 than is was in 1950,1960, and 1970. BGSU will 
continue to grow and change. In order to be a great university, it is important to establish and 
maintain the kind of aspirations, values, and relationships that allow us to continuing achieving. 
It is important to create an environment where people can grow to reach their human potential. 
Chair-Elect Report: no report 
Secretary's Report: no report 
Committee Reports: see appendices 
Old Business: 
• - Performance Evaluation revision 
Inge K.lopping reported on the revised Performance Evaluation. The purpose was to add to it 
and add to its credibility. This document can be used as an umbrella over the unit docoment or 
to replace it. 
• 
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It was suggested that the document should go out to the Administrative Staff listproc to try to 
make sure that the widest possible audience can review it and provide feedback before it is 
approved. 
- 2000-2001 Goals. 
Wayne Colvin moved and Laura Emch seconded to approve the 2000-2001 ASC goals. The 
motion passed unanimously. 
-Amendment 
There was concern about requiring the chair to be a former committee member. That 
sentence was removed. The proposed changes to the bylaws were approved. 
New Business: none 
Good of the Order: none 
Keith Hofacker moved and Sandra Miesmer seconded to adjourn the meeting. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:17p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
• 
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As proposed: 
Article 2 Se~tion 2: ASC Standing Committees 
Recommendations or self-nominations shall be solicited from the administrative 
staff membership at the time of the annual campus-wide Administrative Staff 
Council elections. ASC members may be nominated or may self-nominate to 
serve on ASC standing committees. The members of ASC standing committees 
shall be appointed from the nominations by the chair of 
ASC in consultation with the Executive Committee, and shall include 
administrative staff members at large and members of ASC. Membership on these 
commi-ttees shall be for one year. Members are eligible for reappointment. 
Standing committees may appoint subcommittees. The chair of ASC shall appoint 
a chair for each standing committee from the ASC membership. 'Ibe &f'Pvincee fOr 
~f-a eoNW1iUee sa9ttl4 fl.a¥.s Qsee a nunnbar @f.tb.at s~~ee pt:ig:~= t&-
~ieg as-i+s...QlolaiP". Each chair shall submit in May a yearly report of the 
committee's activities to the 
Executive Committee. The duties and responsibilities of the ASC standing 
committees are ... 
Amendments committee Report: 
Amend Article 2 Section 2 of the bylaws. The committee recommends the 
following three changes. The proposed changes are in italics with a number. The 
number is footnoted as to what the change will be. At the end I have presented 
article 2 section 2, as it would read with the changes. 
Article 2 Secti~n 2: ASC Standing Committees 
Recommendations or self-nominations shall be solicited from the administrative 
staff memb~rship at the time of the annual campus-wide Administrative Staff 
Council elections. ASC members may be nominated or may self-nominate to 
serve on ASC standing committees. The members of ASC standing committees 
shall be appointed from the nominations by the chair of 
• 
ASC in consultation with the Executive Committee, and shall include 
administrative staff members at large and members of ASC. (1) Non-ASC 
members shall comprise no more than 50% of standing committee membership. 
Membership on these committees shall be for one year. Members are eligible for 
reappointment. Standing committees may appoint subcommittees. • 
{2) whose members need not be ASC representatives. The chair of ASC shall 
appoint a chair for each standing committee from the ASC membership. (3) The 
appointee for chair of a committee must have been a member of that committee 
prior to serving as its chair. Each chair shall submit in May a yearly report of the 
committee's activities to the Executive Committee. The duties and responsibilities 
of the ASC standing committees are ... 
Recommendations: 
1. Omit:· "Non-ASC members shall comprise no more than 50% of standing 
committee membership." 
2. Omit: " ... whose members need not be ASC representatives. 11 
3. Add: "The appointee for chair of a committee should have been a member of 
that committee prior to serving as its chair. 11 
• 
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PWC report 
November 2, 2000 
The PWC members are meeting each Friday morning. 
On October 20th, we invited Dick Bowers to attend our meeting to discuss the upcoming 
Wellness survey and ways we can build support for a University Wellness program. 
PWC is working on several initiatives to assist in this area. 
We are also starting work with on creating a recommendation for a rotation process for 
the Administrative Advisory Team (JAQ appeals) . 
• 
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PROPOSED ASC Goals 2000-2001 
Raise the corpus of the Administrative Staff Scholarship endowment. The Scholarship 
. committee is to set a target this month. 
Assist Human Resources (HR) in gathering data to facilitate the implementation of the 3rd 
year of the President's Compensation Plan. After HR articulates the names of 
individuals who are in need of market data, Administrative Staff Council will help survey 
institutions for the necessary information. 
Present the draft of the Performance Evaluation Revision to ASC mid Fall, 2000, get 
formal approval, and have it ready for implementation for the 2001-2002 evaluation 
·cycle. This document and timeline gives time to units to make any adjustment to their 
schedules and documentation and ties closely performance evaluation and merit 
processes. 
• Promote a Wellness Program to administrative staff. Prepare for and build a mandate that 
will reflect positively on a survey by the upper administration about a wellness program 
for faculty and staff. 
• Work closely with Human Resources (HR) to revise the Non-Compensation Conciliation 
Process. This process was used for the first time Spring semester. There are several 
points that need to be revised to fine tune the process. 
• Initiate a discussion with the administration concerning the imposition of salary caps. The 
first part of the process of discussion is to gather data from other institutions that use a 
compensation plan such as Mercer to see what, if anything, the institution does with caps. 
• Continue to offer Administrative Staff professional development opportunities. Support, 
plan and implement the "Invest in Yourself' development opportunity for the university 
community. 
• Explore the possibility of a catastrophic sick leave pool through the Constituent Group 
Caucus. Administrative staff will survey other state institutions to find best practices in 
this area. 
• Pursue creation of a policy for equitable teaching compensation for Administrative Staff. 
• Review and revise the bylaws and committee charges as necessary . 
.----------------------------
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
ASC MEETING 1217/2000 
FIELD HOUSE MEETING ROOM 
1:30-3:00 
Guest Speakers: Representatives from the Office of Human Resources 
Approval of November Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
·Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
Performance Evaluation revision 
New Business 
Good of the Order 
Adjourn 
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Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
December 7, 2000 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:35 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary. She 
welcomed the 3 new Reps: Sandra DiCarlo, Susan Sadoff, and Tom Scavo 
Members Present: Linda Bakkum, Colby Blair, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Sidney Childs, John 
Clark, Wayne Colvin, Sandra DiCarlo, Deborah Fleitz, David Garcia, Keith Hofacker, Tony 
Howard, Thad Long, Paul Lopez, Jane B. Myers, Keith Pogan, Mary Lynn Pozniak, Cheryl 
Purefoy, Susan Sadoff, Anne Saviers, Tom Scavo, Diane Smith, Jack Taylor, Nancy Vanderlugt, 
Robin Veitch, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: Joyce Blinn for Sally Dreier, Beth Long for Laura Emch, David 
Garcia for Kay Gudehus 
Absent: Ann Betts, Claudia Clark, Sandra Miesmer, Penny Nemitz, Pamella Phillips, Barbara 
Waddell 
Guests: Rebecca Ferguson, Patrick Kelly, Donna Wittwer, and Doug Kruzel, (Office of Human 
Resources); Paul Yon (Archival Collections) 
Guest Speakers from the Office of Human Resources 
Rebecca Ferguson 
Rebecca Ferguson introduced Office of Human Resources staff members Patrick Kelly and 
Donna Wittwer from the Benefits/Compensation area; and Doug Kruzel from the 
Employment/Employee Relations area. She called our attention to the information sheet that was 
distributed which details the various areas within the office and gives names and contact 
information for the staff within these areas. 
Donna Wittwer 
Donna Wittwer spoke next and began by giving an overview of the areas within the Office of 
Human Resources. The Benefits area is currently working with the results of the open 
enrollment period for health insurance. The new plans will go into effect on January 1. Next 
year everyone must fill out enrollment forms for health insurance. The Health Wellness 
Committee will analyze benefits and eligibility. Health care costs have increased due to 
prescription drug cost increases that are a result of direct marketing to consumers by drug 
manufacturers. 
The Employment/Employee Relations area works with Classified and Administrative Staff. 
The manager of this area, Doug Kruzel is currently working with the ASC Salary Committee 
regarding teaching compensation for Administrative Staff. 
The Records area works with personnel files, Classified and Administrative Staff handbooks, 
performance evaluations, and leaves including FMLA. One issue the area will work on is 
spousal use of FMLA when both work at BGSU. Another project for the area will be to identify 
and compare all forms of leave across the three employee groups, examine similarities and 
differences, and note reasons for the differences. There will be also be two people from each of 
the three constituent groups working on this project. 
Darlene Whipple and Kate Augustine staff the Training and Development area. 
-Compensation 
Wittwer theh addressed compensation issues. Scott Cook from Mercer was hired to look at 
positions, especially those that are not competitive with the market. Two areas that are being 
looked at are ITS and Development. Some possible results could be that separate pay ranges are 
established for these areas or perhaps market adjustments are given. Caps are currently an issue 
because pay ranges were frozen. A question was raised as to why Administrative Staff are the 
only group with caps. The question was raised as to whether or not there is a percentile target for 
Administrative Staff salaries. There is not. 
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Wittwer next discussed the Administrative Compensation report she prepared for this meeting . 
The information presented is a scatter gram snapshot of the November payroll. Interim positions 
are not included because they skew the data. The report compares the number of years in current 
position to salary for 510 Administrative Staff members. This is shown by grade. The top of 
each grade chart is higher than the cap in order to allow those above the cap to be included. 
Discussion during the presentation included a variety of points. The observation was made that 
there is a preponderance of staff below the salary midpoint. The point was raised that there are 
several new hires who are earning more than those with more years in position. Wittwer said 
that in some cases the person could have been re-graded or the new staff may have had a lot of 
prior experience. The point was raised that there could be someone in a position for several years 
and someone new with similar experience is hired for more money. A suggestion was made to 
color code the dots in the report to differentiate those who were new to BGSU from those whose 
were already at BGSU and their positions were reevaluated. A question was asked about how to 
reevaluate a position. Wittwer suggested that a good time to reevaluate the Job Analysis 
Questionnaire would be at the time of the Performance Evaluation if it is shown that there is a 
need. The signature of the supervisor is required for a reevaluation. The observation was made 
that there is a shelf between those with 7 years or less and those with 9 years or more in position. 
One reason for this could be the fact that those positions occupied with the same person for 9 or 
more years were examined during the first year of the Administrative Compensation Plan. The 
point was raised that although ASC may want to look at years of service, the administration does 
not. They want to look at merit. Also, if someone moved from a Classified Staff position to an 
Administrative Staff position, only the years in the Administrative Staff position were taken into 
account. Wittwer said that Human Resources is also looking at staff whose positions have not 
been reevaluated since 1994 to see if the positions are in the appropriate grade level. When 
looking at positions, there are 2 issues. The first is the grade of the position, which measures the 
value of the position. The second issue is the salary, which has to do with the value of the person 
in that position. The observation was made that the University is not doing market reviews of 
positions unless a person receives an offer elsewhere or there is a request for a market review 
from a University vice president. It was mentioned that PERS has increased benefits for those 
with more than 30 years of service in order to encourage staff to work longer and that there are 
possible changes for new hires regarding defined benefit. The concluding point was made that 
the goal is to work toward fairness in Administrative Staff salaries. 
Approval of Minutes: Cheryl Purefoy moved, Keith Pogan seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Reorder meetine aeenda 
Mary Beth Zachary asked that the meeting agenda be reordered so that the Performance 
Evaluation revision could be discussed next. Keith Hofacker moved, David Garcia seconded, 
and it was approved to reorder the agenda. 
Old Business: 
- Performance Evaluation revision 
There was discussion regarding the revision. Mary Beth Zachary shared feedback that she 
received after the document was sent to the ASC listproc. There was concern that there is not 
enough consistency across campus. Inge Klopping said that the reason for developing the new 
document was that a survey of Administrative Staff found that the previous document was 
overbearing and not appropriate to units. Therefore each unit created a merit document. The 
Performance Evaluation document is designed to be used in conjunction with the unit merit 
documents. Determination of merit and super merit is addressed within the unit merit document. 
Some units created a merit document without employee input. If an employee feels the 
document is not fair, this concern should be addressed within the unit. Units should be 
encouraged to periodically review their merit documents. Employees who feel they were not 
treated fairly in the evaluation process can contact Rebecca Ferguson or Doug Kruzel. 
Keith Hofacker called the question and the revised Performance Evaluation document was 
accepted. Inge Klopping, Judy Donald, John Clark, Doug Kruzel, Beverly Steams, and Karen 
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Woods were thanked for the work they did to produce this document as members of the 
Performance Evaluation Revision Committee. 
Chair Report: 
Mary Beth Zachary reported that she attended meetings with the Executive Committee, Human 
Resources, and the Constituent Group Caucus. Zachary issued a reminder that the next ASC 
meeting is January 4th in the Pallister Conference Room with guest John Folkins. 
Executive Committee: 
The Executive Committee discussed, at length, what needs to be discussed with Human 
Resources. Topics are below in the notes of the meeting with Human Resources. 
Strategies were chosen to complete the membership of council. It worked. We filled council 
seats in the areas of Firelands, Technology, and Student Support. 
Looked at the Council's budget, this year's expenditures, and potential expenditures prompted 
by a request for funds for the ice cream social. 
We decided to draft a "philosophy of compensation" in bullet form for consideration by the 
President's Compensation Group. 
Human Resources: 
Most discussions encompassed the information to be presented to the Council on December 7th. 
Topics to be addressed briefly include: An update on work with Mercer; year 3 of the 
compensation plan; and overall admin staff compensation picture (perhaps in the form of scatter-
grams); health insurance challenges and open enrollment; FMLA; performance evaluation; 
teaching compensation; changes in % of PERS payments after 30 years of service; violence in 
the workplace. The appropriate ASC committees will follow up on topics that require pursuit. 
Constituent Group Caucus: 
Zachary and John Clark attended the Constituent Group Caucus meeting on November 30. See 
the minutes, which are included in the Chair-Elect report. 
Chair-Elect Report: 
John Clark reported that he has heard from H.R. Director Ferguson and from Faculty Senate 
Chair Chiarelott that the President's Compensation Group is engaged in developing a philosophy 
of compensation for BGSU employees. Clark also distributed minutes from the November 30 
Constituent Group Caucus meeting. 
Minutes from Constituent Group Caucus 11/30/00 
In attendance: Popovich (USG), Zawodny (CSC), Tracy (CSC), Chiarelott (FS), Clark (ASC), 
Zachary (ASC), Dietrich (GSS) 
The meeting convened at approximately 10:00 a.m. 
First, Chiarelott shared his intention to meet with President Ribeau in the next week to present a 
Faculty Senate concern: lack of formal representation by the leadership of the employee 
constituencies in the President's Compensation Group. Faculty Senate's position, that the 
discussions of the Compensation Group should include leadership from the three employee 
constituencies, was approved (as presented by Chiarelott) by CGC representatives from 
Classified Staff Council and Administrative Staff Council. 
Next, Zachary brought up an invitation from Rebecca Ferguson in Human Resources. Ferguson 
is seeking two volunteers from each employee constituency, who would then join with H.R. 
representatives to form an ad hoc committee for studying, analyzing, and potentially rewriting 
policy documents regarding all forms of employee leaves. Chiarelott requested that Zachary ask 
H.R. for a formal invitation to each constituent group, which Zachary said she would do. 
Classified, Administrative, and Faculty representatives at today's meeting agreed that the 
proposed committee and its charge can be beneficial and deserve our support. 
Then, reporting an ongoing concern of USG, Popovich discussed meetings of the Academic 
Advising Committee and their conversations aimed at improving student advising support. As 
Popovich reported, a forum to explore these concerns recently ended without significant 
resolution, but the student government representatives at that meeting and the deans and other 
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administrative representatives who also took part intend to continue their efforts until progress is 
made. Several issues have arisen in discussions to this point, but each will require further 
exploration. 
On the topic of a potential Wellness Initiative (primarily targeting employee groups at the 
university), Zawodny and Tracy were unsure whether Classified Staff are being represented on 
the Health Care Task Force. Zachary volunteered to research the membership of that group and 
to communicate this information to CGC. [She has now done so; members of the Task Force are 
Steve Horowitz, Donna Wittwer, Joanne Navin, Carney Strange, Cathy Swick, and Barb 
Keeley.] CGC representatives then briefly discussed a draft of a Wellness Resolution survey, 
faxed earlier on 11/30 to Zachary, from Barb Keeley. Zawodny mentioned her constituency's 
interest in free employee use of exercise facilities on campus, but, as Zachary related, a source in 
H.R. has already told her that our university budget will not support this additional benefit. In 
conclusion, CGC members concluded that small beginnings would be best for the Wellness 
Project, and that the survey would benefit from an initial disclaimer (e.g., "not every idea on this 
survey necessarily will be enacted, and not necessarily simultaneously"). 
On the topic of a Catastrophic Sick Leave Pool, Zachary suggested that the issue might be 
folded into the charge of the incipient Employee Leave Policies subcommittee. CGC agreed. 
Regarding a potential coalition for health care with other regional institutions, Zachary reported 
H.R.'s conclusion: Our health care benefits being the best among our region's institutions, we 
would only lose by a general-area consortium. Chiarelott also mentioned that the other regional 
institutions are themselves lukewarm about the idea. 
Dietrich then reported conversations GSS has had with Bruce Edwards and Ed Whipple 
(separately) regarding improved support for International Graduate Students. Focus groups and 
other concerted efforts at determining appropriate approaches will be conducted in the spring, 
according to Dietrich. As well, Dietrich reported that Georgia Folkins, wife of our Provost John 
Folkins, will assume a new post as Interim Graduate Student Coordinator on Dec. 1st and will be 
housed in the Student Affairs area. One of her major duties in this position, Dietrich noted, will 
be to aid International GAs, but the broad-perspective focus of her position will be to aid all 
graduate students at the university. GSS has a list of issues they will be presenting to Ms. Folkins 
at their earliest opportunity. 
On the agenda item "Diversity Issues," Zachary suggested that the Affirmative Action office, 
and specifically Barbara Waddell, have been mandated by President Ribeau to show university 
areas and hiring committees how to better recruit, promote, and retain employee diversity. In this 
regard, Popovich noted that the Campus Diversity Committee, on which he serves, has recently 
restructured into several issue-oriented subcommittees, each targeting diversity efforts in 
different aspects/elements of the university situation. Meetings of these subcommittees will 
resume after winter break. 
As a final item, Dietrich announced that GSS will propose Faculty/Staff parking permits--or at 
least, such permits with limitations--for Graduate Teaching Assistants during the term of their 
teaching at the university. Pros and cons of this issue were briefly discussed by CGC members. 
Respectfully submitted by John M. Clark--Administrative Staff Council 
Secretary's Report: Mary Lynn Pozniak asked the committee chairs to e-mail her a copy of 
their reports. 
Committee Reports: 
-Amendments. No report 
- External Affairs 
Thad Long thanked all that took part in the parade and contributed candy. The date of the 
spring reception is May 31. Long will speak to Stephanie Jesse in the Presidents Office to set the 
time according to President Ribeau's availability. 
- A wards and Special Recognitions 
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Tony Howard reported that the second recipient of "The Spirit of BG" award has been selected . 
The first recipient, Catherine Pratt of the College of Business, was surprised. Copies of the 
submission forms are available here. 
- Internal Affairs 
Anne Saviers submitted the following written report: 
The chair of the lA Committee met with ASC President Mary Beth Zachary to discuss 
objectives for the lA Committee for the remainder of this academic year. The following is a 
summary of the discussion: 
The lA Committee will review the charges to ASC committees as stated in the 
Administrative Staff Handbook. 
The Chair of the lA committee will meet in January with the ASC Executive Committee to 
discuss committee charges and to make initial suggestions for recommended 
changes/modifications in committee charges. 
lA would then work with the Amendments and By-laws committee regarding those 
recommendations. 
The Chair of lA will meet with Joe Luthman to discuss the constituent lists to ensure that all 
constituents are fairly represented. 
In conjunction with the Amendments and By-laws Committee, lA will revisit the issue of 
requiring former ASC representatives to stop out for two years (after completing an elected 
term) before becoming involved in ASC. 
The current and former secretaries of ASC will be contacted regarding their input into 
designing a streamlined process for electing representatives to ASC again. 
The lA Committee will begin making plans to assist with the election of new ASC members 
during Spring semester, 2001. 
- Personnel Welfare Committee 
Laura Emch submitted the following report that was read by the secretary: 
The PWC members met with Dick Bowers on October 20m to discuss the upcoming 
Wellness/Health Management survey and ways we can build support for the University Wellness 
program. PWC is working on several initiatives to assist in this area. 
On December 1st, PWC met with Donna Wittwer and Doug Kruzel (Human Resources) to 
develop a rotation process for members serving on the Administrative Advisory Team for JAQ 
appeals. 
-Professional Development. No report 
-Salary 
David Garcia and Doug Kruzel reported. The committee met yesterday. Kruzel suggested a 
survey of administrative staff teaching. They are also looking at the earnings of part time 
instructors and comparing that with the overload rate of $1,500 for a staff member who teaches a 
3 credit hour course. They would like to see that all staff members who teach outside work 
hours make the same money as part time instructors. This doesn't apply to those who teach as a 
part of their job within work hours. They are preparing a report for the June Board of Trustees 
meeting. 
- Scholarship 
Sandy Miesmer e-mailed the following report: 
The scholarship committee has met several times fall semester. The first meeting was September 
28th. It was an organizational meeting to get to know each other and discuss the committee's 
charge . 
2nd meeting October 12th 
Set goal to raise $5,000 for scholarship fund 
Began discussion of raffle 
Assigned tasks of starting to line up prizes for raffle 
3rd meeting November 13th 
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Reviewed prizes in place so far such as parking permit, bookstore, theatre passes 
Still working to get athletic dept prizes 
Discussion on coordinating with Family campaign to designate Administrative Scholarship 
fund for the spring campaign 
Next meeting December 11th 
New Business: none 
Good of the Order: 
Deb Fleitz and Keith Hofacker announced that this is the last big performance weekend of 
the fall semester. Half the performances are free. The performances include World 
Percussion, Holiday Concert, Andre Watts, Bowling Green Philharmonia, and University 
Choral Society. 
Robin Veitch informed us that there are hockey and basketball games this weekend. 
Sidney Childs announced that there is a Kwanzaa celebration tomorrow at 7:00p.m. in the 
Field House. There will be dinner and a show. 
Beth Long announced that the Financial Aid Scholarship Guides and FAFSA forms are now 
available. Renewal F AFSA forms will be sent to students. 
Keith Pagan announced that he will give rides to central campus for those who need them 
after the meeting. 
David Garcia informed us that there were a record number of attendees this fall for the 
second Preview Day. Also, there will be 68 high school guidance counselors on campus 
tomorrow, They will have lunch, listen to President Ribeau, visit the Jerome Library, and 
tour residence halls. 
Paul Lopez thanked Thad Long for his work with the Holiday Parade. 
Tony Howard reminded everyone to renew PBS memberships . 
Tom Scavo announced that the phase in for the new e-mail system is going well. There is an 
e-mail fair next week. 
Mary Beth Zachary thanked those 90 staff members who sent her information regarding their 
leadership roles. She also announced a sound recordings archives sale of 8-tracks and LP's 
on December 8th and 9th. There will also be comic books and posters for sale. The sale will 
take place in the Pallister Conference Room. 
David Garcia moved and Keith Pagan seconded to adjourn the meeting. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:00p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
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Office of Human Resources - Fall of 2000 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/ohr 
The Office of Human Resources - working together as a 
team within the office and throughout the University -
recruits the best, retains the best and assists employees as 
they reinvest in their future. 
General Phone Numbers: 
Front Desk 372-8421 
( ohr@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
Job Line: 
Administrative Staff: 372-2588 
Classified Staff: 372-8669 
Asst. VP and Support: · 
• Ferguson, Rebecca 2-2259 (fergusb@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Buckenmyer, Marcia 2-2558 
(mbucken@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• 
We provide Customer Service for: 
Benefits/Compensation: 
• Choosing and comprehending your health care 
plans 
• Coordinating leaves (FMLA, etc) 
• Starting and maintaining a tax deferred annuity 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Understanding fee waivers 
Reviewing options for retirement 
Answering questions and assisting in writing Job 
Analysis Questionnaires 
Conducting salary reviews and surveys 
Providing advice on salary placement for re-
evaluated positions and new hires 
Questions- Reach us at: 
• Wittwer, Dmma 2-2113 
( dwittwe@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Ackerman, Judy 2-2114 Gudya@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Gerkens, Dean 2-7987 (dean@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Kelly, Pat 2-9272 (pdkelly@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Schaller, Terri 2-2112 (tlscha@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Shamp, Diana 2-2115 (dianaj@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• 
Employment/Employee Relations: 
• Posting/ Advertising, Recruitment & Selecting of 
Classified and Administrative Staff 
• Coordinating EOE with the Office of Affirmative 
Action 
• Maintaining HR web sight for job listings 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Maintaining Admin/Class job line 
Coordinating and conducting Classified Staff job 
audits 
<:oordinating New Employee Orientation Program 
(NEO) 
Reviewing and responding to employer and employee 
concerns 
Suggesting courses of actions on employee related 
performance issues 
Coordinating SPBR related activities 
Questions -Reach us at: 
• Kruzel, Doug 2-2228 (dkruzel@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Chandler, Sylvia 2-8422 (chandle@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Henson, Vicki 2-8421 (vhenson@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Holley, Mary 2-227 (holley@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• Hudson, Tracy 2-8421 (hudsont@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
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Records: 
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Conducting records information sessions 
Maintaining all personnel files and relevant personnel 
records 
Maintaining Administrative and Classified staff leave 
balances 
Coordinating (with Benefits) FMLA 
Coordinating leave balance pay out for Administrative 
and Classified staff 
Acting as liaison with the Payroll Office 
Conducting exit interviews 
Functioning as resource for University, Federal and 
State Regulations and Policies regarding non-student 
employment issues 
Maintaining Administrative and Classified handbooks 
on the HR web sight 
Questions -Reach us at: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Woods, Karen 2-2237 (kwoods@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
Blasius, Vicki 2-8424 (vblasiu@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
Chanaberlain, Joyce 2-2559 
(jchanabe@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
Good, Brenda 2-8425 (bgood@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
• 
Internal Training and Development: 
• 
• 
Coordinating Activities for Divisional Training 
Teanas 
Coordinating assessments/audits, design, 
application and post-training follow-up 
• Acting as Consultant Network Resource 
Training Center: 
• 
• 
Developing and delivering interactive and 
participatory custom training for: 
Corp, government, and public private and 
non-profit agencies within NW Ohio 
Matching the best ofBGSU with external 
customers to meet customized employee training 
needs: 
Assessments, Cultural Audits, Executive 
Coaching, Strategic Planning 
Questions- Reach us at: 
• 
• 
Whipple, Darlene 2-8423 
( edarlen@bgnet.bgsu.edu) 
Augustine, Kate 2-2628 
( rkatie@b gnet. b gsu. edu) 
• 
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Administrative Compensation 
Presented to ASC on December 7, 
2000 
Important Information 
• Scatter grams - lots of 
dots 
• Current data from 
Nov. 20pay 
• Interim positions not 
included 
• Comparison - Years in 
Current Position to 
Fiscal Compensation 
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Additional Information 
• Snapshot - fluid 
• Total positions 
• Computer versus my 
input 
Grade 8 and 7 
• Grade 8- has one 
person whose fiscal 
compensation is above 
the third quartile 
• Grade 7 - has one 
person whose fiscal 
compensation is above 
the max 
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Chair's Report of Highlights 12-7-00 
Remember that our next meeting is January 7th in the Pallister Conference Room with our guest John 
Folkins. 
Meetings with Executive Committee, Human Resources (HR.), Constituent Group Caucus (CGC): 
Executive Committee: 
We have discussed, at length, what we might need to express and/or discuss with Human Resources. 
Topics are below in the notes of our meeting with HR. 
We chose strategies to complete the membership of council. It worked. We filled council seats in the areas 
ofFirelands, Technology, and Student Support. 
Looked at the Council's budget, this year's expenditures, and potential expenditures prompted by a request 
for funds for the ice cream social. 
We decided to draft a "philosophy of compensation" in bullet form for consideration by the President's 
Compensation Group. 
HR: 
Most discussions encompassed the information to be presented to the Council on December 7th. Topics to 
be addressed briefly include: An update on work with Mercer; year 3 ofthe compensation plan; and overall 
adrnin staff compensation picture (perhaps in the form of scatter-grams); health insurance challenges and 
open enrollment; FMLA; performance evaluation; teaching compensation; changes in % of PERS 
payments after 30 years of service; violence in the workplace. The appropriate ASC committees will 
follow up on topics which require pursuit. 
CGC: 
Participation by representatives from each employee group in the President's Compensation Group has 
been requested by Leigh Chiarelott, Chair of Faculty Senate. The President will consider the proposal 
and ask the Compensation Group members at their December 20th meeting for their responses. Dr. Ribeau 
also said that it was Dr. Linda Dobb 's group and that she would make the final decision. 
We looked at a draft survey created by a committee charged by the Vice President for Student Affairs to 
gauge interest in a wellness program for BGSU employees. CGC members took the draft back to their 
constituents. Our PWC has been in contact with Dick Bowers, chair of the committee about this same 
tssue. 
In an update from the Graduate Student Senate representative about the issue of international graduate 
students at BGSU, an interesting and positive development has occurred. Georgia Folkins has been named 
the Interim Coordinator of Graduate Students Affairs to serve in Student Affairs for graduate students with 
an eye toward the international student perspective. 
• The graduate students are going to talk to the Parking Committee regarding parking for teaching assistants. 
• 
• 
• 
Bowling Green State University 
General Studies Writing Program 
215 East Hall 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0142 
(419) 372-7885 
***************************Constituent Group Caucus 11130/00**************************** 
In attendance: Popovich (USG), Zawodny (CSC), Tracy (CSC), Chiarelott (FS), Clark (ASC), Zachary 
(ASC), Dietrich (GSS) 
The meeting convened at approximately 10:00 a.m. 
First, Chiarelott shared his intention to meet with President Ribeau in the next week to present a Faculty 
Senate concern: lack of formal representation by the leadership of the employee constituencies in the 
President's Compensation Group. Faculty Senate's position, that the discussions of the Compensation 
Group should include leadership from the three employee constituencies, was approved (as presented by 
Chiarelott) by CGC representatives from Classified Staff Council and Administrative Staff Council. 
Next, Zachary brought up an invitation from Rebecca Ferguson in Human Resources. Ferguson is 
seeking two volunteers from each employee constituency, who would then join with H.R. 
representatives to form an ad hoc committee for studying, analyzing, and potentially rewriting policy 
documents regarding all forms of employee leaves. Chiarelott requested that Zachary ask H.R for a 
formal invitation to each constituent group, which Zachary said she would do. Classified, 
Administrative, and Faculty representatives at today's meeting agreed that the proposed committee and 
its charge can be beneficial and deserve our support. 
Then, reporting an ongoing concern of USG, Popovich discussed meetings of the Academic Advising 
Committee and their conversations aimed at improving student advising support. As Popovich reported, 
a forum to explore these concerns recently ended without significant resolution, but the student 
government representatives at that meeting and the deans and other administrative representatives who 
also took part intend to continue their efforts until progress is made. Several issues have arisen in 
discussions to this point, but each will require further exploration. 
On the topic of a potential Wellness Initiative (primarily targeting employee groups at the university), 
Zawodny and Tracy were unsure whether Classified Staff are being represented on the Health Care Task 
Force. Zachary volunteered to research the membership of that group and to communicate this 
information to CGC. [She has now done so; members of the Task Force are Steve Horowitz, Donna 
Wittwer, Joanne Navin, Carney Strange, Cathy Swick, and Barb Keeley.] CGC representatives then 
briefly discussed a draft of a Wellness Resolution survey, faxed earlier on 11130 to Zachary, from Barb 
Keeley. Zawodny mentioned her constituency's interest in free employee use of exercise facilities on 
campus, but, as Zachary related, a source in H.R. has already told her that our university budget will not 
Bowlin~: Green State University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer. 
--··- . .,_ ---·------ -----------~------------ -
support this additional benefit. In conclusion, CGC members concluded that small beginnings would be 
best for the Wellness Project, and that the survey would benefit from an initial disclaimer (e.g., "not 
every idea on this survey necessarily will be enacted, and not necessarily simultaneously"). 
On the topic of a Catastrophic Sick Leave Pool, Zachary suggested that the issue might be folded into 
the charge of the incipient Employee Leave Policies subcommittee. CGC agreed. 
Regarding a potential coalition for health care with other regional institutions, Zachary reported H.R.'s 
conclusion: Our health care benefits being the best among our region's institutions, we would only lose 
by a general-area consortium. Chiarelott also mentioned that the other regional institutions are 
themselves lukewarm about the idea. 
Dietrich then reported conversations GSS has had with Bruce Edwards and Ed Whipple (separately) 
regarding improved support for International Graduate Students. Focus groups and other concerted 
efforts at determining appropriate approaches will be conducted in the spring, according to Dietrich. As 
well, Dietrich reported that Georgia Folkins, wife of our Provost John Folkins, will assume a new post 
as Interim Graduate Student Coordinator on Dec. 1st and will be housed in the Student Affairs area. One 
of her major duties in this position, Dietrich noted, will be to aid International GAs, but the broad-
perspective focus of her position will be to aid all graduate students at the university. GSS has a list of 
issues they will be presenting to Ms. Folkins at their earliest opportunity. 
On the agenda item "Diversity Issues," Zachary suggested that the Affirmative Action office, and 
specifically Barbara Waddell, have been mandated by President Ribeau to show university areas and 
hiring committees how to better recruit, promote, and retain employee diversity. In this regard, Popovich 
noted that the Campus Diversity Committee, on which he serves, has recently restructured into several 
issue-oriented subcommittees, each targeting diversity efforts in different aspects/elements of the 
university situation. Meetings of these subcommittees will resume after winter break. 
As..a final item, Dietrich announced that GSS will propose Faculty/Staff parking permits--or at least, 
such permits with limitations--for Graduate Teaching Assistants during the term of their teaching at the 
university. Ptc>s and cons of this issue were briefly discussed by CGC members. 
Respectfully_ submitted by John M. Clark--Administrative Staff Council 
• 
• 
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Internal Affairs ·Committee Report 
December 7, 2000 
The chair of the lA Committee met with ASC President Mary Beth Zachary to 
discuss objectives for the lA Committee for the remainder of this academic 
year. The following is a summary of the discussion: 
1. The lA Committee will review the charges to ASC committees as 
stated ~e Administrative Staff Handbook. 
2. The Presidiht of the lA committee will meet in January with the ASC 
Executive Committee to discuss committee charges and to make 
initial suggestions for recommended changes/modifications in 
committee charges. 1 ft~p 
3. lA would then work with the Amendments and By-laws committee 
regarding those recommendations. 
4. The Chair of lA will meet with Joe Luthman to discuss the constituents 
lists to ensure that all constituents are fairly represented. 
5. In conjunction with the Amendments and By-laws Committee, lA will 
revisit the issue of requiring former ASC representatives to stop out 
for two years (after completing an elected term) before becoming 
involved in ASC. 
6. The current and former secretaries of ASC will be contacted 
regarding their input into designing a streamlined process for electing 
representatives to ASC again. 
7. The lA Committee will begin making plans to assist with the election 
of new ASC members during Spring semester, 2001. 
Respectfully submitted, 
AnneN. Saviers 
• 
• 
• 
PWC Report 
December 7, 2000 
The PWC members met with Dick Bowers on October 20th to discuss the upcoming 
Wellness/Health Management survey and ways we can build support for the University 
Wellness program. PWC is working on several initiatives to assist in this area. 
On December 1 sr, PWC met with Donna Wittwer and Doug Kruzel (Human Resources) to 
develop a rotation process for members serving on the Administrative Advisory Team for 
JAQ appeals. 
Respectfully submitted by, 
LauraEmch 
ASC MEETING 1/4/2001 
PALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Guest Speaker: Provost Johh Folkins 
Approval of December Minutes 
C:hair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
New Business 
Good of the Order 
Adjourn 
1o 
.. 
Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
January 4. 2001 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1 :35 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Ann Betts, William Blair, Pat Booth, Sidney Childs, Claudia Clark, John 
Clark, Wayne Colvin, Sally Dreier, Laura Emch, Kay Gudehus, Keith Hofacker, Tony Howard, 
Thad Long, Paul Lopez, Sandra Miesmer, Mary Lynn Pozniak, Anne Saviers, Tom Scavo, 
Nancy Vanderlugt, Robin Veitch, Barbara Waddell, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: Keith Hofacker for Deborah Fleitz, Kay Gudehus forT. David 
Garcia, Robin Veitch for Jane B. Myers, Dawn Burks for Diane Smith 
Absent: Linda Bakkum, Nora Cassidy, Sandra DiCarlo, Penny Nemitz, Pamella Phillips, Keith 
Pogan, Cheryl Purefoy, Jack Taylor 
Guest Speaker: 
Provost John Felkins began by stating that he has been meeting with many groups on campus 
and he would like this to be the first of a series of meetings with ASC. He then shared his 
observations after having been on campus for eight months. Felkins feels that the people are 
great. They are friendly and exhibit a caring attitude toward others, the University, and the city 
of Bowling Green. He is excited about what is happening on campus. The Institutional priorities 
are the University's guiding principles, including student success and retention. Felkins was 
encouraged about the state budget situation and the Success Challenge opportunities when he 
began at the University. Since that time the state's economy has gone downhill. When the 
governor's budget comes out we will see how the University does in light of the fact that the 
state has many expenses including increased health care costs. This is a new legislature as a 
result of term limits and the new people want to cut budgets. 
Felkins then discussed three areas that he feels need to be fixed at the University. The first 
area involves obtaining funding in order to increase compensation for all areas. The second area 
involves increasing instructional resources in order to provide needed seats for students. The 
goal is to offer students selections that are appropriate for them and reasonable class sizes. The 
third area involves increasing operating budgets enough to provide for adequate staffing. 
In order to provide funds for these areas, the University is working on two initiatives. The first 
involves increasing private funding through the University Foundation. The second involves 
recruitment and retention. The Office of Admissions as well as everyone else at the University is 
responsible for this initiative. Each college will report on new initiatives for recruitment and 
retention for fall 2001. Staff are invited to put plans forward and the provost will provide funds 
for chosen initiatives. AI Gonzales is working on a long-term strategy including the possibility 
of offering $1,000 scholarships to selected eighth graders. 
Felkins then spoke of enabling early recruitment for instructors. Currently the offers are late 
and the salaries are low, and many offers are for only one year. Then the instructors receive a 
letter in November stating that they won't be rehired. Faculty Senate is working on a better 
system that may involve changing the charter. Formerly the colleges were asked to submit 
yearly requests for instructor staffing to the provost. Now the money is being given to the 
colleges so that they can make the choices regarding how many instructors are needed in which 
areas. The goal is to make the funding stable year to year. The departments can then broaden 
their searches since they will be able to recruit earlier. Colleges were told how much money they 
will receive. They have responded that it is not enough. 
Felkins then discussed the fact that Pepsi has pouring rights at the University. The University 
will receive millions of dollars that will go to benefit students through funding to student 
services and organizations. Staff should let Chris Dalton \know if any machines are in 
unfavorable locations. 
Discussion followed regarding compensation issues. A concern was raised regarding salary 
caps. Administrative staff members are the only University employees who have salary caps. 
Administrative staff who have been at the University long term and have been high performers 
get to the point where they can receive no further rewards. Folkins suggested moving caps up or 
making exceptions. The point was raised regarding the 3% salary increase being available to all 
who earn merit by performing their jobs satisfactorily. There are people who do their jobs very 
well but do not have the opportunity to do other things that would gain them super merit. It was 
felt that those individuals should at least receive a cost ofliving increase. Folkins was asked if 
there is a benchmark for administrative staff relative to other institutions. Folkins said that there 
is no benchmark established and he feels that it would be difficult to do for administrative staff. 
Given enough data, we may have a good idea regarding where we stand. Folkins responded to 
the question of whether there are any plans to increase compensation other than wages by stating 
that at this time there are no plans along those lines. There has been a 15% increase in health 
care costs. 
Provost Folkins closed his remarks by thanking staff for all our efforts. 
Approval of Minutes: Wayne Colvin moved, Pat Booth seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
Executive Committee: 
The Executive Committee has been discussing topics and questions for our guest, Dr. John 
Folkins, Provost. In addition, we have been discussing what we might include in a philosophy of 
compensation. The representatives and past chairs will be asked to contribute their thoughts to 
the process within the next week. 
Human Resources: 
We have not met with Human Resources since our last meeting. 
Board of Trustees 
The Board of Trustees meeting at Firelands was cut short due to adverse weather conditions. 
The President's report, the constituent reports, and the report by Dr. William Balzer were not 
given orally but were to be submitted in writing to the secretary for distribution to board 
members. Our report focused on the variety of ways in which administrative staff contribute to 
our campus community, and to our broader communities. Our efforts are professional, 
compassionate, and reflect positively on the university at a minimum. The effects on recruitment 
and retention of students remain undocumented. The list presented to the board detailed 
submissions by less than 20% of administrative staff and filled 7 pages of single-spaced 1 0 point 
type. It is an impressive list of contributions. 
Legions 
The most recent Legions meeting focused on the University capital plan. Highlights included: 
Hanna is "up for" the next cycle of renovation, then University, and then Moseley. This set of 
cycles carries through 2006. Funds for these projects have been borrowed (temporarily diverted) 
for the Technology Infrastructure Project, but that money will soon be replaced in the budget. 
Theater and Chemistry and Biology are crucial capital planning needs that aren't currently in 
any budget--present or future. 
*A word of explanation was provided: In any capital planning budget, the first biennium is the 
only one that is truly expected to happen. Fifteen million dollars per year must be specifically 
prioritized for earmarked capital expenditures, but the second half of the biennium is always kept 
flexible--i.e., expenditures targeted there may or may not happen. 
We also heard that the university has considered a co-generation partnership for electricity with 
the city but has concluded that the proposed new facility would not meet our needs. New ideas 
for alternative power sources might be considered, though. 
Chair-Elect Report: no report 
Secretary's Report: no report 
Committee Reports: 
Amendments. No report 
External Affairs. 
Thad Long reported that the date and time for the Spring ASC Reception has been set in 
conjunction with the availability ofPresident Ribeau. It will be held on Thursday, May 31, from 
3:30p.m. to 5:00p.m. 
Awards and Special Recognitions. No report .. 
Internal Affairs 
Anne Saviers submitted the following report: 
Mary Lynn Pozniak, Claudia Clark, and Anne Saviers met on December 22, 2000. Primary 
discussion focussed on ASC election issues: 
- Executive will be asked to verify that apportionments are correct. 
- Efforts will be made to streamline the election procedure. 
-Chair ofiA will contact Joe Luthman to review constituent lists with the goal of ensuring that 
functional areas are properly represented. 
- The issue of stopping out for 2 years will be re-visited with regard to regulations as stated in 
ASC amendments and by-laws. 
-By-laws pertaining to election procedures will be reviewed and suggestions for possible 
revisions will be submitted following consultation with the Articles and By-laws sub-committee. 
- Procedures for soliciting self-nominations will be clarified. 
- A schedule will be set up identifying the dates for mailing and collecting of the different 
ballots and voting information. 
- IA Committee will develop election ballots and make sure that they are printed and 
distributed appropriately; ballots will be color-coded by functional area. 
Anne also asked committee chairs to look at the committee descriptions to see if more 
information needs to be included. 
Personnel Welfare 
Laura Emch submitted the following report: 
During the month of December, Inge Klopping and Laura Emch met with Mary Beth Zachary 
to discuss the committee's progress so far and to clarify remaining charges. The next committee 
meeting is January 12, 2001. 
Professional Development 
Ann Betts submitted a report showing the results of an e-mail request sent in October regarding 
topics to be addressed during a professional development day. Staff expressed an interest in the 
following topics: customer service, assertiveness, balance in life workshop, generation gap in the 
workplace. The following dates are available in Olscamp Hall: March 7, 8; April2, 3, 9, 19, 26, 
30. Betts prefers April26 due to time constraints and other conferences. Kate Augustine will 
work with the committee to make sure that efforts are not duplicated. 
7J 
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Scholarship 
Sandra Miesmer reported that the committee is working on the raffle. The letters will go out on 
January 10. Staff will be able to designate Administrative Scholarship as a part of the Family 
Campaign. 
Old Business: none 
New Business: 
The President's Compensation Group is engaged in developing a philosophy of compensation 
for BGSU employees. There was a discussion of recommendations that ASC can present to the 
group for them to consider as they develop this philosophy. One recommendation is from 
information contained in the Administrative Staff Handbook. The handbook proposes that funds 
outside the merit pool be used to correct salary inequities. Another recommendation was for job 
descriptions to be written so that either the job could ordinarily be completed in a 40 hour work 
week or if not, some additional compensation is provided. It was recommended to encourage 
supervisors to compensate employees in some way if and when their positions require that they 
work more than 40 hours per week. It was also suggested that the University give long term 
contracts to those who have been at the University a long time. 
Good of the Order: 
Wayne Colvin reported that Hayes Hall is now on the new network. 
Thad Long informed us that he is the chair of the University Safety Committee. They met 
once and are discussing educating employees regarding safety issues. Bring issues to Thad. 
Kay Gudehus asked for volunteers for the Presidents' Day open house. A total of 130 are 
needed and 85 have responded so far. 
Robin Veitch announced upcoming men's and women's basketball games. 
Tom Scavo reported that the Executive Vice President signed a contract with Blackboard for 
a web portal. August 1 is the target date for implementation. Student information will be 
available on the portal including financial aid information and a listing of students' 
schedules. Scavo also reported that a recruiting campaign is beginning this month including 
radio and television advertisements and an updated Web site. 
Mary Beth Zachary reported on the Kent State University portal. She is a KSU student and 
can check her grades and can register for classes through the portal. 
John Clark suggested that we check the my.ucla portal. 
Keith Hofacker moved and Sandra Miesmer seconded to adjourn the meeting. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:05p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
?if 
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Internal Affairs Committee Report 
January 4, 2001 
Mary Lynn Pozniak, Claudia Clark, and Anne Saviers met on December 22, 2000. 
Primary discussion focussed on ASC election issues: 
Executive will be asked to verify that apportionments are correct. 
Efforts will be made to streamline the election procedure. 
Chair of lA will contact Joe Luthman to review constitutent lists with the 
goal of ensuring that. functional areas are properly represented. 
The issue of stopping out for 2 years will be re-visited with regard to 
regulations as stated in ASC amendments and by-laws. 
By:-laws pertaining to election procedures will be reviewed and 
suggestions for possible revisions will be submitted following consultation with 
the Articles and By-laws sub-committee. 
Procedures for soliciting self-nominations will be clarified. 
A schedule will be set up identifying the dates for mailing and collecting of 
the different ballots and voting information. 
lA Committee will develop election ballots and make sure that they are 
printed and distributed appropriately; ballots will be color-coded by functional 
area. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Anne N. Saviers 
• 
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sandramiesmer, 1/3/013:18 PM -0500, Next Meeting 
X-Sender: smiesme@mailstore.bgsu.edu 
Date: Wed, 03 Jan 2001 15:18:01 -0500 
To: dlsmith@bgnet.bgsu.edu, ncassid@bgnet.bgsu.edu, slau@bgnet.bgsu.edu, 
dfreyma@bgnet.bgsu.edu, lrnchugh@bgnet.bgsu.edu, bcasey@bgnet.bgsu.edu, 
suzann@bgnet.bgsu.edu, sdarrow@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
From: sandrarniesmer <smiesme@bgnet.bgsu.edu> 
Subject: Next Meeting 
Cc: marylyn@bgnet. bgsu. edu 
Good afternoon everyone, 
The next scholarship committee meeting will be January 23rd at 9:30. The location has been changed to 
Arts & Sciences conference room. It is still on the second floor of the Administration Bldg. 
Deb Freyman has worked very hard and the letters for the Scholarship raffle will be in the mail next 
week. I thank her very much for coordinating this effort. 
Agenda items are as follows: 
1. Update on Family campaign-will be able to designate Administrative Scholarship but not one of 
highlighted items 
2. Begin discussion on getting scholarship applications out and how this will be coordinated 
3. Review of raffle and answer any questions that could have come up since letters went out 
Hope to see you there. 
Sandy 
Sandra Miesmer, Associate Bursar 
Bursar's Office 405 Administration Bldg 
419 372-8115 fax: 419 372-0280 
Bowling Green State University 
Printed for Mary Lynn Rogge Pozniak <marylyn@ bgnet.bgsu.edu> 1 
1 
• 
• 
• 
Professional Welfare Committee Report 
January 4, 2001 
During the month of December, Inge Klopping and Laura Emch met with Mary Beth 
Zachary to discuss our committee's progress so far and to clarify remaining charges. Our 
next committee meeting is January 12, 2001. 
Submitted by 
Laura Emch 
Co-Chair PWC 
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pam phillips, 113/01 3:48PM -0500, ASC MEETING ON 1-4-01 
X-Sender: pphill@popp.bgsu.edu 
Date: Wed, 03 Jan 2001 15:48:27 -0500 
To: rnarylyn@bgnet. bgsu. edu 
From: pam phillips <pphill@bgnet.bgsu.edu> 
Subject: ASC MEETING ON 1-4-01 
MARY LYNN: 
I WILL NOT BE ABLE TO ATTEND THE MEETING TOMORROW. I HAVE TO BE AT ST. 
RITA'S HOSPITAL IN LIMA. I TRIED TO FIND A SUB BUT HAD NO LUCK. 
MY HUSBAND HAD HIS 3RD HEART ATTACK THE DAY BEFORE THANKSGIVING AND HE IS 
RECUPERATING AT HOME. I HAVE TO TAKE HIM TO LIMA FOR MORE TESTS TOMORROW. 
I 'LL TRY TO KEEP IN TOUCH BUT THE MINUTES DO HELP AS FAR AS GETTING INFO TO 
THE CONSTITUENTS. 
THANKS, 
PAM PHILLIPS 
Printed for Mary Lynn Rogge Pozniak <marylyn@bgnet.bgsu.edu> 
1 
1 
• Report from Professional Development 
January 4, 2001 
• 
• 
In response to an email sent out in October, the following topics were supported: 
Customer Service X2 
Assertiveness X2 
Balance in Life Workshop X3 
Generation gap in the workplace X2 
We have our choice of the following dates in Olscamp Hall: 
March 7 - Wednesday 
March 8 - Thursday 
April 2 - Monday 
April 3 - Tuesday 
April 9 - Monday 
April 19 - Thursday 
April 26- Thursday 
April30- Monday 
My choice would be Thursday, April 26 Due to time constraints and other conferences. 
Kate Augustine would like to work with us to make sure that we are not duplicating 
efforts - I will invite her to the next meeting. 
We will get to work on this next week. 
• 
• 
• 
ASC MEETING 2/01101 
PALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Approval of January Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
New Business 
- Teaching Compensation Proposal-. Salary Committee 
Good of the Order 
Adjourn 
• 
• 
• 
Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meetin2 
February 1, 2001 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:35 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Linda Bakkum, Ann Betts, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Claudia Clark, John 
Clark, Sandra DiCarlo, Sally Dreier, Laura Emch, Deborah Fleitz, T. David Garcia, Kay 
Gudehus, Keith Hofacker, Tony Howard, Thad Long, Paul Lopez, Sandra Miesmer, Jane B. 
Myers, Pamella Phillips, Mary Lynn Pozniak, Cheryl Purefoy, Anne Saviers, Diane Smith, Tom 
Scavo, Nancy V anderlugt, Robin Veitch, Barbara Waddell, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: none 
Absent: William Blair, Sidney Childs, Wayne Colvin, Penny Nemitz, Keith Pagan, Susan 
Sadoff, Jack Taylor 
Guests: Jan Peterson from Continuing Education, Paul Cesarini from Information Technology 
Services, Doug Kruzel from Human Resources 
Approval of Minutes: Diane Smith moved, Sandra Miesmer seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Reorder meetin2 a2enda 
Mary Beth Zachary requested that the meeting agenda be reordered so that New Business 
would occur next. Her request was approved . 
New Business: 
David Garcia, Paul Cessarini, Jan Peterson, and Doug Kruzel of the Salary Committee 
submitted a proposal regarding teaching compensation for administrative staff, which calls for 
paying BGSU administrative staff at or above the part-time faculty level. The ASC Salary 
Committee originally submitted this proposal in November of 1999. This topic has been 
thoroughly researched and it was found that there is no consistency among departments in rate of 
pay for administrative staff who teach courses. Many administrators are paid at the overload rate 
instead of the part-time faculty rate. The pay rate for overload has remained the same for many 
years while part-time faculty pay rates have increased. At other institutions such as Owens 
Community College and the University of Toledo, administrators who teach are currently paid at 
a part time faculty level. Discussion followed. Mary Beth Zachary asked for work issues and a 
history of the work done regarding this proposal. A question was raised regarding distance 
learning and how it fits in the definition of "official BGSU teaching". The committee does not 
want to be overly specific in addressing alternative course delivery methods within the proposal. 
Adjustments may need to be made at a later time. 
Keith Hofacker called the question. Claudia Clark moved and Nancy Vanderlugt seconded to 
vote on the proposal. The following proposal passed unanimously. 
Teaching Compensation Proposal for Administrative Staff- 1118/99 
Administrative staff personnel who perform official BGSU teaching* beyond the requirements 
of their position classification shall be offered a part-time teaching contract. The per-hour rate 
for this contract shall be equal to or greater than the current BGSU part-time teaching rate, 
congruent with the staff member's teaching experience and highest degree. Although 
Administrative Staff may voluntarily decline offered teaching compensation; they shall have free 
choice in this decision. Voluntary teaching may be considered a value-added item for an 
Administrative Staff employee's performance and/or merit evaluations, but teaching 
compensated by a part-time contract shall not be thus considered. 
* "Official BGSU teaching," for the purposes of this policy statement, refers exclusively to 
classes with these attributes: (a) university credit is awarded upon successful completion, (b) the 
instructor awards grades for the course [including "S" and "U"], (c) regular or formal class 
8/ 
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meetings are held, and (d) the instructor is responsible for creating/maintaining a learning 
environment and office hours. 
The proposal will move next to the President's Compensation Working Group for further 
action. 
Chair Report: 
Human Resources: 
In a meeting with Human Resources, Rebecca Ferguson stated that she would see to the 
updating of language in both the administrative and classified staff handbooks clarifying 
vacation use policy during the first year of employment at BGSU. Currently, during the first 
year, it is up to the supervisor's interpretation of the handbook whether or not the person is 
granted vacation. According to anecdotal evidence, some employees were allowed to take 
vacation and some were denied vacation until the end of the first year of employment. In order 
to make implementation of the policy consistent with all employees, the new language will make 
it clear that first year employees may take vacation as it is earned. If, however, the employee 
uses vacation and leaves the university before the end of the first year of employment, as is 
current policy, the employee must reimburse the university for the time taken. We thank 
Rebecca Ferguson for clarifying and articulating the policy. The language changes will be 
placed in the handbook. 
Ferguson also stated that the President's Compensation Group would like to meet with each 
constituent group early in the Fall of each year to discuss compensation issues. The PCG regrets 
not being able to accomplish this goal this year, however, they have invited us to speak with 
them this semester on March 14 from 3:00PM- 5:00PM. 
Ferguson has asked for a committee comprising two individuals from each employee group to 
examine various leaves used on campus. I will be asking for two volunteers. These volunteers 
need not be ASC representatives so I will ask for volunteers from the constituent group at large. 
The charge of the committee is essentially to find areas where language can be made consistent 
between the handbooks and, where leaves are substantively dissimilar, provide the rationale. 
In meetings with Dr. Linda Dobb, Executive Vice President, and with Rebecca Ferguson, 
Human Resources, we requested access to the meeting with the President's Compensation 
Group's (PCG) meeting with Mercer representative Scott Cook. Both Vice President Dobb and 
Rebecca Ferguson said that the dynamic of the PCG would be significantly altered by attendees 
not of the group. 
Zachary met with a gathering of past chairs of ASC to discuss compensation and to ask for 
advice regarding several issues. One of the reminders imparted was that ASC has a history of 
inviting a Board of Trustees member annually to an ASC meeting. Zachary will invite a BoT 
member to a coming ASC meeting. Past chairs also suggested that we continue to gather CUP A 
data and to develop the comparative positioning of BGSU in relation to the other institutions 
with which we have been compared in the past. Other efforts we should "not lose" in the 
transitions between chairs include continuing to pursue multi-year contracts for long-term 
successfully performing administrative staff, promotions through the university, progress 
through the ranges, and grievance processes for non-renewal of contract. 
Questions that we need to answer include, has the mercerization of compensation helped those 
people we intended to help? Have we explored all the options we could with a compensation 
plan? For instance, could we "broad-band" ranges meaning could we shift to fewer levels and 
have broader pay ranges with which they are associated. Might there be an effective way to do 
away with caps? For the size of our student population, how do we compare in numbers of staff? 
How are we going to address the morale and equity concerns associated with caps? Bonuses 
may be one way to address the inequities presented by the compensation plan policies enacted by 
BGSU. If we are truly to be a merit-driven system, then performance must be rewarded the same 
way for all individuals. If merit is earned, merit should be paid. How has the plan worked to 
date for all staff? Certainly, minimum salaries have been improved. How has it worked for 
others? Should market area be the same for all positions? Could there be other ways to improve 
compensation? Could we, for instance, receive a higher percentage of payment for unused sick 
• 
• 
• 
leave at retirement? Could we identify the necessary skills for individuals to move into higher 
level positions? 
President's Office 
In a meeting with Eileen Sullivan, John Clark and I raised several issues of concern to 
administrative staff, one of which was again attending the meeting with Scott Cook of Mercer. 
Eileen then informed us of the PCG's desire to meet with constituent groups each Fall. We also 
told Eileen about the coming proposal for teaching compensation equity. We informed her that 
we would be participating in the ad hoc leave committee. We also told her about progress on the 
wellness survey. 1500 surveys were distributed. We are hoping for a positive report. 
Scott Cook of Mercer 
The meeting with Scott Cook of Mercer included: 
Executive Vice President Linda Dobb 
Rebecca Ferguson and Donna Wittwer of Human Resources 
Ann Bowers, Paul Yon, and Bryan Benner past chairs of ASC 
Joe Luthman representing ASC PWC 
Dave Garcia representing ASC Salary Committee 
John Clark and Mary Beth Zachary, ASC chair-elect and chair respectively. 
Mr. Cook gave us a thumbnail sketch of how Mercer develops ranges. Mercer has a library of 
surveys and market tools from which they pull information about positions. Some of the surveys 
are highly specialized, but still they run their own surveys and purchase many others. Most of 
what they use for higher education is based on higher education surveys and data. They do use, 
however, some industry surveys in developing ranges. They include industry data to make sure 
our salaries are competitive. What are the markets to which we are compared? Perhaps the 
answer for BGSU is from where do we recruit? He will also be determining market for 
benchmark positions, which were provided by HR with input from administration. BGSU 
targeted the 50th percentile (median) as the goal for its benchmark comparisons. Mercer will 
work to provide external equity or competitiveness for those positions. Regarding CAPS, 
Mercer gave several possible ways to address caps. Bonuses are one way to offer compensation 
for meritorious work. Other topics addressed practices regarding salary movement to the 
midpoint and after the midpoint and weighting of job analysis questionnaire elements. 
Chair-Elect Report: 
John Clark provided the following notes from the Legions Meeting on 1118/01. 
Rebecca McOmber reported that main campus undergraduate enrollment is up 245 students 
from this time last year. 
Marcia Latta reported that BGSU employees who sign up for auto-renewal of the Toledo 
Blade through the University Development Office can secure a 20% contribution (after the 
point of renewal) for the University Union project. 
Marcia also pointed out that this year's goal for the Family Campaign is participation by 50% 
of University employees. 
Another announcement from the Development Office is that the Fifth Third Bank 
contribution to the Union renovation will put that project over the contribution goal. 
According to Gary Swegan, advance communications for President's Day (24,000 mailings) 
will go out Jan. 19 or 22. 
In a 4-week period, approximately 1,000 television spots will be aired, promoting President's 
Day (aired throughout NW and NE Ohio). 
In the 8 weeks subsequent to President's Day, another 2,000 television spots will encourage 
new enrollments at BGSU. 
According to Steve Ballard, "We remain behind on every one of our goals" regarding 
minority/diversity recruitment and retention . 
Ballard also discussed at length the evolving possibilities for research funding available to 
BGSU. As Ballard stated, the government is increasingly funding the biggest, hard-science 
research projects--projects that require huge infrastructure. Industry and the NIH will be the 
major funders of university (non-defense) research. One expert pr:edicts that just 75 research 
universities will remain in the US by 2010, down from a current 250. 
• 
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In 1998, Ballard also reported, we accrued approximately $3M in federal research funding--
from a total of $12B nationally. In this regard, BGSU was second-to-last in Ohio, and our 
percentage of research dollars (based on total income) has steadily fallen in recent years. In 
this loss we are suffering doubly, as we also lose Ohio Research Challenge dollars. 
Mansfield is the only urban area in Ohio within the top 75 national areas in terms of relative 
percentage of employment relating to information & technology. Ohio in general, Ballard 
asserted, is very low on a national scale of IP (information processing) economic emphasis, 
as Ohio continues to rely heavily on the same manufacturing base of the past 100-200 years. 
No matter how advanced BGSU is or becomes in research and intellectual property based on 
IP, we will be challenged if Ohio industry doesn't similarly change its focus to IP. As Ballard 
stated, we need to develop key links between our research and the end-users of IP. 
OBOR Research Challenge dollars are expected to significantly increase by 2003. The 
expectation is that OBOR's dollars will "leverage" (produce) outside dollars at a 10: 1 ratio--
10 outside dollars for every 1 OBOR dollar. 
Research funding is increasing through several programs, but this funding virtually excludes 
areas other than science and technology. 
We need to target our areas of excellence and perhaps collaborate with peers to pool targeted 
resources. 
BGSU's research infrastructure also is seriously underfunded. Even in terms of regulatory 
compliance for our research programs, we may already be at serious risk. 
Dr. Ribeau completed the session with these remarks: In coming budgets from the State of 
Ohio, we will see increasing emphasis of Economic Development as the driver of academic 
agendas. Our mission, if it does not follow this trend, will increasingly lose state support to 
the institutions that do follow the trend (such as Cincinnati, Columbus, and Case Western). 
Secretary's Report: Mary Lynn Pozniak reminded the reps to ask their constituents if they are 
on the ASC listproc. If there are constituents who wish to be added to the listproc, the reps can 
contact Pozniak or Deb Wells. 
Committee Reports: 
Amendments. No report. 
External Affairs. No report 
Awards and Special Recognitions. 
Tony Howard reported that the committee is preparing for the presentation of the BG Best 
awards at the ASC spring reception. 
Internal Affairs 
Anne Saviers reported that she met with the ASC Executive Committee on January 16, 2001 to 
discuss ASC Standing Committees and the charge for each of those committees. Several 
changes for committee structure and charges were suggested. A draft of these suggested changes 
will be submitted to the Amendments Committee as well as to Executive and the Chairs of the 
other standing committees. These changes will be discussed at the March ASC meeting. 
Personnel Welfare 
Laura Emch reported that PWC supported the wellness survey efforts by sending a follow up 
email on the ASC listproc encouraging staff to respond. 
The committee members are performing research work in order to formulate a recommendation 
to ASC Executive Committee on the rotation process for the Administrative Staff Advisory 
Team. This group hears Job Analysis Questionnaire appeals. The research includes discussions 
with advisory team members and Human Resources, along with investigating other University 
appeal processes at similar-structured schools in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana. 
The next scheduled committee meeting is February 2. 
,----------------------------------------
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Professional Development. No report 
Salary. See New Business 
Scholarship Sandy Miesmer reported that $1,302. has been raised so far through the 
Administrative Staff Scholarship Raffle. The ending date of the raffle is February 21 and the 
drawing will be held at the March 1 ASC meeting. 
Old Business: 
The approved Performance Evaluation/Merit document will be placed in the Administrative Staff 
Handbook by Karen Woods and Becca Ferguson. 
Good of the Order: 
Deborah Fleitz encouraged us to check the BGSU website for upcoming events Musical Arts 
events. 
Kay Gudehus announced that she is still seeking volunteers for the President's Day open 
house. She is also looking for student tour guides. Student organizations can provide 
members to give tours as a community service initiative for their group. Kay will train the 
students to give 40-60 minute tours. 
Sandra DiCarlo announced that Firelands is conducting a search for a Dean. 
Ann Betts announced that Suzanne Crawford is retiring in August. 
Barbara Waddell announced that there is a program in the Pallister Conference Room on 
February 7 entitled "Whites in Black History" from 9:30a.m.- 11:00 a.m. 
Claudia Clark stated that in response to the fact that there have been six student deaths since 
the week before Thanksgiving break, the Counseling Center is hosting a "Growing Through 
Grief' program on February 12 from 6:00p.m. -7:30p.m. 
Tom Scavo declared that the transition to the new e-mail system is going strong. The 
accounts need to be migrated by the end of February. 
Jane Myers announced that the hockey renovation brick campaign would extend through the 
end of February. 
David Garcia shared that the University will be accepting applications for fall admission until 
July. 
Deborah Fleitz moved and David Garcia seconded to adjourn the meeting. 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:03p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
o I • 
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Teaching Compensation Proposal for Administrative Staff-- 2/2/01 
Submitted by ASC Salary Committee, BGSU 
Administrative staff personnel who perform official BGSU teaching* beyond the requirements of their 
position classification shall be offered a part-time teaching contract. The per-hour rate for this contract 
shall be equal to or greater than the current BGSU part-time teaching rate, congruent with the staff 
member's teaching experience and highest degree. Although Administrative Staff may voluntarily decline 
offered teaching compensation, they shall have free choice in this decision. Voluntary teaching may be 
considered a value-added item for an Administrative Staff employee's performance and/or merit 
evaluations, but teaching compensated by a part-time contract shall not be thus considered. 
In summary ... 
• A part-time contract shall be offered for any BGSU teaching beyond the 
requirements of the position classification for Administrative staff. 
• The teaching rate for such part-time contracts shall be equal to or greater 
than the standard BGSU rate for similarly qualified part-time instructors . 
• Such part-time contracts, once offered, may be voluntarily declined. 
Compensated part-time teaching shall not be evaluated for "performance" 
or "merit" for Administrative Staff, but voluntary teaching may be. 
*"Official BGSU teaching," for the purposes of this policy statement, refers exclusively to classes with 
these attributes: (a) university credit is awarded upon successful completion, (b) the instructor awards 
grades for the course [including "S" and "U"], (c) regular or formal class meetings are held, and (d) the 
instructor is responsible for creating/maintaining a learning environment and office hours . 
• 
• 
• 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mary Beth Zachary, President 
Administrative Staff Council 
FROM: Jan Peterson, Member 
ASC Salary Committee 
RE: Teaching Compensation Proposal for Administrative Staff 
The following is a record of the work of the ASC Salary Committee leading to the Teaching Compensation Proposal 
for Administrative Staff. This proposal was approved by ASC on February 1, 2001. It is our hope that you will be 
able to take this proposal forward for consideration, and hopefully approval, by university officials. 
Introduction 
In May 1997 several concerns were brought to the attention of Administrative Staff Council relative to policies and 
subsequent remuneration when administration staff teach for BGSU. Initial investigation revealed compensation 
inconsistencies throughout the campus (e.g., some administrative staff taught for non-compensation, some received 
compensation at the overload rate, while others were paid as part-time faculty, etc.) Administrative Staff Council 
thought it worthy to pursue this issue, and created an Ad Hoc Committee to study the issue. The Ad Hoc Committee 
was disbanded after two years without consensus on a recommendation, and the issue became a two-year agenda 
item for the ASC Salary Compensation Committee. Now after four years of investigative research and study, a 
committee consensus has finally been reached, and a proposal was submitted to and approved by Administrative 
Staff Council at its February 1, 2001 meeting . 
Methodology 
1. Survey of Administrative Staff 
The committee convened Fall Semester 1997 and (naively) decided to initiate the investigation by surveying 
all Administrative Staff regarding the issue of part-time teaching compensation. A survey instrument was 
developed and distributed to all Administrative Staff. As a result of the initial survey, the committee quickly 
realized the issue was far from clear. Several areas of concern were identified, and there were numerous 
questions within each area. 
Two of the major areas identified involved the definition of teaching and the relationship of teaching 
responsibi~ities to one's job description. How is teaching defined? Are teaching and administrative 
responsibilities separate? Is teaching a requirement of the position? 
Another area of concern involved the issue of compensation: how does the teaching fit in with the individual's 
administrative staff compensation plan (i.e., job description, etc.)? Is one paid for teaching as part of one's 
administrative contract, as a part-time faculty position, or as an overload administrative position? 
The questions went on and on, with many of the major areas of concern overlapping, illustrating how what was 
thought to be a "simple question" soon becomes the proverbial "thorny issue": Some issues included questions 
of credit versus non-credit classes; are the courses being taught as independent study, or workshops, or off-
campus seminars/classes; are these courses taught voluntarily or at the request of one's supervisor, etc. 
2. Contacted other four-year public institutions in Ohio to determine what were their policies on said teaching. 
3. Met with Human Resources and analyzed job descriptions of five administrative staff members who teach, to 
determine if teaching was part of their job analysis by Mercer. 
• 
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4. Contacted the Office of the Provost to track the origination of the overload teaching compensation, only to go 
back 30 years without any documentation on its origin and how/when it was determined to be used for 
administrative staff compensation for teaching guideline. 
5. In 1999/00, a draft of the fmal proposal document was developed. 
6. The 2000/01 committee examined a roster of administrative staff teaching Fall Semester 2000 and reviewed it 
to determine whether there was compensation or not, and if so, whether there was any consistency in salary . 
.. 
7. Contacted the College of Arts & Sciences, the largest employer of part-time faculty, to educate ourselves on 
how part-time faculty teaching is budgeted or not, and how it is determined whether a course is taught 
inloadloverload or by part-time contract. 
8. Sought information about funding sources for UNIV 100 classes. Credit classes receive revenue for the 
institution and subsequent subsidy revenue from OBR. 
Findings 
• If you are an employee of another 2 or 4 year institution of higher education and come to BGSU to teach part-
time, you are paid by BGSU according to the part-time faculty teaching rate. 
• If you are a BGSU administrative staff member teaching at another institution of higher education, you are 
offered a part-time faculty teaching contract and paid accordingly. 
• If a BGSU administrative staff member teaches for BGSU, they may not be paid for their efforts or may be paid 
only the overload rate versus the higher part-time faculty salary. 
• Compensating administrative staff at the Part-time faculty compensation rates should not create a major budget 
impact on colleges. 
• Learned that for the last two years, UNIV 100 classes requested and received Success Challenge Grant funding 
to pay their instructors. 
Conclusion 
After a thorough and in-depth four-year investigation, the Teaching Compensation Proposal for Administrative Staff 
is one that provides the university with an equitable and consistent method of compensation for administrative staff 
who teach part-time (i.e., over and above their job descriptions) for BGSU. 
Attachment: Proposal 
• 
• 
• 
Teaching Compensation Proposal for Administrative Staff-- 1118/99 
Submitted by ASC Salary Committee, BGSU 
Administrative staff personnel who perform official BGSU teaching* beyond the requirements of their 
position classification shall be offered a part-time teaching contract. The per-hour rate for this contract 
shall be equal to or greater than the current BGSU part-time teaching rate, congruent with the staff 
member's teaching exp_erience and highest degree. Although Administrative Staff may voluntarily 
decline offered teaching compensation, they shall have free choice in this decision. Voluntary teaching 
may be considered a value-added item for an Administrative Staff employee's performance and/or merit 
evaluations, but teaching compensated by a part-time contract shall not be thus considered. 
In summary ... 
• A part-time contract shall be offered for any BGSU teaching beyond the 
requirements of the position classification for Administrative staf£ .. 
• The teaching rate for such part-time contracts shall be equal to or greater 
than the standard BGSU rate for similarly qualified part-time instructors. 
• 
Such part-time contracts, once offered, may be voluntarily declined. 
Compensated part-time teaching shall not be evaluated for "performance" 
or "merit" for Administrative Staff, but voluntary teaching may be. 
*"Official BGSU teaching," for the purposes of this policy statement, refers exclusively to classes with 
these attributes: (a) university credit is awarded upon successful completion, (b) the instructor awards 
grades for the course [including "S" and "U"], (c) regular or formal class meetings are held,and (d) the 
instructor is responsible for creating/maintaining a learning environment and office hours . 
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PART-TIME AND OVERLOAD RATES, EFFECI1VH FALL SEMESTER, 2000 
OVERLOAD RATES 
O~MPUSOVERLOAD5 
BASH RATE FOR PART-TIME (first year &: < 9 hrs) 
Part-lime rate for 2nd year but < 24 accum cr hrs 
Part-time rate i£24-47 accum cr hrs 
Part-time rate if 48-72 accum c.t hrs 
Part-time rate> 72 accum cr hcs 
Post Retirement Teaching rate per credit hour= $1,595 
SRP Increase@ 3% 
For any pact-time assignment of 9 or more credit 
hours per semester in one college, add $50 per credit hour, 
became effective fall semester 1991 
Part-time rates increased 3.5% effective Fatr semester 1998 
Part-time cates increased 3.0% effective Fall semester 2000 
Rates adjusted effective spring 1992 
Rates adjusted effective {all 1994 (by $10/ cr hr) 
Rates adjusted effective spring 1996 (by $30/cr hr) 
Rates adjlisted effective fall 1996 > 72 hours@ S97s. $1025 
Rates adjusted effective fall 1997 > n hours@ $1005,$1055 
Rales adjusted effective fall1998 > 72 hours@ $1()40, Sl090 
Rates adjusted effective faJf 1999 > 72 hoUrs@ $1075,$1125 
Rates adjusted effective fall 2000 > 72 hours@ $1110, $1160 
LLH/.9100 
INSTRUCTOR 
9hours 
1-8 hours or more 
$500 
$700 
$635 $685 
$650 $700 
$660 $715 
$685 $740 
$1,1IO $1,160 
ASSISTANT ASSOCIATE 
9hours 9hours 
1-8 hours or more 1-8 houn or more 
$550 $625 
$750 $825 
$685 $740 $765 $815 
$700 $755 $785 $835 
$715 $765 $795 $845 
5740 $790 $820 S870 
$1,110 51,160 $1,110 $1,160 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
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PROFESSOR 
9hows 
1-3hours or more 
$725 
$925 
$870 $925 
$890 $94.0 
$900 $950 
$925 $WS 
$1.110 $1,160 
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Chair's Report- February 1, 2001 
In a meeting with Human Resources, Rebecca Ferguson stated that she would see to the updating 
of language in both the administrative and classified staffhandbooks clarifying vacation use 
policy during the first year of employment at BGSU. Currently, during the first year, it is up to 
the supervisor's interpretation of the handbook whether or not the person is granted vacation. 
According to anecdotal evidence, some employees were allowed to take vacation and some were 
denied vacation until the end of the first year of employment. In order to make implementation 
of the policy consistent with all employees, the new language will make clear that first year 
employees may take vacation as it is earned. If, however, the employee uses vacation and leaves 
the university before the end of the first year of employment, as is current policy, the employee 
must reimburse the university for the time taken. We thank Rebecca Ferguson for clarifying and 
articulating the policy. The language changes will be placed in the handbook. 
Ferguson also stated that the President's Compensation Group would like to meet with each 
constituent group early in the Fall of each year to discuss compensation issues. The PCG regrets 
not being able to accomplish this goal this year, however, they have invited us to speak with 
them this semester on February zgth from 3:00PM- 5:00PM. 
Ferguson has asked for a committee comprising two individuals from each employee group to 
examine various leaves used on campus. I will be asking for two volunteers. These volunteers 
need not be ASC representatives so I will ask for volunteers from the constituent group at large . 
The charge of the committee is essentially find areas where language can be made consistent 
between the handbooks and, where leaves are substantively dissimilar, provide the rationale. 
In meetings with Dr. Linda Dobb, Executive Vice President, and with Rebecca Ferguson, Human 
Resources, we requested access to the meeting with the President's Compensation Group's 
(PCG) meeting with Mercer representative Scott Cook. Both Vice President Dobb and Rebecca 
Ferguson said that the dynamic of the PCG would be significantly altered by attendees not of the 
group. 
Zachary met with a gathering of past chairs of ASC to discuss compensation and to ask for 
advice regarding several issues. One of the reminders imparted was-f&at ASC has a history of 
inviting a Board of Trustees member annually to an ASC meeting. Zachary will invite a BoT 
member to a coming ASC meeting. Past chairs also suggested that we continue to gather CUP A 
data and to develop the comparative positioning ofBGSU in relation to the other institutions 
with which we have been compared in the past. fother efforts we should "not lose" in the 
transitions between chairs include continuing to pursue multi-year contracts for long-term, 
successfully performing administrative staff, promotions through the university, progress through 
the ranges, and grievance processes for non-renewal of contract. 
Questions that we need to answer include, has the mercerization of compensation helped those 
people we intended to help? Have we explored all the options we could with a compensation 
plan? For instance, could we "broad-band" ranges meaning could we shift to fewer levels and 
have broader pay ranges with which they are associated. Might that be an effective way to do 
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away with caps? For the size of our student population, how do we compare in numbers of 
staff? How are we going to address the morale and equity concerns associated with caps? 
Bonuses may be one way to address the inequities presented by the compensation plan policies 
enacted by BGSU. If we are truly to be a merit-driven system, then performance must be 
rewarded the same way for all individuals. If merit is earned, merit should be paid. How has 
the plan worked to date for all staff? Certainly, minimum salaries have been improved. How 
has it worked for others? Should market area be the same for all positions? Could there be other 
ways to improve compensation? Could we, for instance, receive a higher percentage of sick 
leave at retirement? Could we identify the necessary skills for individuals to move into higher 
level positions? 
In a meeting with Eileen Sullivan, John Clark and I raised several issues of concern to 
administrative staff, one of which was again attending the meeting with Scott Cook of Mercer. 
Eileen then informed us ofthe PCG's desire to meet with constituent groups each Fall. We also 
told Eileen about the corning proposal for teaching compensation equity. We informed her that 
we would be participating in the ad hoc leave committee. We also told her about progress on the 
wellness survey. 1500 surveys were distributed. We are hoping for a positive report. 
The meeting with Scott Cook of Mercer included: 
Executive Vice President Linda Dobb 
Rebecca Ferguson and Donna Wittwer of Human Resources 
Ann Bowers, Paul Yon, and Bryan Benner past chairs of ASC 
Joe Luthrnan representing ASC PWC 
Dave Garcia representing ASC Salary Committee 
John Clark and Mary Beth Zachary, ASC chair-elect and chair respectively. 
Mr. Cook gave us a thumbnail sketch of how Mercer develops ranges. Mercer has a library of 
surveys and market tools from which they pull information about positions. Some of the surveys 
are highly specialized, but still they run their own surveys and purchase many others. Most of 
what they use for higher education, however, they use some industry surveys in order develop 
the ranges. They include industry standards to make sure that our salaries are competitive 
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Notes from Legions Meeting, 1/18/01--John Clark 
Rebecca McOmber reported that main campus undergraduate enrollment is up 245 students 
from this time last year. 
Marcia Latta reported that BGSU employees who sign up for auto-renewal of the Toledo 
Blade through the University Development Office can secure a 20% contribution (after the 
point of renewal) for the University Union project. 
Marcia also pointed out that this year's goal for the Family Campaign is participation by 50% 
ofUniversity employees. 
Another announcement from the Development Office is that the Fifth Third Bank 
contribution to the Union renovation will put that project over the contribution goal. 
According to Gary Swegan, advance communications for President's Day (24,000 mailings) 
will go out Jan. 19 or 22. 
In a 4-week period, approximately 1,000 television spots will be aired, promoting President's 
Day (aired throughout NW and NE Ohio). 
In the 8 weeks subsequent to President's Day, another 2,000 television spots will encourage 
new enrollments at BGSU. 
• According to Steve Ballard, "We remain behind on every one of our goals" regarding 
minority/diversity recruitment and retention. 
• Ballard also discussed at length the evolving possibilities for research funding available to 
BGSU. As Ballard stated, the governrnent is increasingly funding the biggest, hard-science 
research projects--projects that require huge infrastructure. Industry and the NIH will be the 
major funders ofuniversity (non-defense) research. One expert predicts that just 75 research 
universities will remain in the US by 2010, down from a current 250. 
• In 1998, Ballard also reported, we accrued approximately $3M in federal research funding--
from a total of$12B nationally. In this regard, BGSU was second-to-last in Ohio, and our 
percentage of research dollars (based on total income) has steadily fallen in recent years. In 
this loss we are suffering doubly, as we also lose Ohio Research Challenge dollars. 
• Mansfield is the only urban area in Ohio within the top 75 national areas in terms of relative 
percentage of employment relating to information & technology. Ohio in general, Ballard 
asserted, is very low on a national scale of IP (information processing) economic emphasis, 
as Ohio continues to rely heavily on the same manufacturing base of the past 100-200 years. 
• No matter how advanced BGSU is or becomes in research and intellectual property based on 
IP, we will be challenged if Ohio industry doesn't similarly change its focus to IP. As Ballard 
stated, we need to develop key links between our research and the end-users ofiP. 
• OBOR Research Challenge dollars are expected to significantly increase by 2003. The 
expectation is that OBOR's dollars will "leverage" (produce) outside dollars at a 10: 1 ratio--
1 0 outside dollars for every 1 OBOR dollar. 
• Research funding is increasing through several programs, but this funding virtually excludes 
areas other than science and technology. 
• We need to target our areas of excellence and perhaps collaborate with peers to pool targeted 
resources. 
• BGSU's research infrastructure also is seriously underfunded. Even in terms of regulatory 
compliance for our research programs, we may already be at serious risk . 
Legions 1/18/01--Page 1 
• Dr. Ribeau completed the session with these remarks: In coming budgets from the State of 
Ohio, we will see increasing emphasis of Economic Development as the driver of academic • 
agendas. Our mission, if it does not follow this trend, will increasingly lose state support to 
the institutions that do follow the trend (such as Cincinnati, Columbus, and Case Western). 
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Internal Affairs Committee Report 
February 1, 2001 
The Chair of the Internal Affairs Committee met with the ASC Executive 
Committee on January 16, 2001 to discuss ASC Standing Committees and the 
charge for each of those committees. Several changes for committee 
structure and charges were suggested. A draft of these suggested changes 
will be submitted to the Amendments Committee as well as to Executive and 
the Chairs of the other standing committees. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Anne N. Saviers 
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Personnel Welfare Committee Report 
February 1, 2001 
Submitted by Laura Emch 
PWC supported the wellness survey efforts by sending a follow up email on the ASC 
listproc encouraging staff to respond. 
The committee members are performing research work in order to formulate a 
recommendation to ASC Executive Committee on the rotation process for JAQ appeals. 
The research includes discussions with JAQ members, HR, and investigating other 
University appeal processes at similar-structured schools in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana. 
Our next scheduled meeting is February 2 . 
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LEAVE COMMITTEE CHARGE 
January 2001 
As follow up to many conversations surrounding the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) 
and other leave usage on campus I am requesting that we form an ad-hoc working group 
(committee) ofrepresentatives from the faculty, administrative and classified staffto 
work with the Office of Human Resources to review all of our current leave policies and 
how they integrate with FMLA. The charge to the working group would be as follows: 
Charge: 
Working collaboratively, representatives of the faculty, administrative and classified 
staff, and the Office of Human Resources will: 
• Identify all types of leave benefits by employee group. 
• Review leave benefit differences between employee groups and if possible 
identify the rationale for the differences. 
• Review the current FMLA policy and how it integrates with other leave benefits 
by employee group. 
Possible recommendations that may rise from the charge: 
• Recommend changes to the current FMLA policy and/or procedures. 
• Recommend changes to existing charter or handbooks to increase the consistent 
application of the same leave across employee groups. Understanding types of 
leaves may vary between employee groups. 
• Recommend avenues of education to the various employee groups regarding these 
leave benefit differences. 
If recommendations for changes are brought forward a rationale and cost analysis of the 
change must accompany the recommendation. 
Time line - Spring 2001 
1. Members of the group will be appointed (by whatever means each consitituant 
group finds appropriate) and names will be forwarded to Rebecca Ferguson, A VP 
for OHR, by February. 
2. Ms. Ferguson and/or members of her staff will hold the first meeting in March. 
3. The group will review the charge and develop a time line for recommendations to 
be moved forward to the leadership of each employee group no later than the end 
of fall semester 2001. 
4. This time line is set with the understanding that recommendations for the issues of 
application and eligibility of the 12 weeks ofFMLA for married BGSU 
employees may be acted upon early in the process. 
Thank you for your willingness to work together on these issues. 
\ 
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ASC MEETING 3/01/01 
PALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Administrative Staff Scholarship Raffle 
Guest Speaker: Family Campaign 
Approval of February Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
New Business 
- ASC Standing Committee charges - Internal Affairs 
-Administrative Staff Advisory Team Member Rotation- Personnel Welfare Committee 
Good of the Order 
Adjourn 
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Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
March 1. 2001 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:30 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Linda Bakkum, William Blair, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, John Clark, Sally 
Dreier, Laura Emch, Deborah Fleitz, T. Keith Hofacker, Tony Howard, Thad Long, Sandra 
Miesmer, Jane B. Myers, Mary Lynn Pozniak, Susan Sadoff, Anne Saviers, Diane Smith, Tom 
Scavo, Jack Taylor, Nancy Vanderlugt, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: William Blair for Jane Myers, Deb Freyman for Pamella 
Phillips 
Absent: Ann Betts, Sidney Childs, Claudia Clark, Wayne Colvin, Sandra DiCarlo, David Garcia, 
Kay Gudehus, Paul Lopez, Penny Nemitz, Keith Pogan, Cheryl Purefoy, Robin Veitch, Barbara 
Waddell, 
Guests: Amy Davis from Development/Foundation, Suzanne Fahrer from Financial Aid, Deb 
Freyman from Biological Sciences, Sue Lau from Registration and Records, Jim Mahoney from 
Development/Foundation 
Administrative Staff Scholarship Raffle 
Sandy Miesmer reported that the Scholarship Committee sold 3,587 raffle tickets and raised 
$2,739 for the ASC Scholarship Fund this year. Miesmer and other Scholarship Committee 
members conducted the raffle drawing. The prizes and winners are listed below . 
Continuing Education Certificate Deb Freyman 
Theatre season tickets Connie Black-Post 
WBGU cookbook Tom Cummings 
WBGU videos Dennis Wojtkiewicz 
Recreation Center pass John Clark 
Football season tickets Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Season tickets (basketball or hockey) Tom Folk 
Golf ( 4 rounds) Martha Mazzarella 
Music Festival series Rich Peper 
Bed and Breakfast package Sue Perkins 
Bookstore gift certificate Dorothy Grassley 
Dining Services gift certificate Beth Casey 
Krogers gift certificate Diane Whitmire 
Krogers Gift Certificate Lisa Meyer 
Anderson's Gift basket Michael Hachtel 
Reserved parking space Sue Paxton 
Guest Speakers: Family Campaign 
Amy Davis and Jim Mahoney from Development/Foundation spoke about the Family 
Campaign. Prospective donors to BGSU want to know if employees give to the University and 
this campaign was started in 1999 as a way to encourage BGSU employees to donate money. In 
1999 there was 35% participation. In 2000 there was 42% participation. This year the goal is 
50% participation. The percentage of administrative staff who contribute to the campaign is 
greater than the percentage of classified staff who contribute and greater than the percentage of 
faculty who contribute. The Development/Foundation Office has information regarding the 
various funds to which employees can contribute. The ASC Scholarship Fund is one that is part 
of this campaign. The speakers encouraged staff to wear the button that will be sent after a 
contribution is made. 
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Approval of Minutes: Anne Sa viers moved, Pat Booth seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
President's Compensation Working Group 
On February 21, 2001, ASC sent Linda Dobb, Chair of the President's Compensation Working 
Group (PCWG) both the Teaching Compensation Proposal approved by ASC on February 1, 
2001 and the document referred to in other ASC meetings as the ASC Philosophy of 
Compensation. Both documents are being handed to the secretary with the attached cover memo 
to include for our archival record. 
Human Resources 
Mary Beth Zachary sent the names of the two administrative staff Leave Policy Committee 
representatives to Rebecca Ferguson. They are Beverly Steams and Nancy Vanderlugt. 
Classified staff have chosen their two representatives. The committee will begin meeting after 
faculty representatives are named. 
In meetings with Human Resources, Rebecca Ferguson stated that language regarding vacation 
use during the first year of employment has been approved by the President's Cabinet. It will be 
presented to the April Board of Trustees meeting for their approval. The proposed policy will be 
that during the first year of employment, vacation can be taken as earned. Also approved by the 
President's Cabinet will be language concerning changes in personal leave. It will be still 
assigned to an individual based on the amount of sick leave, however, it will not be converted 
hours from sick leave nor will it be returned to sick leave if it is not used. Although we talked 
about the vacation use policy with Human Resources, ASC was not asked for an opinion about 
the personal leave changes . 
In conversations with Human Resources it has become apparent that there is confusion about 
the administrative staff compensation plan with some staff. Some of the processes and policies 
involving the plan are not clear. Since the University has hired a number of administrative staff 
in recent years and because there seems to be some confusion about the plan with many staff, 
Zachary and Johh Clark decided to call a meeting for all administrative staff from 8:30- 10:30 
on May 1st in 101 Olscamp. In initial discussions with Human Resources, it was decided that 
there would be information presented about compensation plan issues (e.g. range vs salary in the 
range), evaluation and re-evaluation of position issues and processes surrounding JAQ' s. In 
addition, suggestions for beginning and writing JAQ's will be given. It is planned to take 
questions from the audience. More discussions about the presentation will occur. 
In informal email discussions, John Clark has begun to ask questions about the data presented 
by Human Resources to ASC in our December meeting. We will work with HR in analyzing the 
data. -
President's Office with Eileen Sullivan 
Conversations with Eileen continued regarding compensation issues and the upcoming meeting 
with the President's Compensation Working Group (PCWG). 
Executive Vice President 
The next meeting with Linda Dobb will be on Friday, March 2. Discussion points will be, the 
meeting with the PCWG and topics for the planned all administrative staff meeting. 
Chair-Elect Report: 
Compensation issues 
John Clark reported that he has been studying the scatter sheets that Human Resources 
distributed at the December ASC meeting. Clark found 23 administrative staff at or near the top 
of their pay ranges. There were 80 below the first quartile. Five of those have been at the 
University for five or more years. As of December 2000, approximately 19% of administrative 
. staff in ranges 9-16 were below 1st quartile in their pay range, while approximately 5% of 
administrative staff in grades 17-22 were below 1st quartile. 
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Clark will make suggestions for compensation possibilities for next year which do not involve 
money. 
Donna Wittwer suggested providing professional development within the University that can 
prepare administrative staff to move up within BGSU. 
Budget report 
Clark reported that $408 was spent on ASC Scholarship-related costs and suggested that 
designations within the ASC budget might be changed to more accurately represent where 
monies are spent. 
Secretary's Report: 
Mary Lynn Pozniak reported that the ballots to self nominate for a position as an 
Administrative Staff Council Representative have been sent to administrative staff in the five 
functional areas that will be in need of representation for the next three year term. 
Committee Reports: 
Amendments. No report. 
External Affairs. No report 
Awards and Special Recognitions. 
Tony Howard reported that the committee is working on the BG Best awards. The nomination 
forms have been distributed. Past winners are listed on the ASC website: 
http://www. bgsu.edu/ organizations/asc/awards.htm 
• Internal Affairs. See New Business 
Personnel Welfare 
• 
Laura Emch reported that PWC is continuing to review wording and procedures of the 
Administrative Staff Compensation Plan, as currently stated in Appendix G of the 
Administrative Staff Handbook. 
PWC has submitted to Administrative Staff Council a proposal for Administrative Staff 
Advisory Team Member Rotation. See New Business. 
Professional Development. No report. A question was raised regarding the date of the 
Professional Development Day. Another question was raised regarding the availability of grant 
money for professional development. Mary Beth Zachary will check with the committee chair, 
Ann Betts. 
Salary. No report 
Scholarship 
Students who met the requirements of the ASC Scholarship have been e-mailed and encouraged 
to apply. The application is available on the Web and in college offices. 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: 
ASC Standing Committee Charges 
Proposed changes for ASC standing committee charges were distributed and read. The 
proposed changes will be discussed in the April meeting as Old Business. 
Administrative Staff Advisory Team Member Rotation 
The Personnel Welfare Committee submitted a proposal for Administrative Staff Advisory 
Team Member Rotation. The proposal reads as follows: 
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The Administrative staff advisory team consists of 15 administrative staff members selected by 
the ASC executive committee for staggered three-year terms. Members will begin service on 
September 1 and serve for three years ending on August 31st. Each year five new members will 
be appointed to replace the five who are completing their service. Committee membership must 
be equally balanced among the University's functional areas. If a committee member cannot 
complete his/her term, ASC's executive committee will appoint a member from the same 
functional area to complete the term. No member shall serve consecutive three-year terms. 
Recommendation for implementation. The ASC Executive Committee should designate five 
members of the current committee to serve an additional two years, five members to serve an 
additional year, and five members to end their service. ASC's Executive Committee should then 
appoint five new members to begin the three-year rotation outlined in the new policy. It is 
important that during this transition period committee membership be balanced among the 
functional areas. 
Anne Saviers moved and Sandy Miesmer seconded the motion. Keith Hofacker called the 
question. The proposal passed unanimously. 
Good of the Order: 
Keith Hofacker announced that the opera The Merry Wives of Windsor will be performed in 
Kobacker Hall this Friday and Saturday at 8:00p.m. 
Deb Fleitz encouraged staff to attend the Festival Series performance on March 21. On that 
evening the performances for next year's Festival Series will be announced. 
Tom Scavo announced that tomorrow is the last day to migrate to the new e-mail system. On 
Monday, March 19 from 1:00 p.m.-4:00p.m. in Olscamp 101 there will be a Web Fair. 
Also, on March 8 there will be a presentation by Black Board regarding the new University 
Web portal. 
Colby Blair announced that this coming weekend is the final home hockey weekend. He also 
stated that the last regular season men's basketball game is this Saturday. There is a post 
season game at home on March 5th. 
Tony Howard thanked Deb Fleitz for requesting that students not monopolize the exercise 
machines at the Student Recreation Center. Howard also announced that the WBGU pledge 
break begins this coming Monday. Martha Reeves will be a program guest on Tuesday. 
Keith Hofacker moved and Deb Fleitz seconded to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was 
adjourned at 2:55p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
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Bowling Green State University 
January 10, 2001 
TO: BGSU Faculty and Staff 
Administrative Staff Council 
Scholarship Committe:: 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
FROM: Administrative Staff Scholarship Committee: Beth Casey, Nora Cassidy, Susan Darrow, Deb Freyman, 
Suzanne Fahrer, Sue Lau, Lisa McHugh, Sandy Miesmer, Diane Smith 
RE: Administrative Staff Scholarship Raffle 
/o?. 
Once again, the Administrative Staff Council Scholarship Committee will recognize outstanding BGSU students by 
awarding the ASC Scholarship. Recipients of the scholarship are undergraduate students who rank in the top ten percent of 
their college, demonstrate financial need, and provide leadership/service to BGSU and the Bowling Green community. 
In addition to selecting scholarship recipients, the ASC Scholarship Committee raises the funds to provide for the 
scholarship. To help make this year's scholarship drive a huge success, we welcome your generous support through your 
raffle ticket purchases and any donations you wish to make to the fund. 
• Prizes for the 2001 raffle include: 
* $25 gift certificate toward a Continuing Education class 
* Two season tickets to 2000-2001 BGSU Theater productions 
* WBGU-TV gift package (WBGU Cooks' Series- 5 cookbooks) 
* WBGU-TV gift package (Set of three videos on areas of local interest) 
* A Fall2001 (one semester) pass to the BGSU Recreation Center (pass admits a family of four) 
* Two season tickets to Fall2001 Falcon home football games 
* Two season tickets for recipient's choice of one: men's basketball, women's basketball or hockey 
* Four rounds of golf with golf cart at Forrest Creason course ($112 value) 
* Two season tickets to the 2001-2002 College of Musical Arts Festival Series 
* Bed and Breakfast at McKenna's Inn, Port Clinton 
(one night includes wine/cheese basket and continental breakfast) 
* $50 gift certificate from the University Bookstore 
* $30 debit card from University Dining Services 
* 2 $25 gift certificates from Kroger 
* Gift basket from Andersons 
* One semester reserved parking space 
The raffle drawing will be held at the March 1, 2001, ASC meeting, 1:30 p.m. You need not be present to win . 
• Please return the bottom portion of this form along with cash, check payable to the Administrative Staff Scholarship, or 
indication of Bursar charge, c/o Suzanne Fahrer, Office of Financial Aid, by February 21, 2001. We look forward to your 
outstanding support of our Administrative Staff Council Scholarship! 
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Chair's Report, March 1, 2001 
On February 21, 2001, we sent Linda Dobb, Chair of the President's Compensation 
Working Group (PCWG) both the Teaching Compensation Proposal approved by ASC on 
February 1, 2001 and the document referred to in other ASC meetings as the ASC 
Philosophy of Compensation. Both documents are being handed to the secretary with the 
attached cover memo to include for our archival record. 
Human Resources 
I sent the names of the two administrative staff Leave Policy Committee 
representatives to Rebecca Ferguson. They are Beverly Steams and Nancy Vanderlugt. 
Classified staff have chosen their two representatives. We are apparently waiting for the 
faculty representatives to be named. 
In meetings with Human Resources, Rebecca Ferguson stated that language 
regarding vacation use during the first year of employment has been approved by the 
President's ?????. It will be presented to the April Board of Trustees meeting for their 
approval. The proposed policy will be that during the first year of employment, vacation 
can be taken as earned. Also approved by the President's?????? will be language 
concerning changes in personal leave. It will be still assigned to an individual based on 
the amount of sick leave, however, if it is not used it will be lost rather than re-assigned 
to sick leave. Although we talked about the vacation use policy with Human Resources, 
ASC was not asked for an opinion about the personal leave changes. 
In our conversations with Human Resources it has become apparent that there is 
confusion about our compensation plan with some staff. Some of the processes and 
policies involving the plan are not clear. Since we have hired a number of admin staff in 
recent years and because there seems to be some confusion about our plan with many 
staff we decided to call a meeting for all administrative staff from 8:30- 10:30 on May 1'1 
in 101 Olscamp. In our initial discussions with Human Resources, we have thought about 
presenting information about compensation plan issues (e.g. range vs salary in the range), 
evaluation and re-evaluation of position issues and processes surrounding JAQ's. In 
addition, suggestions for beginning and writing JAQ's will be given. It is planned to take 
questions from the audience. More discussions about the presentation will occur. 
In informal email discussions, John Clark has begun to ask questions about the data 
presented by Human Resources to ASC in our December meeting. We will work with 
HR in analyzing the data . 
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President's Office with Eileen Sullivan 
Conversations with Eileen continued regarding compensation issues and the 
upcoming meeting with the President's Compensation Working Group (PCWG). 
Executive Vice President 
The next meeting with Linda Dobb will be on Friday, March 2. Discussion points 
will be, the meeting with the PCWG and topics for the planned all administrative staff 
meeting . 
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Bowling Green State University Administrative Staff Council 
February 21, 2001 
To: Linda Dobb 
Chair, President's Compensation Working Group 
From: Administrative Staff Council 
Re: Compensation Discussion 
Enclosed are two items for discussion with the President's Compensation Working Group 
(PCWG) when we meet to discuss compensation issues. 
The first set of documents is a proposal, with cover memo, approved by the Administrative Staff 
Council (ASC) which offers a solution to address the inequities surrounding compensation for 
teaching by administrative staff . 
The second document offers a discussion of our perspective, both philosophical and practical, on 
administrative staff compensation issues in general. 
If the members of the PCGW have need of more information about the documents presented, 
John Clark or I would be happy to address those issues specifically. In addition, if the PCGW has 
specific expectations of our meeting-something that we should bring to the meeting or provide 
prior to the meeting-please let us know . 
/Cl" 
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Bowling Green State University Administrative Staff Council 
February 14, 2001 
To: President's Compensation Working Group 
From: Administrative Staff Council 
Re: Philosophy of Compensation 
Thank you for the invitation to meet with the President's compensation group. The Administrative Staff 
Council (ASC) leadership has decided to provide for you some of our thoughts about compensation so that 
you may be able to discuss them prior to or at that meeting. 
We fully support the language from and the intent of our handbook: "A salary system should be designed to 
promote internal salary equity (based upon the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan) as well as external 
salary equity (based upon salary comparisons among individuals in similar positions from similar 
universities, colleges, or departments). The institution should monitor and ensure that employees salaries 
continue to be commensurate with individual employee's skills, abilities, and experience." 
Again from our handbook: "Each year, the university should identify, review, and address employee 
salaries, which may be inequitable. Funds should be made available on a regular, on-going basis to correct 
salary inequities, make market adjustments and salary adjustments deemed appropriate following 
comprehensive reviews of employee performance and salary, and to support raises for promotions. These 
funds should not be considered part of the annual merit pool." Administrative Staff at Bowling Green 
believe that an open, visible process for salary/market adjustments must be accessible to individuals. As 
well, compensation for upgrades should not depend on the vagaries of the availability of departmental 
funds. 
Regarding the growing work week, we also believe that positions of professional administration at BGS U 
should be designed and articulated to be performed typically within the forty-hour work 
week. As our handbook states, "Under normal circumstances, a full-time administrative staff member is 
expected to work a minimum of 40 hours per week. There may be occasions beyond the 40 hours in order 
to fulfill the contracted obligations. . .. When an administrative staff member's normal duties perpetually 
require work beyond the 40 hour week, it is assumed that this situation will be taken in account in the 
employee's overall compensation and that the employee will be given the opportunity for a variable work 
schedule." With increased enrollment and a consistent flow of administrative employee turnover, longer 
and longer work weeks are becoming endemic to the administrative staff positions at BGS U. For the 
well-being of both employees and institution, this fact must be appropriately addressed, although not solely 
via compensation. 
The concept of merit is not foreign or unwelcome to administrative staff; however, a viable merit pool is a 
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necessary part of an incentive program. First, no employee who satisfactorily performs the duties 
articulated in her/his job description should be penalized for working at BGSU because of external 
economic growth. Thus, meritorious Administrative Staff should be assured that each contract will at 
minimum provide the same indexed purchasing power as the previous year's contract. Second, compression 
and inversion problems created by the implementation of our compensation plan must be addressed to 
assure equity. When merit barely meets or does not meet annual increases in cost of living, meritorious 
administrative employees in the upper quadrants of their pay ranges cannot be expected to remain stagnant 
or to fall back in real purchasing power. And equally, merit pools or compensation plans that do not allow 
for timely progression toward range midpoints surely hurt the morale and retention of administrative staff 
in the lower quadrants of their pay ranges. 
Administrative Staff at BGSU hope the President's Compensation Group will recognize several additional 
tenets of successful plans for professional compensation. One such tenet is that successful performance by 
one individual is usually based on a complex inter-dependency of competencies of support by many others. 
Another tenet is that the relationship between the employer and staff member is one of mutual benefit which 
should carry increased care and responsibility over years of service. This would include attempts to place 
and retrain staff who through no failure of performance on their part may be forced from an administrative 
position after five or more years of service. 
We also feel strongly that caps are detrimental to the morale and in opposition to the philosophy of a 
merit-based compensation system. As a university, the value communicated to individuals who have 
performed at high levels over the course of their careers at BGSU and who now have reached the top of 
their established salary range is that the university no longer cares about that individual's performance or is 
taking that employee's satisfaction, performance, and retention for granted. In addition, the policy of 
imposing salary caps to only one employee group of the three is systematically unfair. 
All staff groups within a single institution should have the same general principles guiding their 
compensation. 
Other areas of compensation or suggestions for compensation that we consider valuable include the 
following items: 
• Administrative staff members who have performed well for a minimum of five years and whose 
position is in no imminent danger of deletion should be provided multiple-year contracts. 
Administrative Staff should have some reasonable expectation/guidelines as to how they are going 
to progress through the pay range in their current position and how they might progress, if they 
desire to do so, in an upward career path within the institution. The present projection of time from 
minimum-wage (for range) hire-in to range midpoint is 22.2 years, and even hire-ins at first 
quartile take far longer to reach range midpoint than the expected time in position to reach full 
proficiency or productivity. This angle of ascent in compensation is much too shallow to suggest 
retention in position beyond 2-5 years; if institutional resources do not permit lower-quadrant 
acceleration, we should develop formal processes to encourage upward mobility within the 
university. 
In the interest of supporting each other in this community, a catastrophic leave pool should be 
established. Appropriate regulations to prevent abuse of a system could be developed . 
2 
to'J 
• 
• 
• 
As an incentive toward productivity, a higher percentage of sick leave should be paid out at 
retirement. 
Given the growing work week and work load of many staff, it is difficult for some individuals to 
find time in which to take vacation. Currently, at a given point in the year, any hours accumulated 
over the allowed 44 days are lost. The university should consider paying the individual for those 
days or removing the cap on administrative vacation accrual. The paradox of too much 
responsibility to take vacation and the loss of this benefit through too much commitment to the 
institution must be eliminated. Compounding the problem, every time we lose an administrative 
employee because our working conditions or compensation are not market-competitive, the 
employees who remain in that employee's unit are likely to realize an immediate downturn in their 
working conditions--just one example of which is the loss of 
accrued vacation time. 
Currently, when a position is re-evaluated and assigned a higher level as a result of a significant 
expansion in the position's existing duties and responsibilities, the incumbent is guaranteed at least 
a 5% minimum increase in salary or the minimum of the new level. To remain competitive and to 
reward those who assume additional responsibility, salary should be increased a minimum of 10% 
and negotiated with the consideration of years of experience, etc. as a condition-as they would be 
with a new hire . 
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Laura Emch, 3/110111:56 AM -0500, pwc report for asc meeting today 
X-Sender: lemch@mailstore.bgsu.edu 
Date: Thu, 1 Mar 2001 11:56:17 -0500 
To: marylyn@bgnet. bgsu. edu 
From: Laura Emch <lemch@bgnet.bgsu.edu> 
Subject: pwc report for asc meeting today 
Hi 
Here's my report: 
PWC has submitted to Administrative Staff Council a proposal for Administrative Staff Advisory Team 
Member Rotation. PWC is continuing to review wording and procedures of the Administrative Staff 
Compensation Plan, as currently stated in Appendix G of the Administrative Staff Handbook. 
Laura F. Emch 
Associate Director, Student Financial Aid 
231 Administration Building 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, OH 43403-0145 
Phone: 419-372-2651 
Email: lemch@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Printed for Mary Lynn Rogge Pozniak <marylyn@ bgnet.bgsu.edu> 
1 
1 
• 
• 
• 
ASC Professional Development Day 
******Feedback requested****** 
The Professional Development team has met and reviewed the evaluations from the 2000 
"Invest in Yourself' Professional Development day that was held on March 7 in Olscamp 
Hall. 
Several themes have emerged, but we would like as much input from the Administrative 
Staff members as possible before we proceed. 
Please email Ann Betts (abetts@bgnet.bgsu.edu) or call at 2-7895 to give us your input 
before October 13, 2000. 
Suggested Topics 
Please indicate which of these are most of interest to you and feel free to suggest any 
others: 
Assertiveness - knowing how and when to say "no" gracefully 
Achieving balance in life 
Customer Service 
The Fad Diets- what is the real answer?? 
The Generation Gap in the workplace 
Follow-up to Steven Fulk's presentation last year on caring for elderly parents: Getting 
finances in order, power of attorney, end oflife ethical questions. 
Freedom of Information Act 
Communication 
Ron Partin - Nurturing Peak Performance Part II 
General session on health with cholesterol screening, diabetes info, blood pressure 
screening. 
Yoga, Tai-Chi 
Format 
It has been suggested that we repeat some of the sessions in the afternoon so that more 
people have the opportunity to attend. If the cost of doing so is not prohibitive, would you 
support this change? 
Thanks very much for your time! 
117 
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SECTION 5: Alternates at ASC Meetings 
Alternates shall be designated by any Administrative Staff Council member who finds 
that attendance at an Administrative Staff Council meeting is not possible. Alternates 
must be chosen from the functional area represented by the council member and must 
be identified to the Administrative Staff Council Chair prior to the beginning of the 
meeting. An alternate so chosen and so identified may participate in discussion, initiate 
motions and vote on all issues, save those involving amendment to the Charter or 
Bylaws. 
(Revision to Article 1, Section 5 approved by Administrative Staff Council on 01/04/96.) 
SECTION 6: Attendance Policy 
Each Administrative Staff Council member must select a designated alternate who may 
substitute for the said ASC member. If the designated alternate is unable to attend, 
another member from the appropriate vice-presidential or presidential area should be 
chosen. An ASC member who is absent in excess of three regular meetings who has !l-Ot 
sent an alternate shall be designated as absentee. 
After the absentee Administrative Staff Council member has been notified by the 
Secretary of his or her designation as absentee, his or her name shall be placed before 
members of the Executive Committee at any regular meeting. At that time, a vote of 
two-thirds of those present shall be sufficient to remove the absentee Administrative 
Staff Council member from office. 
(Revision to Article 1, Section 6 approved by Administrative Staff Council on 01/04/96.) 
ARTICLE 2: CO:M:MI'ITEES 
SECTION 1: Executive Committee 
The ASC Executive Committee shall act for the Administrative Staff Council between 
meetings and shall act as or designate a liaison between the Administrative Staff 
Council and other governance groups, inqividuals, and agencies. The Executive 
Committee shall set the agendas for ASC meetings and shall set priorities and goals 
yearly in September. 
SECTION 2: ASC Standing Committees 
Recommendations or self-nominations shall be solicited from the administrative staff 
membership at the time of the annual campus-wide Administrative Staff Council 
elections. ASC members may be nominated or may self-nominate to serve on ASC 
standing committees. The members of ASC standing committees shall be appointed 
from the nominations by the Chair of ASC in consultation with the Executive 
Committee, and shall include administrative staff members at large and members of 
ASC. Non-ASC members shall comprise no more than 50% of standing committee 
membership. Membership on these committees shall be for one year. Members are 
• 
•• 
• 
' 
rSSV-QS . 
eligible for reappointment. Standing committees may appoint subcommittees whose 
members need not be ASC representatives. The Chair of ASC shall appoint a chair for 
each standing committee from the ASC membership. Each chair shall submit in May a 
yearly report of the committee's activities to the Executive Committee. The duties and 
responsibilities of the following ASC standing committees are: 
~/A Elections Committee- This committee shall be composed ·of the ASC 
/ h L7tt-~ Secretary, who shall be its chair, the Chair-Elect, and other council members 
"-,...., ~mmt as needed. The Committee shall assist the Secretary in initiating, conducting, 
Ltnkf tabulating and announcing the results of nominations and elections for both 
:::J"YJWI'I.Df· ASC and appropriate University standing committees and in maintaining 
Afio..ir> election eligibility and voting records. 
B. Professional Development Committee - This committee is charged with 
aiding and encouraging the professional growth and development of 
administra?ve staff. It shall study and recommend action with regard to 
professional leaves, continuing education and recognition of professional. 
achievement. 
" 
C. Personnel/Welfare Committee- This committee shall annually review the 
Administrative Staff Handbook. The Committee shall include at least-eme-
, :m.emPe~m-€~ce-presidential area and the pre-sident's aree'l."The 
committee shall also review, study, and recommend Council action on 
matters involving general salary policies, benefits, performance, evaluation, 
and policies and procedures that affect the functioning of administrative staff 
in their positions. The chair of PWC shall be on the Executive Committee. 
;:[
Finance Committee- The Chair-Elect shall prepare annually the·ASC budget 
ho...lr e.(Q c..+- and submit it to the ASC for approval prior to its submission to the 
0 6 ks<F· University budget committee. 
E. Scholarship Committee- The responsibility of.the committee shall be to 
administ~r all aspects of the administrative staff scholarship program. 
F. Amendments Committee- This committee shall both initiate and receive 
proposed amendments to the Charter or Bylaws and shall report to the ASC 
on all proposed amendments. 
G. Awards and Special Recognition Committee- This committee shall develop 
and recommend to ASC ways to recognize administrative staff for their 
outstanding achievements. The Committee also shall handle all 
responsibilities associated with the advertisement, selection and presentation 
of the awards and special recognition including the annual Ferrari Award. 
_Qne-memberffom each VIce-presidenuatarea and the president's area shall 
• 
• 
., be eR the cettuftittee. Gommittee member-s-sllaH-flftve-been empleyed-by-the 
Uruverslfy tor aHeas-Hhree years. 
H. Salary Committee - This committee shall compile comparative data and 
/ make a salary proposal each year on behalf of the administrative staff. 
'tl ~ 
scJ ccm'lrY'' 
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I. Internal Affairs Committee - This committee shall develop and update the 
Orientation Program for new ASC members, which shall involve providing 
written information and practical learning opportunities, including the 
Mentor/Mentee Program and/or presentations or training seminars during 
or outside of Council meetings. An overview of Council including committee 
assignments, responsibilities, and accomplishments shall be include<_ ..:Rte--
=~:;~:d":~!:'rnsandmake 
recommendations about the structure or configuration of Council meetings; 
and examinE} the election process and make appropriate recommendations. 
'¥" Con.J.u_ef-- e 
]. External Affairs Committee- This committee shall be responsible for 
developing ideas for community involvement projects for administrative 
staff. The Committee also shall provide as~istance for BG Effect; develop 
ways to improve opening day activities for administrative staff; work on 
public relations with other groups on- and off-campus and with media.~ 
develop a surverof achninistra:tiv'e staffregarding-awards;-e-emm-li:ffi.ty---
mvolvement, atid opening day. 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 2. I. and J. approved by Administrative Staff Council on 01/04/96.) 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 2 and Section 2. G. approved by the Administrative Staff Council on 
05/01/97.) 
SECTION 3: University Standing Committees 
Those administrative staff members elected to University standing committees need not 
be ASC representatives and shall be elected by the entire administrative staff. In the 
event of an unanticipated request for an administrative staff representative to a 
committee, agency, panel or other such body, the Executive Committee may appoint an 
administrative staff member for the first term only. Subsequent representatives shall be 
elected. Each elected representative shall serve for the term designated by the 
particular committee. In the event that no length of service is set by the individual 
·committee, the term shall last three years. 
SECTION 4: Ad Hoc Committees 
ASC ad hoc committees shall be created by and responsible to the Executive Committee, 
which shall appoint members, including the chair, who need not be ASC. 
representatives. The Executive Committee shall also appoint representatives of the 
administrative staff to University ad hoc committees. After two years, an ASC ad hoc 
committee shall either cease to function or shall request to be made a standing 
committee through the Amendments Committee. 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 4 approved by Administrative Staff Council on. 04/ /99.) 
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ARTICLE 3: APPORTIONMENT OF TilE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNOL 
MEMBERSHIP 
Annually the Executive Committee shall assess the apportionment of the ASC 
membership for the purpose of determirung proportional representation on the ASC as 
provided for in Section III of the Administrative Staff Council Charter. The Executive 
Committee shall report its findings to the ASC. 
ARTICLE 4: TilE ELECTION/APPOINTMENT PROCESS 
SECTION 1: Elections to the Administrative Staff Council 
A Nominations 
On completion of the apportionment of the ASC membership, the Election 
Committee, annually, shall seek nominations of candidates for election to 
ASC. Nominations shall be made by and from the total administrative staff by 
functional areas. 
B. Elections 
The Election Committee, annually and following certification of candidates, 
shall conduct the ASC election. Votes shall be cast by the total administrative 
staff for those candidates in their functional areas . 
(Revision to Article 4, Section 1 approved by Administrative Staff Council on 04/02/98.) 
SECTION 2: Nominations and Elections to University Standing Committees 
Any administrative staff member shall be eligible for membership on University 
standing committees as provided in Article 2, Section 3 of the Bylaws of the 
Administrative Staff Council. 
A Nominations 
Annually the Election Committee will seek from the total administrative staff 
nominations and self-nominations for election to specific University standing 
committees. 
B. Elections 
The Election Committee, annually and upon certification of candidates, shall 
conduct the election of members to specific University standing committees. 
Votes shall be cast by the total administrative staff. 
SECTION 3: Nomination and Election of ASC Officers 
The ASC officers shall be those defined in Section IV of the Administrative Staff Council 
Charter. 
A Nominations 
On completion of the election of ASC representatives, the Election 
Committee, shall request of the Executive Committee that it annually prepare 
• 
• 
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a list of nominees for election as officers of ASC. Also, the Election 
Committee, by notice filed through the Monitor, annually shall solicit 
additional nominations for ASC officers by the total administrative staff. 
Nominees for election as ASC officers shall be drawn from the Administrative 
Staff Council. 
B. Elections 
The Election Committee, annually and following certification of candidates, 
shall conduct the election of ASC officers. Votes shall be cast by the total 
administrative staff. 
SECTION 4: Nomination and Election of ASC Area Representatives to the Executive 
Committee 
The area representatives to the Executive Committee shall be those defined in Section 
IV of the Administrative Staff Council Charter. Area representatives serve one-year 
terms and are eligible for re-election. 
A Nominations 
Annually, the Election Committee shall prepare a list by functional area of 
those ASC members eligible for election to the Executive Committee. A 
representative must have served a minimum of one year on council (current 
term or past term) to be eligible for election to the Executive Committee . 
B. Elections 
The Election Committee, annually and following certification of candidates, 
shall conduct the election of ASC area representatives to the Executive 
Committee. Votes shall be cast by the total administrative staff for those 
candidates in their functional areas. 
(Revision to Article 4, Section 4 approved by Administrative Staff Council on 04/02/98.) 
SECTION 5: Nomination and Appointment to ASC Standing Committees 
ASC Standing Committees shall be comprised of members of the ASC as provided for 
in Article 2, Section 2 of the Bylaws of the Administrative Staff Council. 
A Recommendations and Self-Nominations 
Administrative staff members at large may be recommended or may self-
nominate at the time of annual campus-side elections to serve on ASC 
standing committees. ASC members may be recommended or may self-
nominate to serve on ASC standing committees .. 
B. Appointment 
From among the recommendations and self-nominations, the ASC Chair in 
consultation with the ASC Executive Committee annually shall fill vacancies 
on ASC standing committees . 
• 
• 
• 
SECTION 6: General Procedures 
A. The Election Committee shall prepare, distribute, receive and tabulate all 
nomination forms and election ballots. The person who receives the most 
votes shall be declared the winner of the election or nomination. In the case 
where more than one person is to be elected, the corresponding number of 
top vote getters shall be declared elected. In case of a tie, a runoff election 
shall be conducted involving only those who tied. 
B. The Election Committee shall certify candidates to include eligibility for the 
office and the consent of the candidate to stand for election. 
C. The Election Committee shall certify the results of elections. Such 
certification shall be reported to the Executive Committee. 
D. The Election Committee shall conduct nominations and elections designated 
in the Byl~ws. 
E. The final date for receipt of nomination forms and election ballots is 10 work 
days after distribution by the Election Committee. 
F. The ,results of all nominations and elections shall be reported to the 
Administrative Staff Council by the Election Committee at the first regularly 
scheduled ASC meeting following tabulation of the results. 
G. The Election Committeeshall retain all nomination forms, election ballots, 
and working papers for a period of 20 work days following their tabulation 
after which time they shall be destroyed. 
H. The secretary of ASC shall maintain a permanent record of all nominations 
and election results. 
I. The Executive Committee shall decide any challenge to the conduct or results 
of a nomination process or of an election. 
ARTICLE 5: VACANCIES 
Positions vacated by resignation or for other reasons prior to the dates of the annual 
election for the position vacated shall be filled as follows: 
SECTION 1: ASC Chair 
A vacancy in the position of ASC Chair shall be filled by the Chair-Elect. 
• 
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If the Chair-Elect is unable to fill the position of chair for the remaining part of the year, · 
the title of Chair-Elect shall be retained, and the ASC Chair vacancy shall be filled by 
the candidate who received the second highest number of votes for Chair-Elect. 
SECTION 2: Other Vacancies 
A vacancy in other positions provided for in the Administrative Staff Council Charter 
and the Bylaws shall be filled by the person who, in the preceding election, received the 
next highest number oJ votes for the position vacated. In the event that there is a tie in 
the number of votes for the persons receiving the next highest number of votes, the 
vacancy shall be filled by lot conducted by the Executive Committee. 
In the event that a vacancy is not filled as specified in Article 5, Sections 1 and 2, the 
Executive Committee shall appoint a replacement for that position until the end of the 
fiscal year. 
If a council member chooses to take an approved leave from the council during the ·term 
of office, a permanent substitute for the term of the leave from the same constituent 
group will be chosen by the council member. One month prior to the beginning .of the 
leave period, the name of the substitute shall be submitted to the Executive Committee 
for confirmation. The substitute shall have full voting privileges and shall meet all 
obligations of a full council member. Should an approved leave be granted for more 
than one year, the council member shall be obligated to resign . 
ARTICLE 6: FINANCE 
The Chair-Elect shall have the responsibility for the budgeting and control of funds 
designated for the Administrative Staff Council as follows: 
1. University Budgets 
Prepare and submit an annual budget for the coming fiscal year to the 
Administrative Staff Council for review and approval. 
After ASC approval, submit the proposed budget request to the appropriate 
University budget review committee according to established procedure. 
' 
2. Foundation Account 
This account will include cash donations from dues and other contributions 
not part of the University budget to be used as the need arises. 
Persons authorized to p~y expenses through the budget and the Foundation account 
will be the Chair, Chair-elect or secretary . 
~ l~s ··· 
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AS IT IS CURRENTLY: 
APPENDIX A 
BYLAWS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COUNCIL 
ARTICLE 2: CO:M:NIITTEES 
SECTION 1: Executive Committee 
The ASC Executive Committee shall act for the Administrative Staff Council between meetings 
and shall act as or designate a liaison between the Administrative Staff Council and other 
governance groups, individuals, and agencies. The Executive Committee shall set the agendas for 
ASC meetings and shall set priorities and goals yearly in September. 
SECTION 2: ASC Standing Committees 
Recommendations or self-nominations shall be solicited from the administrative staff membership 
at the time of the annual campus-wide Administrative Staff Council elections. ASC members may 
be nominated or may self-nominate to serve on ASC standing committees. The members of ASC 
standing committees shall be appointed from the nominations by the Chair of ASC in consultation 
with the Executive Committee, and shall include administrative staff members at large and 
members of ASC. Non-ASC members shall comprise no more than 50% of standing committee 
membership. Membership on these committees shall be for one year. Members are eligible for 
reappointment. Standing committees may appoint subcommittees whose members need not be 
ASC representatives. The Chair of ASC shall appoint a chair for each standing committee from 
the ASC membership. Each chair shall submit in May a yearly report of the committee's activities 
to the Executive Committee. The duties and responsibilities of the following ASC standing 
committees are: 
A Elections Committee- This committee shall be composed of the ASC Secretary, who shall 
be its chair, the Chair-Elect, and other council members as needed. The Committee shall assist the 
Secretary in initiating, conducting, tabulating and announcing the results of nominations and 
elections for both ASC and appropriate University standing committees and in maintaining 
election eligibility and voting records. 
B. Professional Development Committee - This committee is charged with aiding and 
encouraging the professional growth and development of administrative staff. It shall study and 
recommend action with regard to professional leaves, continuing education and recognition of 
professional achievement. 
C. Personnel!W elfare Committee - This committee shall annually review the Administrative 
Staff Handbook. The Committee shall include at least one member from each vice-presidential 
area and the president's area. The committee shall also review, study, and recommend Council 
action on matters involving general salary policies, benefits, performance, evaluation, and policies 
and procedures that affect the functioning of administrative staff in their positions. The chair of 
PWC shall be on the Executive Committee . 
/2./-
D. Finance Committee- The Chair-Elect shall prepare annually the ASC budget and submit it 
to the ASC for approval prior to its submission to the University budget committee. 
E. Scholarship Committee- The responsibility of the committee shall be to administer all 
aspects of the administrative staff scholarship program. 
F. Amendments Committee - This committee shall both initiate and receive proposed 
amendments to the Charter or Bylaws and shall report to the ASC on all proposed amendments. 
G. Awards and Special Recognition Committee- This committee shall develop and recommend to 
ASC ways to recognize administrative staff for their outstanding achievements. The Committee 
also shall handle all responsibilities associated with the advertisement, selection and presentation 
of the awards and special recognition including the annual Ferrari Award. One member from each 
vice-presidential area and the president's area shall be on the committee. Committee members 
shall have been employed by the University for at least three years. 
H. Salary Committee - This committee shall compile comparative data and make a salary 
proposal each year on behalf of the administrative staff. 
I. Internal Affairs Committee - This committee shall develop and update the Orientation 
Program for new ASC members, which shall involve providing written information and practical 
learning opportunities, including the Mentor/Mentee Program and/or presentations or training 
seminars during or outside of Council meetings. An overview of Council including committee 
assignments, responsibilities, and accomplishments shall be included. The Committee also shall 
work toward developing ways to recognize administrative staff for their accomplishments; 
respond to concerns and make recommendations about the structure or configuration of Council 
meetings; and examine the election process and make appropriate recommendations. 
J. External Affairs Committee - This committee shall be responsible for developing ideas for 
community involvement projects for administrative staff. The Committee also shall provide 
assistance for BC Effect; develop ways to improve opening day activities for administrative staff; 
work on public relations with other groups on- and off-campus and with media; and develop a 
survey of administrative staff regarding awards, community involvement, and opening day. 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 2.1. and J. approved by Administrative Staff Council on 01/04/96.) 
(Revision to Article 2, Section 2 and Section 2. G. approved by the Administrative Staff Council 
on 05/01/97.) 
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SUGGESTED CHANGES 
SECTION 2: ASC Standing Committees 
Recommendations or self-nominations shall be solicited from the administrative staff membership 
at the time ofthe annual campus-wide Administrative Staff Council elections. ASC members may 
be nominated or may self-nominate to serve on ASC standing committees. The members of ASC 
standing committees shall be appointed from the nominations by the Chair of ASC in consultation 
with the Executive Committee, and shall include administrative staff members at large and 
members of AS C. Non-AS€ meFRbers shall cgmprise ng mor.e...than.-5.D~ of standing committee 
·membership. Membership on these committees shall be for one year. Members are eligible for 
reappointment. Sta:nemg committees may appoint subcommittees whose members need not be 
~.ASC representatives. The Chair of ASC shall appoint a chair for each standing committee from 
the ASC membership. Each chair shall submit in May a yearly report of the committee's activities 
to the Executive Committee. ADD: WHEN NECESSARY, IT SHALL BE INCUMBENT 
ON COMMITTEES TO WORK CLOSELY ON ISSUES WHICH OVERLAP, EG. THE 
AMENDMENTS COMMITTEE AND THE INTERNAL AFFAffiS COMMITTEE MAY 
BE REQUIRED TO WORK TOGETHER ON PROPOSED CHANGES TO ASC 
BYLAWS. 
The duties and responsibilities ofthe following ASC standing committees are: 
A. Professional Development Committee - This committee is charged with aiding and 
encouraging the professional growth and development of administrative staff. It shall study and 
recommend action with regard to professional leaves, continuing education and recognition of 
professional achievement. 
B. Personnel/Welfare Committee - This committee shall annually review the Administrative Staff 
Handbook. DELETE THIS SENTENCE: The Committee shall include at least one member 
from each ~ ice-pr esideutial area and the president's area. The committee shall also review, 
study, and recommend Council action on matters involving general salary policies, benefits, 
performance, evaluation, and policies and procedures that affect the functioning of administrative 
staff in their positions. The chair ofPWC shall be on the Executive Committee. 
1. SALARY SUB-COMMITTEE - This sub-committee shall compile comparative data and 
make a salary proposal each year on behalf of the administrative staff. ADD: IN ADDITION, 
THE SUB-COMMITTEE SHALL CONTINUE A REGULAR REVIEW OF CUPA DATA 
AND OTHER RELEVANT RESOURCES IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN ON-GOING, 
COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SALARIES. THE CHAIR 
OF THE SALARY SUB-COMMITTEE SHALL BE SELECTED FROM MEMBERS OF 
THE PERSONNEL/WELFARE COMMITTEE. 
C. Finance Committee - The Chair-Elect shall prepare annually the ASC budget and submit it to 
the ASC for approval prior to its submission to the University budget committee . 
D. Scholarship Committee - The responsibility of the committee shall be to administer all 
aspects of the administrative staff scholarship program. 
E. Amendments Committee - This committee shall both initiate and receive proposed 
amendments to the Charter or Bylaws and shall report to the ASC on all proposed amendments. 
F. Awards and Special Recognition Committee- This committee shall develop and recommend 
to ASC ways to recognize administrative staff for their outstanding achievements. The Committee 
also shall handle all responsibilities associated with the advertisement, selection and presentation 
of the awards and special recognition including the annual Ferrari Award. DELETE THESE 
TWO SENTENCES: One membe1 ti om each "ice•p• esidential a1 ea and the p1 esident's 
a1 ea shall be on the committee. Committee ntentbei s shall ha" e been employed by the 
Uni"euity fo1 at least th1 ee yeau. 
G. Internal Affairs Committee - This committee shall develop and update the Orientation 
• 
Program for new ASC members, which shall involve providing written information and practical 
learning opportunities, including the Mentor/Mentee Program and/or presentations or training 
seminars during or outside of Council meetings. An overview of Council including committee 
assignments, responsibilities, and accomplishments shall be included. DELETE: The Comntittee 
also shall w 01 k tow a1 d de" eloping "ay s to 1 ecognize adntinisti ati" e staff fo1 theii 
accomplishntents; (ADD: THE COMMITTEE SHOULD) respond to concerns and make 
recommendations about the structure or configuration of Council meetings; and 
(SHALL)examine (AND CONDUCT)the election process and make appropriate 
recommendations. ADD: THE COMMITTEE SHALL ALSO MAINTAIN THE ASC • 
WEBSITE. 
1. Elections ADD: SUB-COMMITTEE- This sub-committee shall be composed ofthe 
ASC Secretary, who shall be the chair of this sub-committee, the Chair-Elect, and other council 
members as needed. The Elections sub-committee shall initiate, conduct, tabulate and announce 
the results of nominations and elections for both ASC and appropriate University standing 
committees and shall maintain election eligibility and voting records. It is expected that there will 
be clear and frequent communication between the ASC Secretary/Elections Chair and the Chair of 
the Internal Affairs Committee. 
H. External Affairs Committee - This committee shall be responsible for developing ideas for 
community involvement projects for administrative staff. The Committee also shall provide 
assistance for BC Effect; develop ways to improve opening day activities for administrative staff; 
work on public relations with other groups on- and off-campus and with media; and develop a 
survey of administrative staff regarding awards, community involvement, and opening day. 
• 
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Administrative Staff Advisory Team Member Rotation 
Proposal from PWC 
March 1, 2001 
The Administrative staff advisory team consists of 15 administrative staff members 
selected by the ASC executive committee for staggered three-year terms. 
+ Members will begin service on September 1 and serve for three years ending on 
August 3Pt. 
• Each year five new members will be appointed to replace the five who are completing 
their service. 
• Committee membership must be equally balanced among the University's functional 
areas. 
• If a committee member cannot complete his/her term, ASC's executive committee 
will appoint a member from the same functional area to complete the term. 
+ No member shall serve consecutive three-year terms. 
Recommendation for Implementation 
The ASC executive committee should designate five members of the current committee 
to serve an additional two years, five members to serve an additional year, and five 
members to end their service. ASC's executive committee should then appoint five new 
members to begin the three-year rotation outlined in the new policy. It is important that 
during this transition period committee membership be balanced among the functional 
areas . 
• 
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ASC MEETING 4/05/01 
PALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Guest Speaker: Larry Weiss, University Relations and Governmental Affairs 
Approval of March Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
- ASC Standing Committee charges - Amendments Committee 
New Business 
Good of the Order 
Adjourn 
/21 
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Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
April 5, 2001 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:33 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Ann Betts, William Blair, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Sidney Childs, Claudia 
Clark, John Clark, Wayne Colvin, Sally Dreier, Laura Emch, Deborah Fleitz, Kay Gudehus, T. 
Keith Hofacker, Tony Howard, Paul Lopez, Pamella Phillips Keith Pogan, Mary Lynn Pozniak, 
Susan Sadoff, Diane Smith, Tom Scavo, Jack Taylor, Nancy Vanderlugt, Robin Veitch, Barbara 
Waddell Mary Beth Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: Julie Ash for Linda Bakkum, 
Absent: Sandra DiCarlo, David Garcia, Thad Long, Sandra Miesmer, Jane B. Myers, Penny 
Nemitz, Anne Saviers 
Guest Speaker: Larry Weiss 
Larry Weiss from University Relations and Governmental Affairs spoke regarding the state 
budget for higher education. In the Governor's budget introduced in January, the amounts 
discussed were increases of between 5.25% and 6.25% in the State Share of Instruction for the 
coming year. There are several factors that have since impacted the state budget and the ability 
of the state to support the proposed increase. The state has had declining revenues. Also, the 
state is required to find a new way to fund K- 12 education because in the old method there was 
an over-reliance on property taxes. The state put more money into K- 12 education but the 
Ohio Supreme Court said that it was not enough and that lawmakers have until June 15 to answer 
to the Ohio Supreme Court. In addition, there is a major Medicare shortfall. The state must 
balance the budget each year. There could be a possibility of utilizing "rainy day funds" to 
balance the budget, however there is no agreement on this in Columbus. 
The state budget process began in January, when the Governor introduced his version of the 
budget. From there it went to the House Finance Committee and to a subcommittee. It was due 
to be voted upon in the House yesterday but that did not occur. Due to vacation, this vote will 
now take place at the end of April. The budget will then move to the Senate. The Senate will 
want a version of the budget that is different from the House version. There will be a committee 
composed of members of both groups that will meet to resolve the differences. They are aiming 
for June 1 to pass the budget. They would then have two weeks to submit information to the 
Ohio Supreme Court regarding K- 12 funding. 
The State Share of Instruction for higher education has been reduced in the proposed budget to 
a 2% increase. According to some senators, the Challenge Grants are in peril. Success 
Challenge affects Main Campus and Access Challenge affects Firelands. There may be an 
exemption on the 6% maximum increase in fees allowed per year perhaps allowing as much as a 
9% increase. Tuition increases however would not be enough to make up for the shortfall. In 
addition, universities will draw criticism if they increase tuition more than the current 3-4% rate 
of inflation. 
Weiss suggested that BGSU employees, students, and parents call or write to the legislators in 
Columbus and ask that the Governor's budget of 5.25%- 6.25% for higher education be 
reinstated. He suggested that staff mention the benefits of higher education for students and how 
our services help students. It is important to write on private stationery and not to utilize 
University stationery. Weiss referred us to handouts he distributed listing points in favor of 
increased funding for higher education, and a directory of state legislators. He suggested that we 
send letters to members of the House in the next seven to ten days and that we target the list of 
House leaders from Householder to Miller. The letters should be addressed to Honorable 
(name), Ohio House of Representatives, 77 South High Street, Columbus, OH 43266. He also 
suggested sending letters to the Senate in two weeks and targeting the list of senators from Finan 
to Mallory. These letters should be addressed to State Senator (name), Ohio Senate, Senate 
Office Building, Columbus, OH 43215. 
• 
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Corrections to Minutes: Pamella Phillips had a substitute last month. The substitute was Deb 
Freyman. 
Approval of Minutes: Keith Pogan moved, Claudia Clark seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
President's Compensation Working Group 
Mary Beth Zachary and John Clark were invited to have conversation with the President's 
Compensation Working Group (PCWG). In a prepared presentation, they called for a discussion 
of values and philosophy upon which to build a compensation plan. The reasons for building a 
plan are to: 
• Aid in recruitment, allowing potential employees to visualize opportunities at BGSU 
• Reinforce the value of BGSU's current administrative employees 
• Assist in building employee morale and retention 
• Create common ground; minimizes surprises and disappointments 
• Minimize differing or unmet expectations and mis-communications 
• Build appropriate expectations for compensation-related "events" 
• Allow employees to make informed, rational employment decisions 
• Aid institutional and unit planning 
• Reduce policy conflicts and policy application discrepancies 
• Provide stability for employee and employer. 
Administrative Staff Council hopes to enter into a plan-building discussion to articulate policies 
and procedures regarding the following: 
• Range evaluation and movement of ranges 
• Periodic, systematic market review of all positions 
• Acceleration to/toward range midpoint (a Mercer assumption) 
• Salary progression throughout the ranges 
• Salary inversions and egregious compressions 
In the meeting, many of the participants asked questions and raised issues. It was a positive 
meeting, however, Zachary and Clark have yet to hear a formal response from PCWG as regards 
the content of the presentation. 
Also at the meeting, Zachary and Clark learned that forming a catastrophic sick leave pool 
could not happen at BGSU. Nancy Footer, University Council, said that she had looked into the 
issue of creating a sick leave pool and BGSU can not, by law, do it. There is explicit language 
that articulates the specific uses of sick leave for state employees. Pooling sick leave is not one 
of them. There is an exception for collective bargaining agreements. There is also a court opinion 
supporting Footer's contention. The only remedy she saw was legislative action to rewrite the 
law. 
Human Resources 
In meetings with Human Resources, Zachary and Clark discussed agenda items for the all-
administrative staff meeting on May 1, 2001 from 8:30- 10:30 in Olscamp Hall. Zachary put 
out a call to gather questions from administrative staff members and received messages from two 
individuals. · 
While working on developing a rotation process for the Administrative Staff Advisory Team, 
Personnel Welfare Committee discovered some ambiguities in language and some potential 
points of confusion in the Handbook. They have proposed some changes to the Handbook 
section "Administrative Staff Compensation Plan" which have been sent to Rebecca Ferguson. 
Most of the changes are editorial in nature. Some are not. Discussion of the proposed changes 
will begin on April 10, 2001. 
Constituent Group Caucus 
There was a Constituent Group Caucus meeting this morning. Representatives from GSS, 
USC, CSC and ASC were present. The issues discussed from GSS were forming a cross-
• 
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functional committee to address international student concerns, graduate students being required 
to take 12 hours to be considered full-time students in order to qualify for assistantship, the 
insufficiency of graduate student stipends. Of concern for both student groups were the funding 
amounts and processes regarding student fee allocation to student organizations, the allocation of 
"Pepsi contract" money, and safety on campus with regard to Blue Emergency light visibility. 
Legions 
The most recent Legions meeting included a presentation by Dr. Don Neiman, Dean, Arts & 
Sciences and Marcia Latta on family campaign progress. Also presented by the Office of Vice 
President for Student Affairs was the Student Emergency/Crisis Plan. Jill Carr addressed 
University responses to student emergencies and crises. She asked that anyone knowing about a 
student in crisis notify her office. 
President's Office with Eileen Sullivan 
John Clark and Mary Beth Zachary met with Eileen Sullivan to talk about the President's 
Compensation Working Group (PCWG) presentation. Eileen will follow up the discussion with 
members of the PCWG. 
Regarding the Human Resource Leave Committee, one faculty name has been submitted to 
Human Resources to serve on the committee. Zachary had hoped to move the Board of Trustees 
minutes regarding FMLA use by married couples to the forefront of the discussion so that the 
policy could be clarified before the beginning of the next contract year. 
Zachary requested an update from Richard Bowers of the Wellness Program Survey. He 
responded with the following news: "The report was completed and submitted to Linda Dobb, Ed 
Whipple, and Becca Ferguson. At Dr. Whipple's request, copies of the report were also 
forwarded to the President's Cabinet for review. There was a 42 percent return rate on the 1,500 
surveys sent. A commendable level of interest was expressed within the returned surveys." 
ASC has been asked to submit topics for discussion at the President's Panel. The following two 
issues will be submitted: 
• What can the students and employees of the university do to help assist legislators to 
understand the implications of under-funding higher education in Ohio? 
• ASC hopes to work with the President's Compensation Working Group to articulate a 
systematic approach to compensation for administrative staff that is broad enough to provide 
flexibility to the administration and clear enough to provide for appropriate expectations by staff. 
Zachary is working with ITS representatives to reinstate the ASC link to the Offices and 
Organizations page on the BGSU web page. 
Council member Cheryl Purefoy is leaving the university and will take a position at the 
University of Akron. Her last day is April6. We wish her welL 
Zachary asked all ASC reps to complete the Student Union Survey. 
Zachary will submit Keith Pogan's name to serve on the University Planning Council. 
Chair-Elect Report: 
John Clark reported that council members have approached him regarding ASC awards. They 
hope that when giving awards, ASC will also remember staff members who have not been at the 
University as long. 
Secretary's Report: 
Mary Lynn Pozniak announced the winners of the elections for ASC reps in the following 
functional areas: 
Academic Departments: Jim Dachik 
Academic Support: Carl Dettmer 
Institutional Support: Montique Cotton and Robert Zhang 
Student Support: Amelie Brogden, Tina Coulter, Sally Johnson, Sue Lau, and Clarence Terry 
Technology: Mike Fitzpatrick and Phyllis Short 
Pozniak also announced that the candidate for ASC Chair-Elect is Laura Emch and the 
candidate for ASC Secretary is Diane Smith. 
• 
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Committee Reports: 
Amendments. See Old Business 
External Affairs. 
There was a request by Matt Webb to speak to ASC that has been referred to External Affairs for 
consideration. 
Awards and Special Recognitions. 
Tony Howard reported that the committee is working on the mailing for the Ferrari Award and 
he expects that it will be sent the second week in May. Howard also announced that the BG Best 
Awards would be presented at the ASC Spring Reception on May 31 from 3:00p.m. to 5:00p.m. 
in the Mileti Alumni Center. Lastly, Howard asked the Reps to remind their constituents to 
nominate administrative staff for the monthly Spirit of BG Award. 
Internal Affairs No report 
Personnel!W elfare 
Laura Emch reported that PWC has been working diligently on updates to the Administrative 
Compensation Plan Position Evaluation/Re-evaluation Process. The current process in use can 
be viewed at http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/ohr/handbooks/ under: Additional Administrative 
Handbook Information/ Administrative Staff Compensation Plan. 
Professional Development. 
Ann Betts reported that brochures for the Professional Development Day have been distributed. 
Some sessions filled quickly and had to be moved to a location that could accommodate more 
participants. 
Salary. No report 
Scholarship No report 
Old Business: 
ASC Standing Committee Charges 
Amendments Committee Report AprilS, 2001 
After reviewing, the proposed changes to Appendix A Article 2. The committee recommends 
that all of the proposed changes with the exception of one be sent to the floor of the full council. 
The committee does not recommend the deletion of "One member from each vice presidential 
area and the presidential area shall be on the committee. Committee members shall have been 
employed by the University for at least three years" from section F. These two sentences should 
be maintained to insure a fair, diverse and broad knowledge base for the decision making 
process. One of the functions of the committee is to select the winners of the various awards 
given by the ASC. The committee selects the recipients not the council as a whole and thus the 
varied committee compliment needs to be maintained. Most of the other committee's must report 
their work to the full council before their work is approved; the Awards committee does not. We 
recommend that the terms vice presidential area and presidential area is changed to functional 
areas so as to adhere to the present terminology. 
Such that Section F to read as follows: 
Awards and Special Recognition Committee- This committee shall be composed of at least one 
member from each functional area. Committee members shall have been employed by the 
University for at least three years. 
Thad Long, Chair of the External Affairs Committee, proposed that the phrase "provide 
assistance for BG Effect" in Section 2H be deleted from the charges of External Affairs. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Laura Emch, Chair of the Personnel/Welfare Committee proposed a change to Section 2B, 
Personnel/Welfare Committee. Emch proposed that the word "be" in the last sentence should be 
replaced by "also serve". The sentence would then read: "The chair of PWC shall also serve on 
the Executive Committee." 
Claudia Clark moved to accept the suggested changes to the ASC committee charges and 
Wayne Colvin seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. 
New Business: None 
Good of the Order: 
Robin Veitch announced that the Falcon Club Auction would occur on May 19. The items to 
be auctioned are listed on their website. 
Deb Fleitz shared that the 2001-2002 Festival Series was announced last week. Included in 
the schedule is the Moscow Philharmonia, a Russian baritone, and a jazz violinist. Fleitz 
encouraged all to buy tickets. Fleitz also announced that next week there will be a dance 
company performance and cautioned that the performance will include partial nudity. 
Tom Scavo announced that there will be Black Board training for faculty next week and 
faculty will be given access to begin to develop coursework. Scavo explained that Black 
Board is both a portal and a course management tool. As a portal, students will have a 
personalized sign-on page, called "My BGSU", where they will have access to news and 
information. Authentication is being worked on. As a course management tool, faculty can 
develop syllabi. There are tools to help facilitate a unified presentation to students for both 
Web based and traditional courses. The system will be available on August 1 in a limited 
form. 
Wayne Colvin moved and Deborah Fleitz seconded to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was 
adjourned at 2:46 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
• 
•• 
• 
Intro 
TALKING POINTS 
FUNDING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION 
• Critical to maintain Executive Budget recommendations for higher education 
• Critical to support the entire continuum of education and not build quality for one 
segment of education at the expense of another 
> Investing in higher education vvilllead to short-term and long-term growth in 
economy and is the only way for the state to maintain adequate long-term 
funding for K-12. 
> Higher education has many partnerships vvith K-12 that focus on enhancing K-12 
student achievement, teacher preparation, technology use and infusion in the 
classroom, and teaching & learning research; at BGSU these would be 
jeopardized or diminished vvith funding cuts. 
• Economic success dependent upon increasing number of Ohioans vvith 4-year degrees 
> Strengthen workforce development 
> Strengthen standard of living -- per capita personal income has fallen from 6th to 
22nd in the nation since 1960 
> BGSU has enjoyed enrollment success in recent years; 8% increase in Ohioans 
attending BGSU over last 5 years 
The Executive Budget (see attached) 
• Not everything we had hoped for but did signal that the Governor believes, even in 
tight budget times, that higher education is part of the engine of economic success. 
• State Share of Instruction (subsidy) is our core state support for campus instruction 
& operations. Overall, this only goes up 2% a year. Does not keep pace vvith either 
inflation or enrollment increases. 
> We have double digit health care cost increases and huge spikes in utility bills. 
> IT guarantee and College Net are not funded at all-- yet Ohio campuses have to 
spend hundreds of millions of dollars per year to keep pace vvith technology 
(comes out of our operating budgets). 
Conclusion 
• Critical to maintain funding provided in Executive Budget. Not really keeping up 
vvith inflation and enrollment growth vvith Executive Budget. Cutting any further 
vvill be cutting into the muscle and bone of our operations and undermine the 
infrastructure of higher education . 
• Invest any available additional resources in State Share of Instruction, focusing on 
technology and programs through which higher education helps to improve K-12. 
).37 
HIGHLIGHTS OF EXECUTIVE BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS 
For 2002 -03 Biennium 
%Increases over 2000-01 Bieenium 
2002 2003 
State Share of Instruction (subsidy) 
Success Challenge (4 yr-BGSU) 
Research Challenge (4 yr-BGSU) 
Eminent Scholars (4 yr-BGSU) 
Jobs Challenge (2 yr.-Firelands) 
Access Challenge (2 yr.-Firelands) 
2% 
10% 
10% 
o% 
23% 
18% 
2% 
10% 
10% 
o% 
10% 
17% 
College Net (2 & 4 yr.-BGSU & Firelands)* No Funding Recommended 
K-16 Initiatives $.6M $.1M 
BGSU Canadian Studies o% o% 
Rural University· Projects (BGSU) o% o% 
IT Guarantee (2 yr.)* No Funding Recommended 
(new program to provide IT competency for Ohio workers) 
Global Market Competitiveness* No Funding Recommended 
(new program to enhance study abroad programs; 
mainly scholarships for student) 
Ohio Plan* $10M 
(new program targeting investments in biotech, 
info tech, & nanotech at OSU, U. of Cincinnati, Case Western) 
*New Programs 
• 
• 
• 
_President, Richard Finan ........................................................ 466-9737 
-- President, Pro Tempore, Bruce Johnson ..........................•.... 4416-8064 
___ Ass't. President Pro Tempore, Jay Hottinger ........................ 466-WB 
- Majority Whip, Randy Gardner ............................................... 466-8060 
__ Majority Chief of Staff, Tarl Gaiger .......................................•. 4611-2510 
Clark, Matth- Schuler ....................................................••.•... 466-4900 
Deputy Chief of Staff, Brian Misancik ...............................•.•. 4116-3509 
--~- Minority Leader, Leigh Herington .....................................•.... 466-7041 
Ass't Minority Leader, Greg DiDonato .................................. 46IHI508 
Minority Whip, Dan Brady ...............................................•...... ~123 
Ass't Minority Whip, Mark Mallory ......................................... 4&1-59110 
Minority Chief of Staff, Brian Mclean ................................... 4116-3509 
Oist./NameiParty Address Dist. Ph.# ISH Room I Ph.# 
22 Amstutz, Ron ...... (R) 2243 Friar Tuck, Wooster, 44691 . (330)262-7371 140 466-7505 
13 Armbruster,Jeffry(R) 33030WoodhavenCr., ................ (440)327-2077 142 644-7613 
N. Ridgeville, 44039 
10 Austria, Steve ..... ( R) 2537 Obetz. Beavercreek, 45434. (937) 429-5230 034 466-3780 
00 Blessing,Louis •... (R) 3153McGillln.,Cinc.,45251 ....... (513)385-6302 038 466-8068 
23 Brady, Dan ...•...... (D) 1272WestBivd.,Ciev.,44102 ...... (216)281-8999 223 466-5123 
20 Carnes, James ... (R) 47403 Puskarich, .•.•...........•......... (740)6~ 132 466-8076 
St. Clairsville, 43950 
27 Coughlin, Kevin .. (R) 23241ota,CuyahogaFalls,44223. (330)923-1481 137 466-4823 
D DiDonato, Greg .. (D) P.O.Box30,NewPhil.,44663 ...... (740)269-9018 228 466-6508 
15 Espy, Ben ........... (D) 1350BrookwoodPI.,Col., 43209. (614)236-5698 134 466-5131 
ril Finan, Richard .... (R) 11137MalnSt.,Cinc.,45241 ........ (513)563-0161 201 466-9737 
25 Fingerhut, Eric .... (D) 2800VanAkenBivd.,Ciev.,44120. (216)397-0057 049 466-4583 
11 Furney, linda ...... (D) 2626Latonia, Toledo,43806 ......... (419)474-1240 051 466-5204 
02 Gardner, Randy .. (R) 14900 Mttchell, Bowl. Gn., 43402 . (419) 352-1984 129 466-8060 
18 Gardner, Robert . (R) 2170Chinney Ridge Rd., ............. (440)428-6542 042 644-7718 
Madison, 44057 
33 Hagan, Robert .... (D) 562Madera, Youngstown, 44504 .. (330) 746-8091 052 466-8285 
19 Harris, Bill .........• (R) 2220Westview,Ashland,44805 .. (419)281-2955 125 466-8006 
2B Herington, leigh. (D) 4039HardenRd.,Ravenna,44266(330)626-1200 :Jl3 466-7041 
31 Hottinger, Jay ..... (R) 49E.ChurchSt,Newark,43055 .(740)349-7784 138 466-5838 
00 Jaoobson,Jeff ..... (R) 59S. StateSt,Brookvile45354 ... (937)884-6505 041 466-4538 
03 Johnson,Bruoe ... (R) 5749CiearStreamWay, ............. (614)891-3473 220 466-8084 
Westerville, 43081 ..................... . 
12 Jordan, Jim ........ (R) 1709S.StRt.580,Urbana,43078(937)484-6811 128 466-7584 
C9 Mallory, Mark ..... (D) 907DaytonSt.,Cinc.,45214 ........ (513)620-4525 226 466-5960 
05 Mclin, Rhine ...... (D) 1130Germantown,Dayton,45408 (937)222-7061 050 466-6247 
16 Mead, Priscilla ... (R) 2281 BrixtonRd.,Col.,43221 ...... (614)486-8224 221 466-5961 
2B Mumper, Larry ... (R) 1195Chanteloup, Marion,43302 .. (740)389-4329 035 466-8049 
04 Nein,Scott .......... (R) 119Dorse~Middletown,45044 .... (513)422-0199 039 466-8072 
29 Oelslager, .......... (R) 2853 Westmoreland, N.W ............. (330)454-9394 222 466-0626 
W. Scott Canton,44718 
21 Prentiss, C.J ....... (D) 813EastBivd.,Ciev.,44108 ......... (216)451-7104 057 466-4857 
32 Ryan, TimothyJ. (D) 438N.RhodesAve.,Niles,44446 (330)652.()035 056 466-7182 
17 .Shoemaker, ........ (D) 10989Cropp, Boumevi8e,43113 .. (740)626-2749 048 466-8156 
Michael 
24 Spada, Robert (R) 10502Halcyon,ParmaHts.,44130 (440)886-2051 143 466-8056 
01 Wachtrnann,Lynn (R) 550EucldAve.,Napoleon,53545. (419)599-9663 040 466-8150 
14 WMe, Doug ....... (R) 383001d Dutch Rd ...................... (937)549-2382 127 466-8062 
Manchester, 45144 
Agriculture 
Thursday at 9:00a.m. inNorthHR 
Mumper(R)-Chair; Jordan(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Armbruster,Cames,Harris,Whtte 
(D)-"Ryan,DiDonato,Shoemaker 
Economic Development, Technology, and Aerospace 
Tuesday at 11:00 a.m. in South HR 
Amstutz(R)-Chair; Austria(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R )- Armbruster.Harris,Jacobson.Mead 
( 0)-"Prentiss.Furney.Ryan 
Education 
Tuesday at 4:30p.m. in North HR 
Gardner Ro.(R)-Chair; Harris(R)-Vrce-Chair 
( R )- Austrm.Gardner R. ,Mumper.Oelslager 
(0)-"Shoemaker,Furney,Prentiss 
466-8049 
466-7505 
644-7718 
Energy, Natural Resources and Environment 
Wednesday at !O:OOa.m. in South HR 
Carnes(R)-Chalr; Hottinger(R)-Vice-Chalr 
(R)- Coughlin,GardnerRo.,Nein,Wachtmann 
( D )-•Brady,Espy,Hagan 
Finance and Financial Institutions 
Tuesday after Session at Call of the Chair 
WMe(R)-Chair; Cames(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- GardnerRo.,Harris,Hottlnger,Jacobson,Johnson,Spada 
(D)-•Fingerhut,Hagan,Mallory,Prentiss 
Health, Human Services and Aging 
Wednesday after session in North HR 
Wachtmann(R)-Chair; Gardner R.(R)-Vioe-Chair 
( R )- Armbruster .Austria,Biessing,Johnson,Jordan 
(D)-"Hagan,Brady,Fingemlrt,Prentiss 
Human Services and Aging Subcommittee 
Call of the Chair 
Austria(R)-Chair 
(R}_- Blessing,Jordan 
;- (D)-•Prenliss,Fingemut 
Highways and Transportation 
Tuesday After Session in North HR 
Armbruster(R)-Chair; Amstutz(R)-Vioe-Chair 
(R)- Cames,Mead,Oelslager,Wachtmann 
(D)-•Mallory,Fumey,Ryan 
Insurance, Commerce and Labor 
Thursday at 9:00a.m. In North HR 
Nein(R)-Chair; Armbruster(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Austlia,GardnerR .• Hottinger,Mumper,Wachtrnann 
(D)-•McLin,Brady,DiDonato 
Commerce and Labor Subcommittee of Insurance 
Call of Chair 
Hottinger(R)-Chair 
( R)- Austria,Nein 
(D)-•Mclin,DiDonato 
Judiciary On Civil Justice 
Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in North HR 
Jacobson(R)-Chair; Blessing(R)-Vice-Chair 
i' (R)- Amstutz.Austria,Hollinger,Johnson 
:. (D)-•Espy,Brady,Fingerhut 
Judiciary On Criminal Justice 
,. Wednesday at 9:00a.m. In North HR 
Oelslager(R)-Chair; Johnson(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Blessing,Coughlin,Jordan,Mead 
( D)-·Espy,Mallory,Ryan 
Reference And Oversight 
Call of the Chair In Majority Conference Room 
Harris(R)-Chalr;Finan(R)-Vioe-Chair 
( R )- Johnson 
·(D)-•DiDonato,Helington 
Rules 
Call of Chair in Majoriiy Conference Room 
Finan(R)-Chair;Johnson(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R)- Gardner R.,Harris,Hottin9er,Neln,Oelslager 
( D )-·Herington,Brady,DiDonato,Mallory 
State And Local Government 
And Veterans Affairs 
Wednesday at 5:00p.m. South HR 
Spada(R)-Chair; Coughlin(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Gardner Ro.,Jacobson,Jordan 
( 0) · "F urney,Mclin.Shoemaker 
Ways And Means 
Tuesday After Session in South HR 
Blessing(R)-Chair; Mead(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R)- Amslutz.Johnson,Jordan,Spada 
(D)-"OiDonato.Fingerhut,Mclin 
466-a076 
• 
466-8150 
466-3780 
644-7613 
466-a072 
466-WB 
466-4538 
-. 
46IHI086 
466-9737 
466-8056 
466-8068 
Ways And Means Pension Systems Subcommittee 
Call of Chair 
466-5961 
Mead(R)-Chair 
(R)- Amstutz,Johnson,Spada 
( D)-•DiDonato,Mclln 
( R)- Calvert,Carey,Harrts,White 
(D)- Mclln,Patton 
Joint Committee on Agency Review 
Callender(R)-Chair; Hottinger(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Carnes,Faber,Keams,Lateii,Spada 
466410116 
(D)- DePiero,Hagan,Fingerhut,Whtte 
Joint Legislative Ethics Committee 
Householder(R)-Chair 
728-5100 
'(R)- Buehrer,Cates,Finan,Harris,Johnson, 
(D)- Beatty,Espy,Herrington,Mallory,Ottennan,Wilson 
Governor ....................... Bob Taft Riffe Center 
Riffe Center 
(614) 466-3555 
(614)466-3396 
(614)466-3910 
(614)466-4514 
(614)466-2160 
(614)466-3376 
Lieutenant Governor ...... Maureen O'Connor .... . 
Secretary of State .......... J. Kenneth Blackwell .. . State Offrce Tower 
88 E. Broad Street 
State Offrce Tower 
State Ollice Tower 
AudlorofState .............. Jim Petro .................. .. 
Treasurer of State ......... Joseph T. Deters ........ . 
Attorney General ........... Betty Montgomery .... .. 
Dist.IName/Party 
00 Boehner, John A .. (R) 
13 Brown, Sherrod ... (D) 
01 Cha~ Steve ..... (R) 
ll> Gillmor, Paul E ... (R) 
03 Hall, Tony P ......... (D) 
•~:.~.~~~-~ .... :~: nieTubbs. 
C9 Kaptur, Marcy ..... (D) 
10 Kucinich, Dennis . (D) 
19 LaTourette, Steven (R) 
18 Ney, RobertW .... (R) 
04 Oxley,MichaeiG. (R) 
02 Portman, Robb .... ( R) 
15 Pryoe, Deborah ... (R) 
16 Regula, Ralph ..... (R) 
14 Sawyer, Tom ...... (D) 
00 Strickland, Ted .... (D) 
12 Tiberi, Patrick J .. (R) 
17 Traficant, James. (D) 
Address Phone # 
8200 Beckett Pk., Ste. 202, t:lamikon, 45011 .... (513) 870.0300 
5201 Abbe Road, Elyria, 44035 ....................... (440) 934-6100 
105 W. Fourth St., Rm. 1115, Cine., 45202 ...... (513)684-2723 
130ShadylaneDrive,Norwalk,44857 .......... (419)668.0206 
200 W. Second St. Rm. 501, Dayton, 45402 ... (937) 255-2843 
5 W. North St., Ste. 200, Springfield., 45501 .... (937) 325-0474 
3645 Warrensville Center Road, Ste. 204, ...... (216) 522-4900 
ShakerHelghts44122 
420 Madison, Room 1250, Toledo, 43604 ........ (419) 259-7500 
5983 W. 54th Sl, Parma, 44129 ...................... (440) 845-2707 
1 Victoria Pl., Rm. 320, Painesville, 44077 ...... (440) 352-3939 
3201 Belmo~Rm.604,Bellaire,43906 ......... (740)676-1960 
100E. MainCrossSt.,Findlay,45840 ............. (419)423-3210 
8044 Montgomery Rd., #540, Cine., 45236 ...... (513) 791.0381 
500S. FrontSt,Sutte 1130, Col.,43215 .......... (614)469-0614 
4150BeldenViii.NW,Ste.406,Canton,44718. (330)469-2553 
411 Won edges Pkwy.,Ste,1 05, Akron, 44311 . (330) 375-5710 
1236 Gallia St. Portsmouth, 45662 ................. (7 40) 353-6171 
2700 E. Dublin-Gran. Rd.,Ste. 525 Col., 43229 (614) 523-2555 
125 Market St .. Youngstown, 44503-1780 ........ (330) 7 43-1914 
OeWine, Michael (R) Office: 
37 W. Broad Street, Room 970 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
(614)469-6774 
Voinovich, George V. (R) Office: 
37 W. Broad Street, Room 960 
Columbus, Ohio43215 
(614)469-0697 
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...() 
_ Speaker, Larry Householder ................................................... o45-2500 
.---...Speaker Pro Tempore, Gary Cates .......................................... 466-8550 
- Majority Floor Leader, Patricia Clancy ................................... 466-9091 
---- Ass't. Majority Floor Leader, Stephen Buehrer ..................... 644-5091 
___ Majority Whip, James Trakas ..............•............•...................... 644-61141 
Ass'! Majority Whip, Jon Peterson .......................................• 644-Q11 
Executive Secretary, Kim Flasher ............................................ 466-4308 
House Clerk, Laura Clemens .................................................. 461N357 
Minority Leader, Jack Ford ..................................................... 466-1401 
Ass't minority Leader, Charlie Wilson ....•.............................. 466-a035 
Minority Whip, Erin Sullivan ............•...................................... 466-41195 
Ass'! minority Whip, Dale Miller ............................................. 466-3550 
Minority Chief of Staff, Erin Davis ......................................... o45-2174 
Dist./Name/Party Address Dist. Ph. II/ Riffe Floor./ Ph. II 
38 Allen, Dixie ......•. (D)4592ToniDr.,Daylon,45418 ........ (937)268-1916 10 466-1607 
!li Aslanldes,James (R)46275US36,Coshocton,43812 ... (740)623-9900 12 ~14 
12 Barnes, John ....•. (D) 16705RidgetonDr.,Ciev.,44128 .. (216)991-0449 10 466-1406 
31 Barrett, Catherine (D)5300Haminon#16C,Cinc.,45224 (513)681-0050 10 466-1645 
21 Beatty, Joyce ...... (D)2344WoodwardAve.,Col.,43219. (614)253-6443 10 466-5343 
75 Benjamin, Ann .... (R)362Eidridge,P.O.Box524, .......... (330)696-4217 13 466-2004 
Womer Aurom, 44202 
03 Blasdel, Chariies . ( R) 16428 Harvard E.,Liverpool, 43920 (330) 385-9999 11 466-8022 
57 Boccieri, John A. (D) 114 Robinwood, N. Mdltwn., 44442 (330) 542-3190 10 466-1464 
37 BrinkmanJr,Tom (R)3215HardistyAve.,Cinc.,45208 .. (513)321-6591 11 644-0866 
3l Britton, Sam ....... (D)5223KentwoodRd.,Cinc.,45227. (513)561.{)850 10 466-1308 
82 Buehrer, Stephen (R) 704GreenviewDr.,Dena,43515 .. (419)822.0124 14 644-6091 
70 Callender, Jamie (R) 29227 Oakdale, Willowick, 44095. (440) 9434877 11 466-7251 
81 Calvert, Charles. (R) 4487 Grand Teton,Medina,44256 . (330) 722-1246 11 466-8140 
65 Carano, Kenneth. (D)1906Countryslde, ........................ (330)792-758411 466-6107 
Austintown, 44515 
94 Carey Jr .. John .. (R) 236 McGhee Lane,Wellston,45692 (740) 384-6604 13 466-1366 
07 Carmichael, Jim (R) 1429Moore Rd., Wooster, 44691 . (330) 2644744 11 466-1474 
56 Cates, Gary ....... (R)6542Seminole.W.Chester,45069 (513)779.()487 14 466-8550 
54 Cirelli, Mary M ... (D) 11118thSl NW,Canton,44703 .... (330)455-4967 10 466-8030 
35 Clancy. Patricia .. (R)3675W.Galbraith#16, ................ (513)741.a50614 466-0091 
Cinc .. 45247 
32 Coates, Wayne .. (D) 11284Lockporta.,Cinc.,45240 .. (513)851.071310 466-8120 
m Collier, Thorn ..... (R) 500 E. Burgess,MtVernon,43050. (740)397-7266 11 466-1431 
87 Core,Anthony .... (R)3339Co.Rd.20,Rushylvania,43347(937)464-700011 466-8147 
!!! Damschroder, .... (R) 1014Brichard,Fremont,43420 .... (419)355-1022 11 466-1374 
Rex 
aJ DePiero, Dean ... (D) 1208Ciearvlew,Parma,44134 ..... (216)681.0302 10 466-3465 
76 DeWine,Kevin ... (R)506CrispWind,Fairlx>m,45324. (937)873-9113 11 644-6020 
a; Distel, George .... (D) 495 Middle Rd.,Conneaut, 44030 .. (440) 599-8540 10 466-1405 
33 Driehaus,Steve .. (D) 11570verlookAve.,Cinc.,45238 .. (513)921.0511 10 466-5766 
77 Evans, Dave ....... (R) 701 TaiiOaksCl,Newark,43055. (740)344-6741 13 466-1482 
84 Faber,Kenh ....•.. (R)303E.Livingston,Celina,45822 ... (419)566.a68613 466-6344 
52 Fedor, Theresa .. (D)2054BelvedereDr.,Toledo43614. (419)385.a803 10 ~17 
43 Fessler, Diane •.. (R)7530Ross,NewCarlisle,45344 .. (937)645-8428 13 466-8114 
17 Flannery, Bryan .. (D)2087ArthurAve.,Lakewood,44107 (216)228-2574 11 466-3454 
24 Flowers, Larry L. (R)216Washington,Can. Win.,43110 (614)837-3468 11 4664847 
49 Ford, Jack .......... (D) 1935Shenandoah,Toledo,43607 ... (419)534-2272 14 466-1401 
Ill Gilb, Michael ...... (R) 747E. Sandusky,Findlay,45840 ... (419)424-8871 13 466-3819 
25 Goodman,David (R)875S.RemlngtonRd .. Col.,43209 (614)237-5535 13 ~2 
68 Grendall, Timothy (R) 7413Tettemll, Chesterland, 44026 (440) 729-6245 13 644-6066 
56 Hagan,John ....... (R)11301 MarlboroAve.NW, ............ (330)935.()84511 466-9078 
Alliance, 44601 
79 Hartnett, Bill .•..... (D)946PikeDr .. Mansfield,44903 ..... (419)589-9663 10 466-6002 
00 Hollisler,Nancy. (R)613SixthSl,Marietta,45750 ........ (740)3734098 13 844-6728 
83 Hoops. James .... (R) 19501dCreek,Napoleon,43545 .. (419)592-2683 13 466-3760 
78 Householder, ...... (R)3825Twp.Rd.19,Gienford,43739 (740)659-2500 14 466-2500 
Larry 
27 Hu9hes.Jim ....... (R)4319FairoaksDr.,Col.,43214 ..... (614)267.0371 13 466-2473 
41 Husted, Jon ........ (R) 148 Sherbrooke,Kettenn9, 45429 .. (937) 293-4275 13 644-6008 
14 Jerse.Ed ............ (D)54E.212thSt.,Euclid,44123 --···-· (216)289-8959 10 466.0012 
59 Jolivette. Gregory (R) 520 Oakwood Dr .. Hamitton, 45013 (513) 896-5345 13 644-6721 
11 Jones, Peterl. . (D) 3532 Norwood, Shkr. Hts.,44122. (216)561-8988 11 466-5441 
74 Kearns, Merle .... (R)2664Brookdale,Springfield,45502(937)323-1581 11 466-2038 
Grace 
10 Key. Annie ......... (D) 1804E.93rdSt.,Ciev.,44106 .... (216)791-6047 10 466-1414 
16 Kilbane. Sally ..... (R) 22800Lake Road, . . .. (440) 3334027 13 466.()961 
Conway Rocky River. 44116 
98 Krupinski. Eileen (D) 2713 Cleveland. Slbnvlle .. 43952 (740) 264-3633 10 466-3735 
67 Laleii,Anlhony ... (D)862Kreh1Ave.,Gtrard. 44420 .... (330)b45-3388 11 466-3466 
01 Lalla,RobertE .. (R) 1446Rosewood.Bowl Gn .. 4340? 1419)353-1956 13 40K!104 
63 LendrumJ. Tom .. (R)513MarinerVIIg.,Huron, 44839 .. (419)433-6839 11 466-1957 
62 Manning, Jeffrey. (R) 5380 Barton, N. Ridgeville. 44039. (440) 327-1799 12 644-5076 
61 Metelsky,Dan .... (D)4606Timberview,Lorain,44053 ... (404)960.()958 10 466-5141 
97 Metz9er,Kerry ... (R)722AckeyNW,New.Phil.,44663 (330)364-694911 466-1695 
22 Miller, Ray ......... (D) 3040EibernAve .. Columbus.43209 (614)239-8501 11 466-6010 
19 Miller, Dale ........ (D)4300W.143rdSt.,Ciev.,44135 .... (216)252-7827 14 466-3350 
72 Niehaus, Tom ..... (R) 1131 Little lndian,New Rich, 45157 (513) 553-6569 11 644-6034 
13 Oaker,MaryRose(D)1892W.30thSt.,Ciev.,44113 ...... (216)522.()550 11 466-6921 
92 Ogg,Bill ............. (D)609Sycamore,Sciotoville,45662. (740)776-7591 10 466-2124 
51 Olman,LynnJr ... (R)2922RiverRd.,Maumee,43537 .. (419)893-1000 13 466-1731 
47 Olterrnan, Robert (D) 1969 Wells Ck. Run. Akron. 44312 (330) 733-6254 10 ~7 
64 Patton. Sylvester (D) 727 Brentwood, Youngstown, 44511 (330) 782.()538 10 466-9435 
ffi Perry. Jeanine .... (D)49280ttawaRiver,Toledo,43611 . (419)726.()101 10 466-1418 
8J Peterson, Jon ..... (R) 178Hillside,Delaware,43015 ...... (740)369-6168 14 644-6711 
02 Raga, Thomas ... (R)6325EagleCl,Mason,45040 ...... (513)459-1348 12 644-6027 
53 Redfern, Chris ... (D)2736E.Sand,PortCiinton,43452. (614)734-2966 10 ~11 
21! Reidelbach, Linda (R) 1411 BriarmeadowDr.,Col .. 43235 (614)885-1611 12 644-6030 
90 Reinhard, Steve .. (R)2030St.Rl4,Bucyrus,44820 •..... (419)562-6357 12 644-6265 
73 Rhine, Ron ......... (D) 1406McGillivmy,Springfield,45503(937)399-1561 10 466-3787 
48 Roman,Twyla ... (R)989ArchmereDr.,Akron,44319 .. (330)644450412 466-1790 
23 Salerno,Amy ..... (R)295W.FourthAve .. Col.,43201 .... (614)294-6158 12 466-1896 
00 Schaffer, Tim ..... (R) 1173SloneRun,Lancaster,43130 (740)654.()007 11 466-8100 
71 Schmidt Jean .... (R)771WardsCmr .. Loveland,45140 (513)677-5495 11 466-6134 
3l Schneider, .......... (R)8138MaxfieldLn .. Cinc.,45243 .... (513)271.()908 11 644-6023 
Michelle G. 
50 Schuring, Kirk .... (R) 1817Dvnshre. NW,Canton,44708 (330)478-2900 12 752-2438 
85 Seaver, Derrick .. (D)45S.LincolnSl,Minster,45865 .. (419)628-244510 466-1507 
34 Seitz, Bill .......•.... (R) 2097 Beech Grove,Cinc. 45233 ... (513) 451-392111 466-8258 
40 Setzer,ArteneJ .. (R)375Slonequarry,Vandalia,45377. (937)890-2565 13 644-6(61 
Ill Sferra,DanieiJ •. (D) 1175EastlandSE,Wamen,44484. (330)369-8301 10 • 
21! Smith. Geoffrey .. (R) 1479CiiffCt#B,Col.,43204 ....... (614)487-6050 11 
00 Smith, Shirley .... (D) 13901 Woodworth,Ciev.,44112 ..... (216)761-6682 10 
8l Staplelon,Dennis (R)2174SR41 NE.,WashCh.,43160 (740)335-6301 13 466-3506 
:II Stmhom,Fred .... (D)223KenwoodAve.,Dayton45406. (937)274-9546 10 466-2000 
18 Sullivan, Erin ...... (D) 18158Raccoon, Strgsvlle .. 44136. (404)572-7729 14 466-4895 
91 Sulzer, Joe ......... (D)478ArchApl323,Chill.,45601 ..... (740)775-656610 644-7928 
44 Sykes,Barbam .. (D)615Diagona1Rd.,Akron,44320 ... (330)434-0202 11 466-3100 
15 Tmkas,JamesP. (R)7708DalebrookRd.,lndep., 44131 (216)524-2114 14 644-6041 
8J Webster, Shawn. ( R) 323 Slrlawrence,Hamitton, 45013 (513) 868-6221 13 644-6094 
42 Whne.John ........ (R)5212SugarMaple,Ketlenng,45440 (937)4344473 13 466-6504 
46 Wldowfield,John (R)203714thSt ................................. (330)928-3353 13 466-1177 
Cuyahoga Falls, 44223 
01 Willamowskl, ..... (R)507N.Kennilworth,Lima,45805 ... (419)225-6954 11 466-9624 
John 
45 Williams, Bryan. (R)957HamplonRidge.Akron,44313 (330)873-9466 11 644-6085 
99 Wilson, Charles . (D) 125 E. Lawn, Sl Clairsville, 43950 (740)695-9722 14 466-8035 
29 Wolpert, Larry .... (R) 4598 Marilyn St., Hilliard, 43026 ... (614)876.()081 13 466-9690 
00 Woodard, ........... (D) 1638CrestRd.,Ciev. Hts.,44121. (330)6964217 13 644-6079 
Claudette 
00 Youn9,Ron ......... (R)6893MildonDr.,Painesville,44077(440)2544650 13 ~74 
Agriculture & Natural Resources 
Wednesday at 8:30a.m. in Room 116 
Aslanides(R)-Chair, Carmlchaei(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Collier,Core,Damschroder,Faber,Grendeii,Keams,Metzger, 
Niehaus,Reinhard,Wolpert 
(D)-"Redfern,Barrett,Bocclerl,Oistei,Krupinski,Rhine,Seaver 
Natural Resources, Parks & Recreation Subcommittee 
Wednesday3.00p.m. in Room 114 
Niehaus(R)-Chair; Reinhard(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Keams.Metzger 
(D)-"Seaver,Redfern 
Civil and Commercial Law 
Wednesday at 9:30a.m. in Room 114 
Willamowski(R)-Chair; Seitz(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Benjamin.Core.Grendeii.Lalla,Manning 
( 0)-·sulzer ,DeP1e ro,Jerse,Jones 
Commerce and Labor 
Tuesday at 1:30p.m. in Room 121 
Williams(R)-Chatr; Schaffer(R)-Vice-Chatr 
(R)- Bnnkman Jr.,Collier,Kilbane.Lendrum, Young 
(0)-·Dislei.Fedor.tvlrller D .. Rhrne 
644-6014 
~ 
466-9624 
• 644-5085 
Criminal Justice 466-2004 
Tuesdayat2:00p.m.inRoom 114 
Benjamin(R)-Chair; Latta(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Brinkman Jr.,Callender,Faber,Hughes,Reidelbach,Seitz,Willamowski,Young 
(D)-"DePiero,Jerse,Jones,Perry,Seaver,Smnh S.,Sykes 
Economic Development and Small Business • 466-1177 
Thursdays/ 9:00a.m. in Room 017 
Collier(R)-Chair; Whtte(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R )- Blasdel, Bnnkman Jr. ,DeWine,Ha9an,Reidelbach ,Salerno,Schneider 
Schuring,Smith G.,Webster,Widowfield,Wolpert 
(D)-"Barnes,Boccieri,Britton,Driehaus,Key,Krupinski,Metelsky,Perry,Rhine.Strahom 
Housing & Urban Revitalization Subcommittee 
Wednesdsyat 10.30a.m. in Room 115 
Reidelbach(R)-Chair; Schuring(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R )- Hagan,Salerno,Schneider,Widowfield 
(D)-"Rhine,Bames, Britton, Krupinski 
Jobs, Aerospace & Technology Subcommittee 
Tuesdays/ 1.30p.m. in Room 113 
DeWine(R)-Chair; White(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Blasdei,Smith G.,Webster,Wolpert 
(D)-"Stmhom,Driehaus,Key,Perry 
Education 
Tuesdayst3:30p.m.inRoom018 
Callender(R)-Chair, DeWine(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Calvert,Fessler,Hoops,Kearns,Reidelbach,Reinhard,Roman, 
•
lapleton,Webster,Williams 
(D) Barrett.Carano,Distei,Fedor,Fiannery,Seaver, Woodard 
Energy and Environment 
Thursdayst9:00s.m. in Room 114 
Hollister(R)-Chair; Setzer(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Aslanldes,Carmichaei,Core,Hagan,Jolivette,Lendrum,Niehaus,White 
(D)-·Fedor,Britton,Redfem,Seaver,Sferra,Strahom,Woodard 
~ 
6448120 
466-7251 
466-8728 
Finance and Appropriations (f&a) 466-1366 
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in Room 313 
Carey Jr.(R)-Chair; Calvert(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R )- Benjamln,Buehrer,Ciancy,Core,Evans,Faber,Gilb,Goodman.Grendeii.Hoops, 
Hughes,Husted,Metzger.Pelerson,Raga.Schmldl,Trakas,Websler,Widowfield 
(D)-• Jones.AIIen,Barrett,Fedor,Fiannery,Jerse, Metelsky,Miller 0 .,Miller R.,Oakar,Wilson 
Agriculture & Development Subcommittee (f&a) 
Tuesday at 7.00 p.m. in Room 115 
Core(R)-Chair; Grendeii(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Faber 
(D)-"Barrett.Wilson 
Higher Education Subcommittee (f&a) 
Tuesdsyst7:00p.m.inRoom311 
Goodman(R)-Chair, Hughes(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Benjamin, Trakas 
(D)-"Oakar,Fedor 
Human Services Subcommittee (f&a) 
Tuesday at 7:00p.m. in Room 313 
Hoops(R)-Chair;Websler(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Clancy,Ra9a 
(0)-"Miller R..AIIen 
Primary and Secondary Education Subcommittee (f&a) 
Tuesday at 7:00p.m. in Room 116 
Metzger(R)-Chair; Husted(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Calvert,Peterson,Schmidt 
( D)-"Miller D.,Fiannery,Jones 
Transportation and Justice Subcommittee (f&a) 
Tuesday at 7:00p.m. in Room 113 
Eva.Chair; Gilb(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R) r.Ra9a.Widowfeld 
(D) ky.Jerse 
I
. Financiallnstitutions 
ThursdayRt10:30a.m. in Room 018 
• Salerno(R)-Chair; Blasdei(R)-Vice-Chair 
. l R )- Co liter ,E vons,Hoops,Husted,Kilbane,Reidelbach,Retntlarti, 
f Schmidt,Setzer,Smith G.,Webster 
! (D)--AIIen.Bealty.Coales,tl.11ller R .Ogg,Otterrnan,Sulzer.W1t::.nn 
466-8147 
~2 
466-3760 
466-16!15 
466-1482 
466-1896 
Health & Family Services 
Wednesday at 9:00a.m. in Room 018 
Jolivette(R)-Chair; Kearns(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R )- Aslanldes,Fessler,Gilb,Goodman.Kilbane,Raga, 
Roman,Schneider,Schuring,Seitz,Williams 
(D)-"Beatty,Barnes,Cirelli,Miller D .. Miller R., Patton, 
Smith S.,Sullivan 
Children & Family Services Subcommittee 
Tuesday at 1.30p.m.inRoom 115 
Fessler(R)-Chair; Williams(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Goodman.Kearns,Raga,Roman 
(D)-"Smith S.,Miller D .• Miller R. 
Insurance 
Tuesday at 2:30p.m. in Room 017 
Staplelon(R)-Chair; Smnh(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Blasdei,Calvert.Evans,Faber,Fessler,Goodman, 
Husted,Jolivette,OimanJr.,Salemo,Schaffer,Wolpert 
(D)-"Krupinski,Brillon,Cirelli,DePiero,Fiannery,Latell, 
Metelsky,Sullivan,Woodard 
Local Government & Townships 
Wednesdayst9:30a.m.inRoom 121 
Roman(R)-Chair; Wolpert(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Carmichaei,Fessler,Fiowers,Hughes,Salerno, 
Schmidl,Setzer,Stapleton,Whte,Widowf.,ld 
(D)-"Sferra,Camno,Coates,Distei,Driehaus,Otterman,Strahorn 
Public Utilities 
Wednesday at 11:00 a.m. in Room 017 
Olman Jr.(R)-Chair; Hagan(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R)- Carmichaei,Damschroder ,Gilb,Goodman ,Hollister,Husted 
Mannin9,Niehaus,Raga,Schmldl,Schneider,Seitz,Whne 
(D)-"Brnton,Driehaus,Hartnett,Lateii,Ogg,Perry,Redfern,Sulzer,Sykes 
Retirement & Aging 
Wednesday at 10.30 a.m. in Room 122 
Schuring(R)-Chair; Schneider(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R)- DeWine,Fiowers,Hollister,Lendrum,Manning.Schaffer. 
Staplelon,WMe,Willamowski 
( D)-"Ogg,Barrett,Boccieri,Cirelli,Key,Miller D. 
Veterans Affairs Subcommittee 
Wednesday at 9.00 a.m. in Room 113 
Lendrum(R)-Chair; Flowers(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- DeWine.Hollister 
(D)-"Boccieri .Cirelli 
Rules & Reference 
Tuesday at !0:30a.m. in Room 119 
Householder(8)-Chair; Cates(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R )- Buehrer,CareyJr.,Ciancy,Fiowers,Grendeii,Hughes, 
Latta,Peterson,Raga,Trakas 
(D)-"Fiannery,Barnes,Fedor,Ford,Hartnett,Olterman,Wilson 
State Government 
Tuesday at !0:30a.m. in Room 119 
Young(R)-Chair; Flowers(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Buehrer,Carmichaei,Cales,Ciancy,Peterson,Trakas 
(D)-"Lateii,Metelsky, Dakar, Patton, Sykes 
Elections and Ethics Subcommittee 
Thursday at 10:00 a.m. in Room 122 
Cates(R)-Chair; Carmichaei(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Buehrer,Ciancy,Peterson,Trakas 
(D)-"Patton,Lateii,Melelsky,Perry 
Transportation and Public Safety 
Tuesday at 3:00p.m. in Room 116 
Damschroder(R)-Chair; Manning(R)-Vice-Chair 
(R)- Hagan.Lendrum.Metz9er.Reidelbach.Reinhard, 
Schaffer,Schneider 
(D)-"Perry,Key. Oakar.Patto,Sferra 
Ways and Means 
Thursday Fit 10:00a m. in Room 121 
Kilbane(R)-Chair; Brinkman Jr.(R)-Vice-Chair 
( R)- BlnscJel, Callender .DeWine.Grlb.Hoops,Latta, 
Niehaus,Oiman Jc.,Sm1th R .. Wuiowfield 
1 I))-· Jt:1 s~::,Aik:n 8b"ttty,Ca! ,mo Ct Jiilt:s H;:utndt.Smith S. 
466-6721 
466-8114 
466-3506 
644-1790 
466-1731 
752-2438 
466-1957 
466-2501 
466-2501 
466-8550 
466-6147 
466-ll961 
-~ 
• 
• 
• 
There was a Constituent Group Caucus meeting this morning. Representatives from GSS, USC, 
CSC and ASC were present. The issues discussed from GSS were forming a cross-functional 
committee to address international student concerns, graduate students being required to take 12 
hours to be considered full-time students in order to qualify for assistantship, the insufficiency of 
graduate student stipends. Of concern for both student groups were the funding amounts and 
processes regarding student fee allocation to student organization, the allocation of "Pepsi 
contract" money, and safety on campus with reg~rd to Blue Emergency light visibility. 
The most recent Legions'meeting was a presentation by Dr. Don Neiman, Dean, Arts & Sciences 
and Marcia Latta on family campaign progress. Also presented by the Office of Vice President 
for Student Affairs was the Student Emergency/Crisis Plan. Jill Carr addressed university 
responses to student emergencies and crises. She asked that anyone knowing about a student in 
crisis, notify her office. 
J. Clark and Zachary met with Eileen Sullivan to talk about the President's Compensation 
Working Group (PCWG) presentation. Eileen will follow up our discussion with members of the 
PCWG. 
Regarding the Human Resource Leave Committee. One faculty name has been submitted to 
Human Resources to serve on the Leave Committee. I had hoped to move the Board of Trustees 
minutes regarding FMLA use by married couple.s to the forefront of the discussion so that we 
could clarify the policy before the beginning on the next contract year . 
I have requested an update from Richard Bowers of the Wellness Program Survey. He 
responded with the following news: "The report was completed and submitted to Linda Dobb, Ed 
Whipple, and Becca Ferguson. At Dr. Whipple's request, copies of the report were also 
forwarded to the President's Cabinet for review. There was a 42 percent return rate on the 1,500 
surveys sent. A commendable level of interest was expressed within the returned surveys." 
We have been asked to submit topics for discussion at the President's Panel. We will be 
submitting two issues: 
What can the students and employees of the university do to help assist legislators to 
understand the implications of under-funding higher education in Ohio? 
We hope to work with the President's Compensation Working Group to articulate a 
systematic approach to compensation for administrative staff that is broad enough to 
provide flexibility to the administration and clear enough to provide for appropriate 
expectations by staff. 
I am working with ITS representatives to reinstate the ASC link to the Offices and Organizations 
page on the BGSU web page. 
Council member Cheryl Purefoy is leaving the university and will take a position at the 
University of Akron. Her last day is April6. We wish her well . 
lift 
ASC Chair Report 
April 5, 2001 
John Clark and I were invited to have conversation with the President's Compensation Working 
Group (PCWG). In a prepared presentation, we called for a discussion of values and philosophy 
upon which to build a compensation plan. By building a plan, we 
• Aid in recruitment, allowing potential employees to visualize opportunities at BGSU 
• Reinforce the value ofBGSU's current administrative employees 
• Assist in building employee morale and retention 
• Create common ground; minimizes surprises and disappointments 
• Minimize differing or unrnet expectations and mis-communications 
• Build appropriate expectations for compensation-related "events" 
• Allow employees to make informed, rational employment decisions 
• Aid institutional and unit planning 
• Reduce policy conflicts and policy application discrepancies 
• Provide stability for employee and employer. 
We hope to enter into a plan-building discussion to articulate policies and procedures regarding 
the following: 
• Range evaluation and movement of ranges 
• Periodic, systematic market review of all positions 
• Acceleration to/toward range midpoint (a Mercer assumption) 
• 
• Salary progression throughout the ranges • 
• Salary inversions and egregious compressions 
In the meeting, many of the participants asked questions and raised issues. It was a positive 
meeting, however, we have yet to hear a formal response from PCWG as regards the content of 
the presentation. 
As an aside, we did hear that forming a catastrophic sick leave pool could not happen at BGSC. 
Nancy Footer, University Council, said that she had looked into the issue of creating a sick leave 
pool and we can not, by law, do it. There is specific language that articulates the specific uses of 
sick leave for state employees. Pooling sick leave is not one of them. There is an exception for 
collective bargaining agreements. There is also a court opinion supporting her contention. The 
only remedy she saw was legislative action to rewrite the law. 
In meetings with Human Resources, we discussed agenda items for the all-administrative staff 
meeting on May 1, 2001 from 8:30- 10:30 in Olscamp Hall. Zachary put out a call to gather 
questions from administrative staff members and received messages from two individuals. 
While working on developing a rotation process for the Administrative Staff, PWC discovered 
some ambiguities in language and some potential points of confusion. They have proposed some 
changes to the Handbook section "Administrative Staff Compensation Plan" which has been sent 
to Rebecca Ferguson. Most of the changes are editorial in nature. Some are not. Discussion of • 
the proposed changes will begin on April 10, 2001. 
----·----------------------------------
• 
• 
• 
Amendments Committee Report 
iq;ut, / ~ 2 v'~' 
n w 11 .. t1. t ~<e ,.-.J 
After reviewing, the proposed changes to Appendix A Article 2. The committee 
recommends that all of the proposed changes with the exception of one be sent 
to the floor of the full council. 
The committee does not recommend the deletion of "One member from each 
vice presidential area and the presidential area shall be on the committee. 
Committee members shaii have· been employed by the University for at least 
three years" from section F. These two sentences should be maintained to 
insure a fair, diverse and broad knowledge base for the decision making process. 
One of the functions of the committee is to select the winners of the various 
awards given by the ASC. The committee selects the recipients not the council 
as a whole and thus the varied· committee compliment needs to be maintained. 
Most of the other committee's must report their work to the full council before 
their work is approved; the Awards committee does not. We recommend that the 
terms vice presidential area and presidential area is changed to functional areas 
as to adhere to the present terminology. 
Such that Section F to read as follows: 
Awards a net Special Recognition Committee - This Committee ... The Committee 
shall be composed of at least one member from each functional area. Committee 
members shall have been employed by the University for at least three years . 
/'(.3 
• 
• 
• 
Professional Welfare Committee Report 
April4,2001 
We have been working diligently on updates to the Administrative Compensation Plan 
Position Evaluation/Re-evaluation Process. The current process in use can be viewed at 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/ohr/handbooks/ under: Additional Administrative Handbook 
Information/Administrative Staff Compensation Plan. 
Submitted by 
LauraEmch 
Co-Chair PWC 
-·' 
.. ~.!_'./".:~~~~~#(I-,:"':,..,....~ 
8:30-10:15 am 
Option 1 
Rethinking Hovv Stress _ 
Affects Your 
Overall Wellness 
Lori Wilmarth-Dunn, PhD, 
Owner of LifePaths 
Assess your needs, analyze your 
perceptions of stress and identify your 
stress response. Learn what you can 
do about stress and how you can 
initiate change. 
•
5-10:30 am 
k 
10:30 am-noon 
Option 2 
Defining Personal Values, 
Your Guiding Force 
Lori Wilmarth-Dunn, PhD 
Owner of LifePaths 
Values are an important part of who we 
are and what we do to ensure 
wellness. Discover your top seven 
global or long term values and your top 
seven operational or daily values. Begin 
to identify the values that you are living 
every day and the values that you are 
leaving out of your daily life. You will 
write a mission and a vision statement 
reflecting your values. 
~~.~·'"""'~ .. ,.~ -· 
1 To register call Continuing Education, i 
International & Summer Programs 
• 2.8181 
Key Code 30690301 
---~- _._,.~' "'.«.,.,_ 
8:30-10:15 am 
Option 3 
Deciding and 
Communicating Effectively 
Bonnie Fink, Lecturer/SA Coordinator 
English Department, BGSU 
Your ability to take charge of a 
situation, evaluate it and then 
communicate your decision is crucial 
to well-being and success in your 
professional and personal life. You 
want to 11th ink like a person of action~~ 
and Jlact like a person of thought.~~ 
Examine strategies for effective 
decision-making and assertive 
communication. Interact more 
successfully with your professional 
community, as well as with individuals 
you meet in daily life. 
10:15-10:30 am 
Break 
10:30 am-noon 
Option 4 
Going Back to the Basics 
of Customer Service 
Catherine Pratt, Assistant to the Dean 
for College Relations 
College of Business Administration, 
BGSU 
8:30-10:15 am 
Option 5 
1. • 
Bridging the 
Generation Gap at Work 
Kate Augustine, Coordinator 
Internal Training & Development, 
Human Resources, BGSU 
l'fS"' 
Four generations-veterans, boomers, 
xers and netters/nexters-work 
together in America every day. 
Differences in values, work habits and 
expectations are causing more conflict 
than ever before. Join with your 
colleagues of all ages to consider these 
questions: How do generations see 
each other? What are the stereotypes, 
concerns and barriers? How do I 
communicate effectively with members 
of a different generation? What 
motivates staff from another 
generation? How can I better manage 
and mentor the individuals who work 
for me? 
10:15-10:30 am 
Break 
10:30 am-noon 
Option 6 
Communk:ating 
Cross-Culturally and 
Across Gender 
Barbara Waddell, Director of University 
Initiatives 
Bettina Shuford, Director of 
Multicultural Affairs, BGSU 
Bowling Green State University is an EO/AA employer and educator. 
Promotional materials developed by Marketing & Promotion 
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs, Bowling Green State University 
___________________________________________________________________________ _. 
•  
•  R e l i e v e  s t r e s s  b y  c h a n g i n g  h o w  y o u  r e s p o n d  t o  i t  
•  A c h i e v e  m o r e  s u c c e s s f u l  i n t e r a c t i o n  b y  i m p r o v i n g  y o u r  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n  s k i l l s  
•  P r o m o t e  h a r m o n y  b y  c u l t i v a t i n g  y o u r  p e o p l e  s k i l l s .  
C h o o s e  f r o m  s i x  c u t t i n g - e d g e  o p t i o n s  i n  t h i s  
F R E E  p r o f e s s i o n a l  d e v e l o p m e n t  p r o g r a m .  
C a l l  2 . 8 1 8 1  t o d a y  t o  lnve~~ i n  Y n u r s e l ' ? .  
R e g i s t e r  f o r  o n e  o r  t w o  o p t i o n s .  E n r o l l m e n t  i s  l i m i t e d .  
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ASC MEETING 5/03/01 
PALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Approval of April Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
A wards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
New Business 
Good of the Order 
Adjourn 
/¥& 
• 
• 
• 
Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
May 3, 2001 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:33 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Linda Bakkum, William Blair, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Sidney Childs, 
Claudia Clark, John Clark, Wayne Colvin, Sally Dreier, Laura Emch, Kay Gudehus, Keith 
Hofacker, Tony Howard, Thad Long, Sandra Miesmer, Jane B. Myers, Pamella Phillips, Mary 
Lynn Pozniak, Anne Saviers, Diane Smith, Tom Scavo, Jack Taylor, Barbara Waddell Mary 
Beth Zachary 
Members who sent substitutes: Keith Hofacker for Deborah Fleitz, Jane Myers for Robin 
Veitch 
Absent: Ann Betts, Sandra DiCarlo, David Garcia, Paul Lopez, Penny Nemitz, Keith Pagan, 
Susan Sadoff, Nancy Vanderlugt 
Approval of Minutes: Barbara Waddell moved, Pat Booth seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
Executive Committee 
Meetings of the Executive Committee included discussion about topics to be covered on May 
1st and a very preliminary discussion of possible goals for next year. 
Human Resources 
Since April 5th, meetings with Human Resources (HR) have been concerned with two subjects, 
proposed revisions to the administrative staff handbook section regarding the Compensation Plan 
section and the May 1st all-administrative staff meeting. 
HR and the leadership of PWC and ASC have decided to approach the proposal by agreeing on 
what are editorial changes to provide clarifications and making those changes to the handbook 
directly. Those changes do not require approval by the Board of Trustees (BOT). The changes 
that would require a change of policy will be identified as such and will be addressed by the ASC 
leadership and HR in the coming year, hopefully to put before the BOT next March. 
Regarding the May 1st presentation to all staff, Mary Beth Zachary commended John Clark 
and Donna Wittwer for the massive amount for work they put into the presentation. The 
immediate responses have been positive, but some comments suggest that there is still confusion. 
It is planned to provide access to the Power Point portion of the presentation via the HR web site. 
Zachary asked HR to provide a question/answer section to the presentation along with an email 
address to send questions. HR will collate the results of the assessment and provide those results 
to ASC. Zachary also acknowledged and offered gratitude to Rebecca Ferguson for providing 
staff, advice, and support of the program from HR. 
Mary Beth Zachary asked HR to make the exemption decisions public with 
annotations/rationale as that will tend to give both internal and external constituencies the 
opportunity to understand degradations in services experienced without assuming the remaining 
individuals are incompetent. Zachary believes that the openness will explain why some positions 
are allowed to be filled and others not, such as in cases with a different funding source that the 
university-- outside or grant funding. This should lend reason to the process and stop 
mythologies and rumors from growing. 
Faculty Senate has provided two names to Rebecca Ferguson to serve on the Leave Committee. 
When the names are shared with Zachary, she will enter them into this record . 
Zachary gave her final report to the Board of Trustees on April 9th . It included a brief 
summary of work toward goals as of that date and an acknowledgment of the collaborative work 
of the Constituent Group Caucus members, Human Resources, members of the University 
administration and ASC. 
• 
• 
• 
The President's Panel met on April 19th and the report of that meeting will be given by John 
Clark. 
Members of the leadership of each constituent group went to Columbus on April 25th, along 
with some BGSU students and faculty to show support for funding higher education in Ohio. 
They met with Larry Weiss who arranged a meeting with Senator Randy Gardner. Senator 
Gardner, who is a traditional supporter of higher education, was candid in his remarks about the 
possibilities being floated at that time. The group expressed gratitude for his support and voiced 
concerns about the consequences of inadequate funding by the state of higher education. 
Chair-Elect Report: 
President's Panel Notes: 
• Immediate, selective hiring freeze 
• Scott Cook, from Mercer, will be returning to BGSU on May 23rd for further consultation. 
One of the issues he will be discussing is movement of the pay ranges. John Clark and Mary 
Beth Zachary will get to meet with Mr. Cook for one hour. Clark asked for questions from ASC. 
• BGSU has returned $800,000 of its 2000-2001 OBR support money to Columbus 
• Responding to Clark's request for feedback on Clark and Zachary's March 14th presentation to 
the President's Compensation Working Group, Executive Vice President Dobb stated that the 
Working Group clearly heard the need to bring administrative staff with five or more years in 
position up to at least the first quartile of their pay range. Other issues, Dobb stated, will require 
further discussion between ASC and Human Resources. 
• In later discussion, President Ribeau agreed that it is prudent for ASC and HR to create 
together a comprehensive, systematic compensation plan for administrative staff. As the 
President stated, we must plan for the time when we will have money, so that we can 
appropriately reward employees who have supported the institution through more difficult 
financial times . 
May 1st Compensation Meeting: 
• Good attendance (estimated 175 administrative staff and guests) and much positive interaction. 
• Attendees were prompted to complete a questionnaire following the meeting and to suggest on 
that form additional topics for future discussions or meetings. Several dozen forms were 
collected. 
• The presentation consisted primarily of PowerPoint slides, with several stages for questions 
and answers. The slides will be published on the Human Resources website 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/ohr/ following presentation of this material on the Firelands 
campus, May 24th. 
BG Best Spring Ban9uet: 
• Thursday, May 318 from 3:00-5:00 
• Mileti first floor meeting room 
• Refreshments will be served 
Secretary's Report: 
Mary Lynn Pozniak announced the winners of the elections for ASC Executive Committee in 
the following functional areas: 
Academic Departments: Pam Phillips 
Academic Support: Ann Betts 
Athletics/Sport Activities: Robin Veitch 
Institutional Support: Barbara Waddell 
Student Support: David Garcia 
Technology: Wayne Colvin 
Pozniak also announced that the newly elected Athletics/Sport Activities representative is 
Brady Gaskins 
Committee Reports: 
Amendments. 
/50 
• 
• 
• 
Keith Hofacker reported on the amendments that were approved this year including the 
·elimination of quotas for ASC committee membership and the changes made to the ASC 
committee charges. Hofacker thanked Wayne Colvin and Tom Scavo for their work on the 
committee. 
External Affairs. 
Thad Long reported that the committee is preparing for the spring ASC reception on May 31. 
Awards and Special Recognitions. 
Tony Howard reported that the committee will select the BG Best Award recipients next week. 
Howard also asked the Reps to remind their constituents to nominate administrative staff for the 
Ferrari Award. 
Internal Affairs 
Anne Saviers reported that the committee is planning the luncheon for the new ASC 
representatives orientation meeting on June 7. 
Personnel!W elf are 
Laura Emch reported on the updates that PWC has recommended regarding the Administrative 
Compensation Plan Position Evaluation/Re-evaluation Process. Emch met with Becca Ferguson 
and found that the wording changes can be done this year. Policy changes will be addressed next 
year. 
Emch corresponded with Dick Bowers regarding the Wellness Survey. Bowers asked that 
Emch clear up two misconceptions that many staff members hold: the Student Recreation Center 
is not free for students; and the SRC is not more expensive for BGSU employees to join than the 
YMCA. There followed a discussion including the suggestion that the University promote 
wellness by providing access to the SRC for staff. The point was raised that the original intent of 
the SRC was to be funded and utilized solely by students. It was mentioned that the Department 
of Public Safely paid for staff SRC memberships. Discussion concluded with an enumeration of 
projects taking place in the SRC this summer including air conditioning and work on the pool. 
Professional Development. 
Mary Beth Zachary reported that 141 people attended the ASC Professional Development Day 
on April26. The results of the evaluations are being tallied and will be sent to Zachary. 
Salary. No report. 
Scholarship 
Sandra Miesmer reported that 39 applications were received for the ASC Scholarship. The 
committee interviewed 10 students and chose 6, awarding a total of $5600. The recipients and 
amounts received are listed below: 
$1000.00 to Jaime Taylor 
$1000.00 to Elizabeth Pecek 
$1000.00 to Bucky Emans 
$1000.00 to Tamara White 
$1000.00 to Lisa Durse 
$ 600.00 to Kimberly Arbogast 
Old Business: None 
New Business: None 
Good of the Order: 
- Keith Hofacker announced that the University summer musical is "The King and I". It will 
run the second and third weekends in July. 
• 
• 
• 
- Jane Myers reminded us that the Falcon Club auction will take place on May 19. They will 
take bids for silent auction items in advance. Some of the items that will be raffled include 
travel, a parking pass, services, and food. 
- Kay Gudehus informed council that Admissions has a goal of recruiting 700 more students for 
the fall semester. 
- Mary Beth Zachary introduced John Clark as the 2001-2002 Administrative Staff Council 
Chair. 
Keith Hofacker moved and Linda Bakkum seconded to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was 
adjourned at 2:40 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
• 
Administrative Staff Council Chair's Report 
May 3, 2001 
Meetings of the Executive Committee included discussion about topics to be covered on May 1 sc and a 
very preliminary discussion of possible goals for next year. 
Since April 5th, meetings with Human Resources (HR) have been concerned with two subjects, proposed 
revisions to the administrative staff handbook section regarding the Compensation Plan section and the 
May 1st all-administrative staff meeting. 
HR and the leadership of PWC and ASC have decided to approach the proposal by agreeing on what are 
editorial changes to provide clarifications and making those changes to the handbook directly. Those 
changes do not require approval by the Board of Trustees (BOT). The changes that would require a 
change of policy will be identified as such and will be addressed by the ASC leadership and HR in the 
coming year, hopefully to put before the BOT next March. 
Regarding the May 151 presentation to all staff, I wish to commend John Clarke and Donna Wittwer for 
the massive amount for work they put into the presentation. The immediate responses have been positive, 
but some comments suggest that there is still confusion. It is planned to provide access to the Power 
Point portion of the presentation via the HR web site. I have asked HR to provide a question/answer 
section to the presentation along with an email address to send questions. HR will collate the results of 
the assessment and provide those results to us. I wish to also acknowledge and offer our gratitude to 
Rebecca Ferguson for providing staff, advice, and support of the program from HR. 
• I have asked HR to make the exemption decisions public with annotations/rationale as that will tend to 
give both internal and external constituencies the opportunity to understand degradations in services 
experienced without assuming the remaining individuals are incompetent. I also believe that the 
openness will explain why some positions are allowed to be filled and others not, such as in cases with a 
different funding source that the university-- outside or grant funding. This should lend reason to the 
process and stop mythologies and rumors from growing. 
• 
Faculty Senate has provided two names to Rebecca Ferguson to serve on the Leave Committee. Whel1.a.!. !::t 
the names are shared with me, I will ente: them into this record. ~'-'--f ~.tz.._5 - Fm Lk f""'cvor~ cv-~ 
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I gave my final report to the Board of Trustees on April 9th . It included a brief summary of work toward 
goals as oftha:t date and an acknowledgment of the collaborative work ofthe Constituent Group Caucus 
members, Human Resources, members of the University administration and ASC. 
The President's Panel met on April 19th and the report of that meeting will be given by John Clark. 
Members of the leadership of each constituent group went to Columbus on April 25th, along with some 
BGSU students and faculty to show our support for funding higher education in Ohio. We met with Larry 
Weiss who arranged a meeting with Senator Randy Gardner. Senator Gardner, who is a traditional 
supporter of higher education, was candid in his remarks with us about the possibilities being floated at 
that time. We expressed our gratitude for his support and voiced our concerns about the consequences of 
inadequate funding by the state of higher education . 
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Bowling Green State University 
General Studies Writing Program 
215 East Hall 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
(419) 372-7885 
ASC Chair-elect Report-5/3/01-Submitted by John M. Clark 
President's Panel Notes: 
• Immediate, selective hiring freeze 
• Scott Cook, from Mercer, will be returning to BGSU on May 23rd for further consultation. One 
of the issues he will be discussing is movement of the pay ranges. We will get to meet with 
Mr. Cook for one hour. Questions? 
• BGSU has returned $800,000 of its 2000-2001 OBR support money to Columbus 
• Responding to our request for feedback on our March 14th presentation to the President's 
Compensation Working Group, Executive Vice President Dobb stated that the Working Group 
clearly heard the need to bring administrative staff with five or more years in position up to at 
least the first quartile of their pay range. Other issues, Dobb stated, will require further 
discussion between ASC and Human Resources . 
• In later discussion, President Ribeau agreed that it is prudent for ASC and HR to create 
together a comprehensive, systematic compensation plan for administrative staff. As the 
President stated, we must plan for the time when we will have money, so that we can 
appropriately reward employees who have supported the institution through more difficult 
financial times. 
May 1st Compensation Meeting: 
• Good attendance (estimated 175 administrative staff and guests) and much positive interaction. 
• Attendees were prompted to complete a questionnaire following the meeting and to suggest on 
that form additional topics for future discussions or meetings. Several dozen forms were 
collected. 
• The presentation consisted primarily of Power Point slides, with several stages for questions and 
answers. The slides will be published on the Human Resources website 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/ohr/ following our presentation of this material on the Firelands 
campus, May 24th. 
BG Best Spring Banquet: 
• Thursday, May 31st from 3:00-5:00 
• Mileti first floor meeting room 
• • Refreshments will be served 
• 
• 
• 
Scholarship Committee Report 
We are closing out a very successful year for the scholarship committee. 
Below are the past month activities: 
I. We just awarded $5,600.00 in scholarships for the 2001-2002 school year 
$1000.00 Jaime Taylor 
$1 000.00 Elizabeth Pecek 
$1000.00 Bucky Emans 
$1000.00 Tamara White 
$1 000.00 Lisa Durst 
$ 600.00 Kimberly Arbogast 
Each one has received a personal telephone call of congratulations. 
2. Letters were sent to the other 33 applicants 
3. Letters were sent to all the areas and people who donated prizes for the 
raffle thanking them for their participation. 
4. Need date for fall reception so can notify the winners . 
5. No final tally on the family campaign yet, but approximately $2000.00 
pledged 
6. Final meeting of our group will take place 5-16 to wind up the years 
activities . 
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ASC MEETING 6/07/01 
PALLISTER CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME LIBRARY 
1:30-3:00 
Call to Order 
Introduction of Substitutes 
Approval of April Minutes 
Chair's Report 
Chair-Elect's Report 
Secretary's Report 
Year End Committee Reports 
Amendments 
External Affairs 
Awards and Special Recognitions 
Internal Affairs 
Personnel Welfare 
Professional Development 
Salary 
Scholarship 
Old Business 
New Business 
Good of the Order 
Adjourn 
• 
• 
Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
June 7, 2001 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1:30 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Ann Betts, John Clark, Sandra DiCarlo, Laura Emch, Deborah Fleitz, David 
Garcia, Kay Gudehus, Tony Howard, Thad Long, Sandra Miesmer, Jane B. Myers, Pamella 
Phillips, Mary Lynn Pozniak, Anne Saviers, Diane Smith, Nancy Vanderlugt, Robin Veitch, 
Mary Beth Zachary 
Guests: New representatives Amelie Brodgen, Tina Coulter, Jim Dachik, Carl Dettmer, Mike 
Fitzpatrick, Sally Johnson, Sue Lau, Phyllis Short, Clarence Terry 
Members who sent substitutes: Tim Heff for Susan Sadoff, James Jackson for Sidney Childs, 
Absent: Linda Bakkum, William Blair, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Claudia Clark, Wayne Colvin, 
Sally Dreier, Keith Hofacker, Paul Lopez, Penny Nemitz, Keith Pogan, Tom Scavo, Jack Taylor, 
Barbara Waddell 
Approval of Minutes: Anne Saviers moved, Sandra Miesmer seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
Mary Beth Zachary highlighted handouts that she distributed. The handouts were the minutes 
from the May 23 meeting with Scott Cook from Mercer (Appendix A), a copy of the 
administrative staff salary recommendation memo that was sent to Dr. Ribeau (Appendix B), and 
the proposed goals for Administrative Staff Council for 2001-2002 (Appendix C). 
Zachary also reported on the University budgetary situation. Salary savings from the selective 
hiring freeze will be used for raises. Positions that are critical to the mission of the University 
are exempt from the freeze. 
Zachary thanked the ASC representatives who are completing their terms on Council and gave 
all who were present a certificate of appreciation. The departing members are Keith Hofacker 
(Academic Support), Penny Nemitz (Firelands), Colby Blair (Athletics/Sports Activities), Sidney 
Childs (Student Support), Claudia Clark (Student Support), Anne Saviers (Student Support), Paul 
Lopez (Technology and Past Chair), and Nancy Vanderlugt (Academic Departments). 
Chair-Elect Report: 
No report 
Secretary's Report: 
Mary Lynn Pozniak gave an update on elections, distributed a list of ASC Representatives and 
Executive Committee members for next year, and distributed the schedule of upcoming council 
meetings. 
Committee Reports: 
The committee chairs or their representatives presented their final reports for the year. The 
chairs of the committees are listed and the reports are included as appendices to the minutes as 
indicated below: 
Amendments: Appendix D, Keith Hofacker 
Awards and Special Recognitions: Appendix E, Tony Howard 
• External Affairs: Appendix F, Thad Long 
Internal Affairs: Appendix G, Anne Saviers 
/57 
• Personnel/Welfare: Appendix H, Laura Emch 
Professional Development:. Appendix I, Ann Betts 
Salary: Appendix J, David Garcia 
• 
• 
Scholarship: Appendix K, Sandra Miesmer 
Old Business: none 
New Business: 
- There was a request that Administrative Staff Council be involved in an ice cream social in 
connection with the fall welcome programming. This request was forwarded to the External 
Affairs Committee for consideration. 
- Faculty Senate asked for an administrative staff member to be a member of the Alternative 
Transportation Issues Committee. Lee Norden, Library, will serve on the committee. 
- There was some discussion regarding the possibility of moving or canceling the January ASC 
meeting as it occurs so close to the beginning of the month. This issue was referred to the 
Executive Committee for consideration. 
Good of the Order: 
- John Clark announced that the governor signed the budget. The budget is not as bad as it 
might have been because of our enrollment growth and a budgetary increase of 1.8%. The hiring 
freeze may be softened a great deal. Tuition caps were revoked across the state. There will be a 
9% increase at BGSU. Of this amount, 6% tuition and 3% general fee to pay down on the 
infrastructure and Union projects . 
- Ann Betts reported that the fire school is finished and thanked everyone for their patience. 
Most fire fighters stayed on campus. The University received a year round charter from the 
Department of Public Safety. Classes will now be held at various times throughout the year and 
there will not be as large a group in the summer. Betts also announced that Bill Balzer is the 
new Dean of Continuing Education., 
- Amelie Brogden reported that Boys State will begin on Saturday and that Mercer will be one 
way as the participants arrive. 
- Jane Myers announced that the Athletic Department auction tickets were sold out and the event 
raised in excess of $100,000. 
- Kay Gudehus expressed concern regarding the budgetary situation. 
- Jim Dachik announced that the Huron Playhouse opens on July 3. The schedule of 
performances can be found on the Theater Department website. 
- Tina Coulter reported that the Student Financial Aid Office has received many calls from 
concerned parents regarding tuition increases and the fact that there is less scholarship money 
available from BGSU than from other universities. 
- Sandy Miesmer reported that the Bursar's Office has been receiving calls inquiring about room 
costs. They have not yet been set. Also, tuition costs may be different in fall and spring 
semesters. Spring tuition may be higher due to costs related to the Student Union. 
- Sandra DiCarlo stated that Firelands was sad to lose Dr. Balzer. He was well liked. Firelands 
now has a new dean -Dr. Smith. 
- Nancy Vanderlugt reported regarding the leave committee. The committee has twelve 
members and one issue they are addressing is the FMLA effect on spouses. Currently married 
couples that are both administrative staff at the University share 12 weeks of FMLA leave. 
- Mike Fitzpatrick shared that the WBGU mini fund drive is underway. He encouraged all to 
become members. 
- Anne Saviers stated that she enjoyed working with Mary Beth Zachary and that she looks 
forward to John Clark's lead. 
- David Garcia reported that Gary Swegan is now the Director of Admissions. He thanked 
everyone who helped with recruiting for this coming fall 2001 students. 
• 
• 
• 
David Garcia moved and Deborah Fleitz seconded to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was 
adjourned at 2:38 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
• 
September 6, 2001 
Octoqer 4, 2001 
November 1, 2001 
December 6, 2001 
January 3, 2002 
February 7, 2002 
March 7, 2002 
• 
April 4, 2002 
May 2, 2002 
June 6, 2002 
• 
Administrative Staff Council 
Meeting Schedule 
2001-2002 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
1:30pm-3:00pm Pallister Conference Room, Jerome Library 
• 
• 
• 
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Bowling Green State University 
Administrative Staff Council 
215 East Hall 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
( 419) 372-7885 
Notes from Mercer Meetin~: 5/23/01 
On May 23,2001, ASC representatives John Clark, Laura Emch, and Mary Beth Zachary met with 
Mercer Inc. consultant Scott Cook, H.R. representatives Becca Ferguson and Donna Wittwer, and 
Executive V.P. Linda Dobb to discuss Mercer's follow-up recommendations on administrative staff 
compensation to the President's Compensation Working Group. The following are notes from that 
meeting, compiled by John M. Clark-2001-2002 ASC Chair. 
1. Mercer's History with BGSU: In 1995, Mercer came to BGSU to assess the market 
competitiveness of our administrative/professional staff compensation. In particular, their focuses 
were 1) base pay, 2) pay ranges, and 3) review ofiT positions. 
2. In 2001, Mercer conducted a follow-up study based on 57 "benchmark" administrative positions. 
These positions were chosen as benchmarks by the vice presidents based on their 
representativeness of the entire administrative employee group. 
3. In this year's (2001) Mercer study, special emphasis again was given to IT positions. 
4. Mercer compiled salary data from 24 surveys, reflective of salary medians, representative of our 
geographic recruiting area (for each benchmark position), and adjusted to July 1, 2001 (i.e., the 
data were "aged" to be representative of the market on the beginning of our next fiscalyear). 
5. Data matching was done based on job content, not type of position. (This reinforces Mercer's 
consistent focus on skill sets rather than department or specific position.) 
6. Elements of Mercer's Competitive Assessment 
• Actual salaries and pay ranges compared to [recruiting area] market 
• Variance between ratios not typical 
0 Actual salary ratios may vary due to differences in employee.credentials 
0 Midpoint ratios may vary due to valuation differences placed on the position by 
different institutions (a one-grade difference from "market" is OK, but not three or four 
grades difference in a position) 
0 IT is judged separately 
• Ratios calculated by comparing ... 
0 actual salaries to market (average of all incumbents in a position) 
0 range midpoints to market 
5/23/01 Mercer Meeting-Page 1 
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7. Actual Salary Competitiveness: 
• In 1995, all administrative/professional jobs at BGSU were at 99% of market (market being the 
50th percentile for each position, this means our average was the 49.5 percentile) 
• In 2001, all administrative jobs at BGSU, as a group, are at 95% of market (or 47.5 percentile) 
• Our IT are presently worst in relation to market-88% or 44th percentile 
• Distribution in relation to pay range and market is also crucial; the above percentiles are 
averages, and individual persons or positions can be higher or lower than BGSU average 
8. Pay Structure Competitiveness: 
• The administrative/professional ranges, as an aggregate, now are at 89% (44.5 percentile) of 
market-these ranges were set in 1995 exactly at 100%, or the 50th percentile, of market 
• Our IT pay ranges now are at 83% of market, or the 41.5 percentile 
• "Outliers" could be inappropriately graded, or the market valued the job differently than the 
institution (e.g., pharmacists, physicians;IT) 
9. Salary Range Placement: 
• Ranges set at 100% of market (50th percentile) in 1995 
• In January, 1996, implementation ofthe BGSU Mercer Plan raised administrative employees 
only to minimum of range 
• 
• This implementation also created some salary compression-brought some newer employees • 
close to the salaries of longer-term employees in the same unit and/or similar position 
• Midpoint (50th percentile of pay range) is Mercer's recommended market target for admin. 
• Mercer also notes that the market "norm" for administrative/professional positions is for 
employees to reach midpoint of pay range within 4 to 7 years in position 
10. A Mercer Model for Advancement through Pay Range: 
• Mercer posits that administrative employees in the first quartile, minimum to 25th percentile, 
should be in the "learning and growing" stage for the position (and, conversely, that employees 
beyond the learning and growing stage should be higher in the pay range) 
• Mercer considers administrative employees in the second pay range quartile, 26th percentile to 
midpoint, "seasoned and competent" for their positions 
• Mercer considers administrative employees in the third pay range quartile, 51st to 751h 
percentiles, "outstanding and sustained performers" for their positions 
• Mercer considers administrative employees in the top pay range quartile, 76th percentile to 
range maximum, inhabitants of "premium territory" --employees whose base salary at the 
beginning of the contract year puts them among the highest-paid in the market for their 
positions. 
• Mercer notes that "best practice" of institutions across the U.S. now considers it appropriate for 
15-20% of the total workforce to be in the "outstanding sustained performance" and 
"premium" salary levels-and that these base salaries relative to market for the position be 
established by performance, not longevity alone • 
5/23/01 Mercer Meeting-Page 2 
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• Finally, Mercer notes that best compensation practices or plans across the country include a 
pay and performance-reward package to accelerate movement of good performers in years 0-7 
(within position) to range midpoint 
11. As consultant Scott Cook explained, the portion of "best compensation practice" least understood 
is that institutional expectations are much higher for the midpoint-and-up, "premium" base pay 
area than for the minimum-to-midpoint (0-501h percentile) area. All of an employee's experience, 
knowledge, and superior performance over the years~ an excellent performance in the past 
equal a premium salary that might be increased for the upcoming year. 
12. Range "Penetration": 
• Average of all BGSU administrative/professional employees is 5ih percentile of range 
• Average years in position for all BGSU administrative employees is 6 years 
• Increased penetration of range by some administrative staff could be offset by decreased 
penetration by others 
13. Mercer Recommendations: 
• Adjust pay ranges (note: ranges are not salaries) to align with market median. Adjustment 
required for our ranges to get back to 501h percentile of market would be 8-9%. One pption, if 
range adjustment of this magnitude were considered unmanageable, would be smaller pay-
range increases over the next one to three years-a phasing-in approach. 
• Re-examine internal pay-range placements of positions in the Development area 
• Establish a separate pay-range structure for IT positions 
• Re-evaluate significant outliers with respect to midpoint ratios (positions significantly out of 
market norm relative to the position pay range) 
• Review current employee salaries, after the structural or pay-range adjustment, to re-establish 
internal and external pay equity 
5/23/01 Mercer Meeting-Page 3 
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Bowling Green State University 
Administrative Staff Council 
215 East Hall 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
(419) 372-7885 
June 4, 2001 
To: Dr. Sidney Ribeau 
CC: Faculty Senate Budget Committee 
President's Compensation Working Group 
From: Administrative Staff Council 
Re: Administrative Staff Salary Recommendation 2001 - 2002 
Given the highly volatile nature ofthe budget situation in Ohio at this time while also acknowledging 
the financial constraints under which we are all working, Administrative Staff Council finds it difficult 
to recommend as appropriate a specific percentage increase in salary for the next contract year. 
ASC has charted comparatively, for more than a decade, Bowling Green State University (BGSU) 
administrative staff compensation against ten peer institutions in Ohio as documented in College and 
University Personnel Association (CUPA) reports. A thorough analysis offered in last year's salary 
recommendation showed that on the average our CUP A-defined administrative positions had lost 
ground-in both dollars and in statewide ranking-against all ten of the peer institutions that define 
our competitive recruitment market. Recent data analysis suggests a continuation of that downward 
competitive spiral. To reach even the fifth place or mid-range of our peer institutions in Ohio, a 
competitive placement we enjoyed in the mid-90s, clearly would require a double-digit percentage of 
salary increase. In the current fiscal situation, we realize that such a request would seem selfish, even 
ludicrous. 
Given, however, that administrative staff, classified staff, and non-instructional faculty have borne and 
will bear the burden of the selective hiring freeze, Administrative Staff Council recommends that 
whatever raise is given to the employees ofBGSU for the 2001-2002 contract year, however small, is 
given in a fair and equitable manner-i.e., that each employee group be given the same percentage 
of salary increase. Differential increases among employee constituent groups, especially in a time 
when many staff are covering the work of unfilled colleague positions, easily could give rise to 
significant morale problems. 
We look forward to contributing positively and constructively in facing the coming challenges . 
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Bowling Green State University 
Administrative Staff Council 
215 East Hall 
Bowling Gree~ OH 43403 
(419) 372-7885 
Dr. John M. Clark 
Chair, ASC 
Proposed 2001-2002 Goals for Administrative Staff Council 
1. With Human Resources, draft a consistent, equitable, and market-conscious long-
term plan for administrative staff compensation at BGSU 
2. Bring to implementation an improved policy for Administrative Staff Teaching 
Compensation (our 5th consecutive year of working toward this objective) 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
Revise the administrative staff non-compensation conciliation process 
Continue and improve efforts toward administrative staff professional development 
Continue the growth of the administrative staff scholarship fund and administrative 
staff support of the University Family Campaign 
6. Promote a University Wellness program or initiative 
7. Finalize revisions of Appendix G, Administrative Staff Handbook 
8. Promote reasonable and healthy working conditions for administrative staff 
employees at BGSU, including but not limited to appropriate hours in typical 
workweeks, appropriate physical and mental demands, and appropriate performance 
expectations 
9. Promote improved communication among all University constituencies 
May29, 2001 
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Appendix D 
6/7/01 Minutes 
Amendments Committee 2000-2001 
At the May ASC meeting, Keith Hofacker reported on the amendments that were 
approved this year including the elimination of quotas for ASC committee membership 
and the changes made to the ASC committee charges. Hofacker thanked Wayne Colvin 
and Tom Scavo for their work on the committee . 
• 
• 
• 
Chair Report 
Appendix E 
6/7/01 Minutes 
ASC A wards & Recognitions Committee 
For 2000/01 
Tony Howard 
It's been a fruitful year for the ASC Awards and Recognitions Committee. This 
was the first year we instituted the monthly "Spirit of BG" award. So far, each recipient 
has received a hand-blown vase by Graduate Student Ona Magaro of the BGSU School 
of Art and a certificate, signed by the Chairperson of the Administrative Staff Council as 
well as the chairperson of the Awards and Recognitions Committee. The vase was filled 
with flowers purchased from Krogers or Meijers. When the ASC chairperson presented 
the award, the nominator usually arranged a surprise party for the recipient with cake and 
punch. Many of the recipient's co-workers were invited, as well as the area vice-
president. The award and its presentation excited everyone present. The award winner 
was recognized in the Monitor, as well as the "Spirit of BG" Winners page on the ASC 
website. 
There are several issues that have surfaced with the inception of this new award. 
First, at least one member of the committee thought that the Classified Staff upstaged us 
by presenting a monetary reward ($75.00) instead of something like the vase. Our 
committee last year came up with the idea for the award and was instructed by Eileen 
Sullivan to partner with the Classified Staff as far as receiving money. Our questioning 
member thought the ASC recipients deserved more. 
Secondly, people just don't seem to know about the award. We mailed a 
nomination form near the beginning of the school year to all administrative staff. We 
also sent out a monthly email reminder asking people to nominate someone caught in the 
act of being good. The email also gave the names of past winners and explained where 
application forms were located and presented the URL where the forms could be 
downloaded. An ad was placed monthly in the BG News. I requested ASC members at 
the monthly meetings to remind their constituents to nominate someone. However, many 
people still don't know about the Spirit of BG, or get it mixed up with the BG Best and 
Ferrari awards. I'm not sure what more can be done to make this clear in the minds of the 
administrative staff. The result was that we carried forward some of the better 
nominations for four months in the event we didn't receive any recent ones. To show 
how low things got in the month of March, there was only one nomination -- for myself 
by someone at my worksite. Of course, I told the nominator that I was ineligible. 
Thirdly, we originally asked Bud Hurlstone of the School of Art to make the 
vases, and he agreed. However, he became ill, and I asked Ms. Magaro to do the vases 
for free, which was OK. However, when someone has no financial incentive to do 
1 
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something, things often are not finished in a timely manner. This is especially true if one 
of the people is not a communicator. The point is that a purchased material item needs to 
be presented to the award recipient instead of something produced for free. I believe the 
Awards and Recognition budget has money next year for something purchased. 
· All that said, members of the Awards Committee who attended the presentations 
said that the recognition and vase sincerely touched the recipients. The award is a good 
thing and should continue. 
On May 3rt, the BG Best Awards were presented. Again, all recipients were 
excited (and surprised) about receiving the award. 
Earlier in the year, the A wards committee presented the annual Ferrari Award to 
Linda Swaisgood. It's funny to note that Linda, as a writer who was working in the 
University Relations office at the time, is a keen observer. Because of this, there were a 
couple of "clandestine" meetings in the street away from the University Relations office 
in the Admin. Building to deliver the publicity materials to Bonnie Blankenship in that 
office. Even then, there was a definite feeling that Linda was watching us. After 
conversations with Linda after she received the award, she was sincerely surprised. The 
committee pulled it off, despite the paranoia! 
I would like to say it's been a real pleasure to work on this committee with some 
truly caring, concerned and fun people: Laura Waggoner, Pat Booth, Kevin Work, Ellie 
McCreery, Robin Veitch, Colby Blair, Kay Gudehus, and Keith Pogan. I felt we made at 
least a tiny impact on the university administrative staff, providing an atmosphere that 
helps makes BGSU a premier learning community . 
2 
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Appendix F 
6/7/01 Minutes 
ASC External Affairs 
Year-end Report 
2000-01 
Fall Reception- helped with set-up, decorations, and tear down. 
Spirit Day Ice Cream Social- solicited administrative staff volunteers to serve ice cream 
sundaes to the BGSU community, along with CSC, Faculty Senate, GSS, and USG. 
BG Holiday Parade- invited all administrative staff to participate in the parade, where 
collected candy was distributed via walkers. Also enjoyed Cheryl Purefoy getting 
us a convertible this year! 
Spring Reception- will be helping with set-up, decorations, and tear down. 
Assisted Internal Affairs in revising our committee's charge. 
Committee Notes: 
Historically, this committee appeared to help advertise some special events like the Black 
Swamp weekend, Dance Marathon, and others. This year there appeared to be 
plenty of email, flyer, and Monitor notices already being done by the event 
organizers. This committee should continue to monitor such events, and lend aPR 
hand when necessary. 
I would like to see the committee get more involved in seeking administrative support for 
some programs like a sports event, music, theater, etc. Good intentions are not as 
valuable as actions I'm afraid, since I didn't get that done this year. 
Submitted by Thad Long, chair 
/{.9 
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Bowling Green State University 
Internal Affairs Committee 
Year End Report 
2000 - 2001 
Center for International Programs 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0029 
(419) 372-2247 
Fax: (419) 372-2429 
During the 2000 - 2001 academic year, the Internal Affairs Committee 
reviewed the charges for each of ASC Standing Committees and made 
suggestions for changes for some of the committees. These changes 
were then proposed to the Administrative Staff Council as a whole and 
were reviewed by the Amendments and By-laws Committee. Most 
changes were approved and have since been incorporated in the ASC 
Handbook section which defines the responsibilities of each committee. 
The Elections Sub-committee, with Council Secretary Mary Lynn 
Pozniak as chair, supervised ASC elections during Spring semester. 
Finally, the Internal Affairs Committee sponsored the luncheon held for 
new members at the end of Spring semester after election results 
were finalized. 
Appendix G 
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Respectfully submitted, 
~·/( 
Anne N. Saviers 
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Administrative Staff Professional Development Conference 
April26, 2001 
The Professional Development Committee was charged with planning the third annual 
ASC Professional Development Day. 
146 people (an increase of 27 from 2000) from over 50 offices registered for the 
conference. 41 people did not sign on the sheets that were passed around in the sessions. 
CEISP will contact these individuals to see if they did in fact attend and simply did not 
see the sheets. 
Participant Feedback (evaluations) were distributed that included questions about topics 
that would interest people in the future and whether or not it would be beneficial to repeat 
the sessions in the afternoon so that more people could attend. These are currently being 
tallied by a student assistant and will be forwarded to the Chair of ASC when they are 
completed. 
Total cost of the conference: $2743.25 
Records of those who have attended for the past three years are on permanent file at 
Continuing Education. If the university decides to initiate a program to reward staff for 
professional development, we could use these records. 
Certificates will be sent out when attendance is verified - over the summer. 
Attached: 
Final Budget 
Participant Feedback Form 
Brochure 
Roster sorted by Department 
Roster sorted by Alphabet 
Roster by who signed in 
111 
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ASC Professional Development 
Invest in Yourself Final Budget 
DATE 26-Apr-01 
Exoenses 
Olscamp 101A no charge 
104, 106, 108 no charge 
IMS Rental audio visual equipment $169.00 
Catering Morning Continental Breakfast $ 258.00 
lnv. Mgmt Set up fee $ 
-
Student Hours $ 50.00 
Copies $ 50.00 
Long Distance Phone Calls $ 20.00 
Cont. Ed 
146 Participants $ 1,460.00 
Registration, Event Management, $ 500.00 minimum 
Record Keeping $10for eve ry 
registrant 
beyond 
Promotion Mailhouse $ 60.00 50 
Printing $ 220.00 
Instructors 
• 
Bonnie Fink $ 175.00 
Lori Willmarth-Dunn $ 281.25 
TOTAL $ 2,743.25 
• 
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Bowling Green State University 
ntinuing 
==Education 
Participant Feedback 
Sponsored by ASC 
Professional Development 
DATE 
April 26, 2001 
Circle a number 4, 3, 2, 1 or letters "NA" (not applicable) to indicate your response to the course. 
A 4 means "excellent" or that you strongly agree; a 1 indicates "poor" or strongly disagree. 
Strongly Strongly Not 
THE PROGRAM Agree Disagree A~~licable 
1 The program was well organized. 4 3 2 1 NA 
2 I gained practical, usable ideas that will assist me on an 4 3 2 1 NA 
individual, departmental and college level. 
3 Handout materials (if used) were a valuable supplement. 4 3 2 1 NA 
4 The promotional material I saw accurately described the 4 3 2 1 NA 
program. 
5 I would recommend this program to others. 4 3 2 1 NA 
Excellent Poor Not 
Concurrent Sessions A~~licable 
6 Rethinking Stress - Lori Willmarth-Dunn 4 3 2 1 NA 
7 Defining Personal Values - Lori Willmarth-Dunn 4 3 2 1 NA 
8 Deciding & Communicating Effectively - Bonnie Fink 4 3 2 1 NA 
9 Back to Basics Customer Service - Catherine Pratt 4 3 2 1 NA 
10 Bridging the Generation Gap - Kate Augustine 4 3 2 1 NA 
11 Communicating Cross-Culturally & Across Gender 4 3 2 1 NA 
Barbara Waddell & Bettina Shuford 
Please check your classification: 
__ Administrative Staff __ Faculty 
--
Guest 
__ Classified Staff 
--
Graduate Student __ Undergrad Student 
Pl,EASE COMPLETE THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS SHEET AS WELL 
Please take a little extra time to complete the following questions: 
Participant Feedback 
/73 
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1. The most valuable aspect of the program was 
2. Other program topics that would interest me are: 
------------------------------
3. Suggestions and additional comments about the 
program 
May we quote you for promotional use? 0 YES 
Printed Name Your Position/Job 
____________ Title 
Signature Department 
******Were there two or more programs going on at concurrent times that you 
would have liked to have been able to attend? 
____ YES ___ NO 
*****Would more staff in your area be able to participate if we offered a repeat of 
this entire program in the afternoon? 
__ YES 
_NO 
Participant Feedback 
ny 
~~~.~.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8:30-10:15 am 
Option 1 
Rethinking How Stress 
Affects Your 
Overall Wellness 
Lori Wilmarth-Dunn, PhD, 
Owner of LifePaths 
Assess your needs, analyze your 
perceptions of stress and identify your 
stress response. Learn what you can 
do about stress and how you can 
initiate change. 
-~-10:30am 
10:30 am-noon 
Option 2 
Defining Personal Values, 
Your Guiding Force 
Lori Wilmarth-Dunn, PhD 
Owner of LifePaths 
Values are an important part of who we 
are and what we do to ensure 
well ness. Discover your top seven 
global or long term values and your top 
seven operational or daily values. Begin 
to identify the values that you are living 
every day and the values that you are 
leaving out of your daily life. You will 
write a mission and a vision statement 
reflecting your values. 
8:30-10:15 am 
Option 3 
Deciding and 
Communicating Effectively 
Bonnie Fink, Lecturer/BA Coordinator 
English Department, BGSU 
Your ability to take charge of a 
situation, evaluate it and then 
communicate your decision is err Jl 
to well-being and success in yo: 
professional and personal life. You 
want to "think like a person of action" 
and "act like a person of thought." 
Examine strategies for effective 
decision-making and assertive 
communication. Interact more 
successfully with your professional 
community, as well as with individuals 
you meet in daily life. 
10:15-10:30 am 
Break 
10:30 am-noon 
Option 4 
Going Back to the Basics 
of Customer Service 
Catherine Pratt, Assistant to the Dean 
for College Relations 
College of Business Administration, 
BGSU 
8:30-10:15 am 
Option 5 
Bridging the 
Generation Gap at Work 
Kate Augustine, Coordinator 
internal Training & Development, 
' · ... man Resources, BGSU 
17S 
Four generations-veterans, boomers, 
xers and netters/nexters-work 
together in America every day. 
Differences in values, work habits and 
expectations are causing more conflict 
than ever before. Join with your 
colleagues of all ages to consider these 
questions: How do generations see 
each other? What are the stereotypes, 
concerns and barriers? How do I 
communicate effectively with members 
of a different generation? What 
motivates staff from another 
generation? How can I better manage 
and mentor the individuals who work 
for me? 
10:15-10:30 am 
Break 
10:30 am-noon 
Option 6 
Communicating 
Cross-Culturally and 
Across Gender 
Barbara Waddell, Director of University 
Initiatives 
Bettina Shuford, Director of 
Multicultural Affairs, BGSU 
Bowling Green State University is an EO/AA employer and educator. 
Promotional materials developed by Marketing & Promotion 
Continuing Education, International & Summer Programs, Bowling Green State University 
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First ·'" Name 
DIANNE ABBOTT 
·:ANGIE CALCAMUGGIO 
MARY LYNN POZNIAK 
SARAH TORRES 
KATHY MCBRIDE 
CATHY SMITH 
CAROL ASH 
PAM CARDENAS 
VIRGINIA CHAPIN 
PAT EVANS 
MARYELLEN HILKENS 
SARAH JEFFERS 
KATHY WOESSNER 
JENIFER CALL 
JANE MYERS 
EMILY HENSON 
JANE SCHIMPF 
NANCY COLSMAN 
DENISE DOUGHERTY 
KIMBERLY KING 
. CINDY KOONTZ 
GINNY PINKELMAN 
TINA DAVID 
CHERYL KURFESS 
• 
LINDA TRACY 
MARSHA OLIVAREZ 
LARRY SMITH 
IRENE HARRIS 
NORA CASSIDY 
DONNA PULSCHEN 
JAN VARNEY-MCKNIGHT 
JUDY JENNINGS 
LORI SCHULTZ 
SUE GRUBER 
SUE PANNING 
PAT BRUIELLY 
MARGARET DAME 
MARY HENNINGS 
ANITA KNAUSS 
JANICE PETERSON 
SUSAN PHILLIPS 
CINDY SMITH 
ROMAN CAREK 
ELIZABETH YARRIS 
REBECCA MORNINGSTAR 
SUSAN DUNN 
MIL VA WAGNER 
CAROL DEAHL 
• 
GAIL HANSON 
CAROL SANNER 
ASC Professional Development 
By Department 
.:~ ·~ • ·:· •• <" ' 
Department 
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT 
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT 
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT 
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT 
ACCOUNTING & MIS 
ACCOUNTING & MIS 
ADMISSIONS 
ADMISSIONS 
ADMISSIONS 
ADMISSIONS 
ADMISSIONS 
ADMISSIONS 
ADMISSIONS 
ALUMNI AFFAIRS 
ATHLETIC DEPT 
ATHLETICS 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 
BURSAR 
BURSAR 
BURSAR 
BURSAR 
BURSAR 
BURSAR'S OFFICE 
BURSAR'S OFFICE 
BURSAR'S OFFICE 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
BUSINESS OFFICE 
CAREER SERVICES 
CHEMISTRY 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
CONTINUING ED 
CONTINUING. EDUCATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
COUNSELING CENTER 
COUNSELING CENTER 
CUSTODIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
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Signed In Classification 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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ASC Pro,fessional Development April 26, 2001 
By Department 
• 
DOREEN BATESON DINING SERVICES X 
OINif\fG SERVICES .: · 
-~; 
SCOTT BLACKWOOD ' < 
JOEL BURG DINING SERVICES X 
DIANA ECHLER DINING SERVICES X 
JEAN FORD DINING SERVICES X 
BETTY STEMEN DINING SERVICES X 
LISA WEEKLEY DINING SERVICES 
JOANNA KLEMAN DINING SERVICES X 
KELLY DOVE ECONOMICS 
SHARLYNN GARNO FACILITIES X 
JOANNE AMOS FACILITIES SERVICES X 
PATTY FOSTER FACILITIES SERVICES X 
CAROL HINTZ FACILITIES SERVICES X 
DEBORAH LEWIS FACILITIES SERVICES X 
FRANK ORWIG FACILITIES SERVICES X 
ANNE SHIRLEY FACILITIES SERVICES X 
HELEN SILLAMAN FACILITIES SERVICES 
CYNTHIA TRUMBULL FACILITIES SERVICES X 
JEAN WOOD FACILITIES SERVICES 
JEAN COFFIELD FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
DIANE FREY FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
CHRIS HAAR FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
LINDA HAMILTON FINANCIAL AFFAIRS 
LAURA EMCH FINANCIAL AID X 
SUZANNE FAHRER FINANCIAL AID 
• 
GAIL HOUTZ FINANCIAL AID X 
CONNIE RODRIQUEZ FINANCIAL AID X 
LYNETTE ROSEBROOK FINANCIAL AID 
CINDY SCHMITZ FINANCIAL AID X 
DAWN VOLLMAR FINANCIAL AID 
SARA MCLAUGHLIN FOUNDATIONS X 
MARIE DERKIS GEOGRAPHY X 
SHARON· BIGGINS GRAD COLLEGE X 
ALICE FORTNEY GRAD COLLEGE X 
DOROTHY GRASS LEY GRAD COLLEGE 
GAIL MCROBERTS GRAD COLLEGE 
CHRIS SPENCE GRAD COLLEGE 
KAREN WOODS HUMAN RESOURCES X 
DAVE STEEN IMS X 
JOYCE BRADY ITS X 
TAMMY LUDWIG ITS X 
TERESA MCLOVE ITS X 
DAWN MELNEK ITS X 
JANINE DRESS ITS X 
SUE TOMOR ITS X 
MARY BRINER JEROME LIBRARY 
FAYE LAM JEROME LIBRARY X 
JEANNE LANGENDORFER JEROME LIBRARY X 
CHRISTINE PLOTTS JEROME LIBRARY 
GAIL RICHMOND JEROME LIBRARY 
• 
BEVERLY STEARNS JEROME LIBRARY 
-#:-·· 
• 
JUDITH SWANSON 
RUTH FIRSDON 
KRISTIE CAMPBELL 
BETH FULLER 
MARY BUSDECKER 
CYNTHIA PATTERSON 
KATHLEEN SINGH 
JOYCE HYSLOP 
SIDNEY CHILDS 
RONALD KNOPF, SR 
DIANA TUSSING 
BERNICE AGUILAR 
DEB SMITH 
MACILE BRUMBAUGH 
THADDEUS LONG 
DONNA CAVENDISH 
NADINE JOHNSON 
SUE LAU 
LORI LENKE 
RACHEL SCHAEFFER 
NANCY SHRIDER 
LAURA WAGGONER 
KIMBERLY MILLER 
JANICE FERGUSON 
MILLE GULDBEC 
• 
LINDA GLOMSKI 
PAM ABBOTI 
BILL ARNOLD 
CATHY KUTZLI 
BETH CASPER 
LAURA GAZAREK 
LINDA PALMER 
JANET BRACH 
RUBY BELL 
TERIE KUHLMAN 
KANDY DUKES 
DEB BOYCE 
JAMES BRADY 
MIKE FITZPATRICK 
PAUL LOPEZ 
CARl TUTTLE 
TONY HOWARD 
CYNTHIA MCNUTT 
LISA WAYNE 
DEBBIE HINE 
• 
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ASC Professibnal Development 
By Department 
JEROME LIBRARY 
JOURNALISM · . . ... .,.;...~ .... 
LEGAL COUNSEL 
MARKETING DEPT 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
MILITARY SERVICE 
MOD 
MUL TICUL TURAUACADEMIC INITIAT 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
MULTICULTURAUACADEMIC INITIATIVES 
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY X 
POPULAR CULTURE X 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PUBLIC SAFETY X 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS X 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
RISK MANAGEMENT X 
SCHOOL OF ART X 
SCHOOL OF ART 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS X 
STUDENT AFFAIRS X 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
STUDENT AFFAIRS X 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID X 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID X 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE X 
STUDENT LIFE 
TREASURE'S OFFICE 
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS 
UNIV ADVANCEMENT X 
WBGUTV X 
WBGU TV 
WBGUTV 
WBGU-DEVELOPMENT X 
WBGU-TV X 
WBGU-TV X 
WBGU-TV X 
WRITERS LAB X 
/1'f 
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First Name Department Signed In Classification 
PAM ABBOTT STUDENT AFFAIRS X 
DIANNE ABBOTT ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT X 
BERNICE AGUILAR POPULAR CULTURE X 
JOANNE AMOS FACILITIES SERVICES X 
BILL ARNOLD STUDENT AFFAIRS 
CAROL ASH ADMISSIONS 
DOREEN BATESON DINING SERVICES X 
RUBY BELL STUDENT LIFE 
SHARON BIGGINS GRAD COLLEGE X 
SCOTT BLACKWOOD DINING SERVICES 
DEB BOYCE UNIV ADVANCEMENT X 
JANET BRACH STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE X 
JOYCE BRADY ITS "X 
JAMES BRADY WBGUTV X 
MARY BRINER JEROME LIBRARY 
PAT BRUIELLY CONTINUING EDUCATION X 
MACILE BRUMBAUGH PUBLIC SAFETY X 
JOEL BURG DINING SERVICES X 
MARY BUSDECKER MATHEMATICS X 
ANGIE CALCAMUGGIO ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT X 
JENIFER CALL ALUMNI AFFAIRS X 
KRISTIE CAMPBELL LEGAL COUNSEL X 
PAM CARDENAS ADMISSIONS X 
ROMAN CAREK COUNSELING CENTER X 
• 
BETH CASPER STUDENT FINANCIAL AID X 
NORA CASSIDY CHEMISTRY 
DONNA CAVENDISH REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
VIRGINIA CHAPIN ADMISSIONS X 
SIDNEY CHILDS MUL TICUL TURAUACADEMIC INITIAT X 
JEAN COFFIELD FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
NANCY COLSMAN BURSAR X 
MARGARET DAME CONTINUING EDUCATION X 
TINA DAVID BURSAR'S OFFICE 
CAROL DEAHL DEVELOPMENT OFFICE X 
MARIE DERKIS GEOGRAPHY X 
DENISE DOUGHERTY BURSAR 
KELLY DOVE ECONOMICS 
JANINE DRESS ITS X 
KANDY DUKES UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS 
SUSAN DUNN DEVELOPMENT X 
DIANA ECHLER DINING SERVICES X 
LAURA EMCH FINANCIAL AID X 
PAT EVANS ADMISSIONS X 
SUZANNE FAHRER FINANCIAL AID 
JANICE FERGUSON SCHOOL OF ART X 
RUTH FIRSDON JOURNALISM X 
MIKE FITZPATRICK WBGUTV 
JEAN FORD DINING SERVICES X 
ALICE FORTNEY GRAD COLLEGE X 
• 
PATTY FOSTER FACILITIES SERVICES X 
-. 
• 
DIANE FREY 
BETH FULLER 
SHARLYNN GARNO 
LAURA GAZAREK 
LINDA GLOMSKI 
DOROTHY GRASS LEY 
SUE GRUBER 
MILLE GULDBEC 
CHRIS HAAR 
LINDA HAMILTON 
GAIL HANSON 
IRENE HARRIS 
MARY HENNINGS 
EMILY HENSON 
MARYELLEN HILKENS 
DEBBIE HINE 
CAROL HINTZ 
GAIL HOUTZ 
TONY HOWARD 
JOYCE HYSLOP 
SARAH JEFFERS 
JUDY JENNINGS 
NADINE JOHNSON 
KIMBERLY KING 
JOANNA KLEMAN 
• 
ANITA KNAUSS 
RONALD KNOPF, SR 
CINDY KOONTZ 
TERIE KUHLMAN 
CHERYL KURFESS 
CATHY KUTZLI 
FAYE LAM 
JEANNE LANGENDORFER 
SUE LAU 
LORI LENKE 
DEBORAH LEWIS 
THADDEUS LONG 
PAUL LOPEZ 
TAMMY LUDWIG 
KATHY MCBRIDE 
SARA MCLAUGHLIN 
TERESA MCLOVE 
CYNTHIA MCNUTT 
GAIL MCROBERTS 
DAWN MELNEK 
KIMBERLY MILLER 
REBECCA MORNINGSTAR 
JANE MYERS 
MARSHA OLIVAREZ 
• 
FRANK ORWIG 
LINDA PALMER 
ASC Professional Development 
Alphabetical 
FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
MARKETING DEPT 
FACILITIES 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
GRAD COLLEGE 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
SCHOOL OF ART 
FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
CAREER SERVICES 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
ATHLETICS 
ADMISSIONS 
WRITERS LAB 
FACILITIES SERVICES 
FINANCIAL AID 
WBGU-TV 
MOD 
ADMISSIONS 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS 
BURSAR 
DININNG SERVICES 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
MULTICULTURAUACADEMIC INITIATIVES 
BURSAR X 
TREASURE'S OFFICE 
BURSAR'S OFFICE X 
STUDENT AFFAIRS X 
JEROME LIBRARY X 
JEROME LIBRARY X 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
FACILITIES SERVICES X 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS X 
WBGUTV 
ITS 
' 
X 
ACCOUNTING & MIS X 
FOUNDATIONS X 
ITS X 
WBGU-TV X 
GRAD COLLEGE 
ITS X 
RISK MANAGEMENT X 
CUSTODIAL X 
ATHLETIC DEPT X 
BUSINESS EDUCATION X 
FACILITIES SERVICES X 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID X 
1&/ 
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SUE PANNING 
CYNTHIA PATTERSON 
JANICE PETERSON 
SUSAN PHILLIPS 
GINNY PINKELMAN 
CHRISTINE PLOTTS 
MARY LYNN POZNIAK 
DONNA PULSCHEN 
GAIL RICHMOND 
CONNIE RODRIQUEZ 
LYNETTE ROSEBROOK 
CAROL SANNER 
RACHEL SCHAEFFER 
JANE SCHIMPF 
CINDY SCHMITZ 
LORI SCHULTZ 
ANNE SHIRLEY 
NANCY SHRIDER 
HELEN SILLAMAN 
KATHLEEN SINGH 
CATHY SMITH 
LARRY SMITH 
CINDY SMITH 
DEB SMITH 
CHRIS SPENCE 
• 
BEVERLY STEARNS 
DAVE STEEN 
BETTY STEMEN 
JUDITH SWANSON 
SUE TOMOR 
SARAH TORRES 
LINDA TRACY 
CYNTHIA TRUMBULL 
DIANA TUSSING 
CARl TUTTLE 
JAN VARNEY-MCKNIGHT 
DAWN VOLLMAR 
LAURA WAGGONER 
MIL VA WAGNER 
LISA WAYNE 
LISA WEEKLEY 
KATHY WOESSNER 
JEAN WOOD 
KAREN WOODS 
ELIZABETH YARRIS 
• 
ASC Professional Development 
Alphabetical 
CONTINUING ED 
MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
BURSAR 
JEROME LIBRARY 
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
JEROME LIBRARY 
FINANCIAL AID 
FINANCIAL AID 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 
FINANCIAL AID 
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
FACILITIES SERVICES 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS 
FACILITIES SERVICES 
MILITARY SERVICE 
ACCOUNTING & MIS 
BUSINESS OFFICE 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
GRAD COLLEGE 
JEROME LIBRARY 
IMS 
DINING SERVICES 
JEROME LIBRARY 
ITS 
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT 
BURSAR'S OFFICE 
FACILITIES SERVICES 
PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY 
WBGU-DEVELOPMENT 
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES 
FINANCIAL AID 
REGISTRATION & RECORDS 
DEVELOPMENT 
WBGU-TV 
DINING SERVICES 
ADMISSIONS 
FACILITIES SERVICES 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
COUNSELING CENTER 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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First Name Department Signed In Classification 
DIANNE ABBOTT ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT X 
ANGIE CALCAMUGGIO ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT X 
MARY LYNN POZNIAK ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT X 
SARAH TORRES ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT X 
KATHY MCBRIDE ACCOUNTING & MIS X 
CATHY SMITH ACCOUNTING & MIS X 
PAM CARDENAS ADMISSIONS X 
VIRGINIA CHAPIN ADMISSIONS X 
PAT EVANS ADMISSIONS X 
MARY ELLEN HILKENS ADMISSIONS X 
SARAH JEFFERS ADMISSIONS X 
KATHY WOESSNER ADMISSIONS X 
JENIFER CALL ALUMNI AFFAIRS X 
JANE MYERS ATHLETIC DEPT X 
JANE SCHIMPF AUXILIARY SERVICES X 
NANCY COLSMAN BURSAR X 
CINDY KOONTZ BURSAR X 
GINNY PINKELMAN BURSAR X 
CHERYL KURFESS BURSAR'S OFFICE X 
LINDA TRACY BURSAR'S OFFICE X 
MARSHA OLIVAREZ BUSINESS EDUCATION X 
LARRY SMITH BUSINESS OFFICE X 
IRENE HARRIS CAREER SERVICES X 
DONNA PULSCHEN COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES X 
• 
JAN VARNEY-MCKNIGHT COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES X 
LORI SCHULTZ COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY X 
SUE GRUBER COMPUTER SERVICES X 
SUE PANNING CONTINUING ED X 
PAT BRUIELLY CONTINUING EDUCATION X 
MARGARET DAME CONTINUING EDUCA liON X 
MARY HENNINGS CONTINUING EDUCATION X 
JANICE PETERSON CONTINUING EDUCATION X 
CINDY SMITH CONTINUING EDUCATION X 
ROMAN CAREK COUNSELING CENTER X 
ELIZABETH YARRIS COUNSELING CENTER X 
REBECCA MORNINGSTAR CUSTODIAL X 
SUSAN DUNN DEVELOPMENT X 
MIL VA WAGNER DEVELOPMENT X 
CAROL DEAHL DEVELOPMENT OFFICE X 
GAIL HANSON DEVELOPMENT OFFICE X 
DOREEN BATESON DINING SERVICES X 
JOEL BURG DINING SERVICES X 
DIANA ECHLER DINING SERVICES X 
JEAN FORD DINING SERVICES X 
BETTY STEMEN DINING SERVICES X 
JOANNA KLEMAN DINING SERVICES X 
SHARLYNN GARNO FACILITIES X 
JOANNE AMOS FACILITIES SERVICES X 
• 
PATTY FOSTER FACILITIES SERVICES X 
CAROL HINTZ FACILITIES SERVICES X 
ASC Professional Development 
By Department J ~~f\. / h April 26, 2001 
• 
DEBORAH LEWIS FACILITIES SERVICES X 
FRANK ORWIG FACILITIES SERVICES-,, .. ~·*' X 
ANNE SHIRLEY FACILITIES SERVICES X 
CYNTHIA TRUMBULL FACILITIES SERVICES X 
LAURA EMCH FINANCIAL AID X 
GAIL HOUTZ FINANCIAL AI,D X 
CONNIE RODRIQUEZ FINANCIAL AID X 
CINDY SCHMITZ FINANCIAL AID X 
SARA MCLAUGHLIN FOUNDATIONS X 
MARIE DERKIS GEOGRAPHY X 
SHARON BIGGINS GRAD COLLEGE X 
ALICE FORTNEY GRAD COLLEGE X 
KAREN WOODS HUMAN RESOURCES X 
DAVE STEEN IMS X 
JOYCE BRADY ITS X 
TAMMY LUDWIG ITS X 
TERESA MCLOVE ITS X 
DAWN MELNEK ITS X 
JANINE DRESS ITS X 
SUE TOMOR ITS X 
FAYE LAM JEROME LIBRARY X 
JEANNE LANGENDORFER JEROME LIBRARY X 
RUTH FIRSDON JOURNALISM X 
KRISTIE CAMPBELL LEGAL COUNSEL X 
BETH FULLER MARKETING DEPT X 
• 
MARY BUSDECKER MATHEMATICS X 
CYNTHIA PATTERSON MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS X 
KATHLEEN SINGH MILITARY SERVICE X 
JOYCE HYSLOP MOD X 
SIDNEY CHILDS MUL T!CUL TURAUACADEMIC INITIAT X 
DIANA TUSSING PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY X 
BERNICE AGUILAR POPULAR CULTURE X 
MACILE BRUMBAUGH PUBLIC SAFETY X 
THADDEUS LONG RECREATIONAL SPORTS X 
DONNA CAVENDISH REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
NADINE JOHNSON REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
LORI LENKE REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
RACHEL SCHAEFFER REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
NANCY SHRIDER REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
LAURA WAGGONER REGISTRATION & RECORDS X 
KIMBERLY MILLER RISK MANAGEMENT X 
JANICE FERGUSON SCHOOL OF ART X 
LINDA GLOMSKI SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS X 
PAM ABBOTT STUDENT AFFAIRS X 
CATHY KUTZLI STUDENT AFFAIRS X 
BETH CASPER STUDENT FINANCIAL AID X 
LINDA PALMER STUDENT FINANCIAL AID X 
JANET BRACH STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE X 
DEB BOYCE UNIVADVANCEMENT X 
• 
JAMES BRADY WBGU TV X 
CARl TUTTLE WBGU-DEVELOPMENT X 
' 
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TONY HOWARD WBGU-TV X 
CYNTHIA MCNUTT WBGU-IV '. X 
LISA WAYNE WBGU-TV X 
DEBBIE HINE WRITERS LAB X 
CAROL ASH ADMISSIONS 
EMILY HENSON ATHLETICS 
DENISE DOUGHERTY BURSAR 
KIMBERLY KING BURSAR 
TINA DAVID BURSAR'S OFFICE 
NORA CASSIDY CHEMISTRY 
JUDY JENNINGS COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ANITA KNAUSS CONTINUING. EDUCATION 
SUSAN PHILLIPS CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CAROL SANNER DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
SCOTT BLACKWOOD DINING SERVICES 
LISA WEEKLEY DINING SERVICES 
KELLY DOVE ECONOMICS 
HELEN SILLAMAN FACILITIES SERVICES 
JEAN WOOD FACILITIES SERVICES 
JEAN COFFIELD FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
DIANE FREY FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
CHRIS HAAR FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES 
LINDA HAMILTON FINANCIAL AFFAIRS 
SUZANNE FAHRER FINANCIAL AID 
LYNETTE ROSEBROOK FINANCIAL AID 
• 
DAWN VOLLMAR FINANCIAL AID 
DOROTHY GRASS LEY GRAD COLLEGE 
GAIL MCROBERTS GRAD COLLEGE 
CHRIS SPENCE GRAD COLLEGE 
MARY BRINER JEROME LIBRARY 
CHRISTINE PLOTTS JEROME LIBRARY 
GAIL RICHMOND JEROME LIBRARY 
BEVERLY STEARNS JEROME LIBRARY 
JUDITH SWANSON JEROME LIBRARY 
RONALD KNOPF, SR MUL TICUL TURAUACADEMIC INITIATIVES 
DEB SMITH PSYCHOLOGY 
SUE LAU REGISTRATION & RECORDS 
MILLE GULDBEC SCHOOL OF ART 
BILL ARNOLD STUDENT AFFAIRS 
LAURA GAZAREK STUDENT FINANCIAL AID 
RUBY BELL STUDENT LIFE 
TERIE KUHLMAN TREASURE'S OFFICE 
KANDY DUKES UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS 
MIKE FITZPATRICK WBGUTV 
PAUL LOPEZ WBGUTV 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ASC Professional Development 2001 Participant Feedback 
1. The program was well organized. 
2. I gained practical, usable ideas that will assist me on an 
individual, departmental and college level. 
3. Handout materials (if used) were a valuable 
supplement. 
4. The promotional material I saw accurately described 
the Qrogram. 
5. I would recommend this program to others. 
6. Rethinking Stress- Lori Willmarth-Dunn 
7. Defining Personal Values- Lori Willmarth-Dunn 
8. Deciding & Communicating Effective!Y_- Bonnie Fink 
9. Back to.Basics Customer Service- Catherine Pratt 
10. Brid_gin_g the Generation Gap- Kate Augustine 
11. Communicating Cross-Culturally & Across Gender 
Barbara Waddell & Bettina Shuford 
Classification 
4 Faculty 
16 Administrative Staff 
40 Classified Staff 
The most valuable aspect of the programs was: 
4 
50 
39 
42 
37 
43 
20 
10 
17 
7 
6 
5 
3 2 
9 1 
17 3 
16 1 
17 4 
13 1 
4 11 
6 
1 
4 3 
April 26, 2001 
1 NA 
1 
1 
2 
2 1 
35 
44 
42 
46 
54 
55 
EU Helping people become aware of self-help principles to increase well-being in all 
aspects of life. 
EU Interactive/participative exercises 
EU It forced me to take a serious look at my life to find what is good and what I need 
to work on. 
EU Awareness to come out of the box!! Wonderful subject material. 
EU Take home material that reminded me ofthe program. Great Program!! 
EU Learning about the different generations and how to work with them about their 
ideas. Learning ideas about different customer services too. 
EU I received information that is helpful and useful. 
EU To look at my life as a whole instead of as separate work/home/places or issues. 
EU Lori Wilmarth-Dunn was fantastic. Very thought provoking! 
EU Examples were just great, her humor kept it flowing well. 
EU The presenter was Bonnie Fink and she is great! 
EU Step-by-step process identified to break down material and make it more useful. 
EU How I was able to customize material/ideas to my personal life. 
EU It helped affirm practices that I'm currently using and gave me new ideas that I 
could try to improve and/or change the way things could be done more 
effectively. 
• 
•• 
• 
~ Bonnie ties concepts to examples- making the conceptual. Lori provided a 
process. 
Other program topics that would interest me are: 
~ Ethical decision making; problem solving 
~ What is this "RA-KEY"- a Tibetan form of achieving energy balance? 
~ Stress Management 
~ Bridging the generation gap 
~ Deciding/Communicate Effectively- I had to be put on a waiting list 
~ Deciding to unclutter 
~ Motivational speakers 
Suggestions and additional comments about the program: 
~ This was so wonderful. Thank you for this opportunity to explore and investigate. 
~ The rooms were not set up very well. Screens not placed well. Seating not very 
good. 
~ Presenters were well prepared and knowledgeable. 
~ The "Defining Personal Values" lecture should be a longer session. The pace was 
stressful and (in my opinion) life choices should not be made within a 1.5 hour 
sessiOn. 
~ Offer these sessions again to take other courses that were offered at same time as 
this one. 
~ Have it again! There were several at the same time that I wanted to go to . 
~ Have more of these sessions -have more advanced. 
~ Not long enough sessions, maybe 2 hours instead. 
~ Very upbeat presentation. Basic thing I learned: I do not need to STOP letting 
myself worth be dependant on external things. 
~ This will help me in both my personal and my professional lives. 
~ Bonnie's a dynamic speaker; I'll bet she's an awesome teacher! 
Were there two or more programs going on at concurrent times that you would 
have liked to have been able to attend?? 
31 Yes 15 No 
Would more staff in your area be able to participate if we offered a repeat of this 
entire program in the afternoon? 
22 Yes 13 No 
/J7 
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Appendix K 
6/7/01 Minutes 
ASC Scholarship Committee Report 
2000/2001 
Scholarship Committee Members: 
· Sandra Miesmer, chair 
··Diane Smith 
·Susan Darrow . 
Suzanne Fahrer 
_Deb Freyman 
·Nora Cassidy 
Sue Lau 
Lisa McHugh 
Beth Casey 
* Met to determine goals for year-increase amount of endowment by $5,000 
for the year 
* Acquired prize incentives from various offices on campus and off 
* Revised and sent out letter to all faculty and staff inviting them to 
participate by purchasing tickets for the raffle prizes 
* E-mail sent to ASC list proc to advise of upcoming raffle 
* Revised the ASC scholarship application 
* Had the application put on the ASC web page has PDF file so students 
could print hard copy to complete. 
* Had registration and Records nm focus job to determine top 10% of 
classes 
* Sent e-mail to each student inviting them to apply 
* Also gave academic college offices and financial aid office copies of 
application 
* Sent e-mail to all Administrative staff asking them to consider contri-
buting to the family campaign and designate the scholarship since this 
was 15th anniversary of date scholarship was started. To date 
approximately 1500.00 in pledges 
* Sold $2739.00 in raffle tickets and had drawing at March ASC meeting 
* Reviewed 39 applications and determined top 10 to interview 
* Held interviews and awarded 5600.00 in scholarships to Jaime Taylor 
$1000, Elizabeth Pecek 1000, Bucky Emans 1000, Tamara White 1000, 
·Lisa Durst 1000, Kimberly Arbogast 600 . 
* Wrote letters to those who did not win and called the winners 

,-----------------------------------
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SALARY REPORT 
by Dave Garcia, Chair 
Appendix J 
6/7/01 Minutes 
The salary committee focused on three objectives last year. 
The first objective was to bring to a conclusion the Administrative Teaching 
Compensation Request. This proposal was brought forward and approved by the ASC 
committee as written. Right now, it sits in the hands of higher administrators. 
The second objective was to participate with a meeting with the Mercer Corporation. 
This was done to get a better understanding of the salary ranges that are in place for the 
administrators at BGSU. 
Finally, the third objective was to recommend a salary increase to the executive board of 
ASC. It was determined that no specific amount of increase would be included in our 
request but that a statement that all constituents be compensated fairly and equally. 
This concludes my report. 
Dave Garcia 
Interim Associate Director of Admissions 
Bowling Green State University 
110 McFall - Admissions 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-7803 
(419) 372-6955 fax 
e-mail: tgarcia@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
/9o 
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APPENDIXH 
PERSONNEL WELFARE COMMITTEE 2000-2001 REPORT 
Wellness/Health Management 
PWC members met with Dick Bowers to discuss the Wellness/Health Management survey and 
ways PWC can build support for the University Wellness program. PWC worked on several 
initiatives to assist in this area including supporting the wellness survey efforts by sending a 
follow up email on the ASC listproc encouraging staff to respond. Laura Emch corresponded 
with Dick Bowers regarding the Wellness Survey results. 
Administrative Staff Advisory Team Member Rotation 
PWC met with Donna Wittwer and Doug Kruzel (Human Resources) to develop a rotation 
process for members serving on the Administrative Advisory Team for JAQ appeals. This group 
hears Job Analysis Questionnaire appeals. The research includes discussions with advisory team 
members and Human Resources, along with investigating other University appeal processes at 
similar-structured schools in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana. 
Proposal for Administrative Staff Advisory Team Member Rotation 
The Personnel Welfare Committee submitted a proposal for Administrative Staff Advisory 
Team Member Rotation. The proposal passed unanimously. 
The proposal reads as follows: 
The Administrative staff advisory team consists of 15 administrative staff members selected by 
the ASC executive committee for staggered three-year terms. Members will begin service on 
September 1 and serve for three years ending on August 31st. Each year five new members will 
be appointed to replace the five who are completing their service. Committee membership must 
be equally balanced among the University's functional areas. If a committee member cannot 
complete his/her term, ASC's executive committee will appoint a member from the same 
functional area to complete the term. No member shall serve consecutive three-year terms. 
Recommendation for implementation. The ASC Executive Committee should designate five 
members of the current committee to serve an additional two years, five members to serve an 
additional year, and five members to end their service. ASC's Executive Committee should then 
appoint five new members to begin the three-year rotation outlined in the new policy. It is 
important that during this transition period committee membership be balanced among the 
functional areas. 
Appendix G of the Administrative Staff Handbook 
PWC reviewed wording and procedures of the Administrative Staff Compensation Plan, as 
currently stated in Appendix G of the Administrative Staff Handbook. PWC recommended 
updates regarding the Administrative Compensation Plan Position Evaluation/Re-evaluation 
Process. Laura Emch met with Becca Ferguson and found that wording changes can be done this 
year. Policy changes will be addressed next year . 
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Minutes of Administrative Staff Council Meeting 
June 7, 2001 
Call to order: The meeting was called to order at 1 :30 by Chair, Mary Beth Zachary 
Members Present: Ann Betts, John Clark, Sandra DiCarlo, Laura Emch, Deborah Fleitz, David 
Garcia, Kay Gudehus, Tony Howard, Thad Long, Sandra Miesmer, Jane B. Myers, Pamella 
Phillips, Mary Lynn Pozniak, Anne Saviers, Diane Smith, Nancy Vanderlugt, Robin Veitch, 
Mary Beth Zachary 
Guests: New representatives Amelie Brodgen, Tina Coulter, Jim Dettmer, Mike Fitzpatrick, 
Sally Johnson, Sue Lau, Phyllis Short, Clarence Terry 
Members who sent substitutes: Tim Heff for Susan Sadoff, James Jackson for Sidney Childs, 
Absent: Linda Bakkum, William Blair, Pat Booth, Nora Cassidy, Claudia Clark, Wayne Colvin, 
Sally Dreier, Keith Hofacker, Paul Lopez, Penny Nemitz, Keith Pagan, Tom Scavo, Jack Taylor, 
Barbara Waddell 
Approval of Minutes: Anne Sa viers moved, Sandra Miesmer seconded, and the minutes were 
approved as distributed. 
Chair Report: 
Mary Beth Zachary highlighted handouts that she distributed. The handouts were the minutes 
from the May 23 meeting with Scott Cook from Mercer (Appendix A), a copy of the 
administrative staff salary recommendation memo that was sent to Dr. Ribeau (Appendix B), and 
the proposed goals for Administrative Staff Council for 2001-2002 (Appendix C). 
Zachary also reported on the University budgetary situation. Salary savings from the selective 
hiring freeze will be used for raises. Positions that are critical to the mission of the University 
are exempt from the freeze. 
Zachary thanked the ASC representatives who are completing their terms on Council and gave 
all who were present a certificate of appreciation. The departing members are Keith Hofacker 
(Academic Support), Penny Nemitz (Firelands), Colby Blair (Athletics/Sports Activities), Sidney 
Childs (Student Support), Claudia Clark (Student Support), Anne Saviers (Student Support), Paul 
Lopez (Technology and Past Chair), and Nancy Vanderlugt (Academic Departments). 
Chair-Elect Report: 
No report 
Secretary's Report: 
Mary Lynn Pozniak gave an update on elections, distributed a list of ASC Representatives and 
Executive Committee members for next year, and distributed the schedule of upcoming council 
meetings. 
Committee Reports: 
The committee chairs or their representatives presented their final reports for the year. The 
chairs of the committees are listed and the reports are included as appendices to the minutes as 
indicated below: 
Amendments: Appendix D, Keith Hofacker 
Awards and Special Recognitions: Appendix E, Tony Howard 
• External Affairs: Appendix F, Thad Long 
Internal Affairs: Appendix G, Anne Saviers 
• 
• 
• 
Personnel/Welfare: Appendix H, Laura Emch 
Professional Development:. Appendix I, Ann Betts 
Salary: Appendix J, David Garcia 
Scholarship: Appendix K, Sandra Miesmer 
Old Business: none 
New Business: 
- There was a request that Administrative Staff Council be involved in an ice cream social in 
connection with the fall welcome programming. This request was forwarded to the External 
Affairs Committee for consideration. 
- Faculty Senate asked for an administrative staff member to be a member of the Alternative 
Transportation Issues Committee. Lee Norden, Library, will serve on the committee. 
- There was some discussion regarding the possibility of moving or canceling the January ASC 
meeting as it occurs so close to the beginning of the month. This issue was referred to the 
Executive Committee for consideration. 
Good of the Order: 
- John Clark announced that the governor signed the budget. The budget is not as bad as it 
might have been because of our enrollment growth and a budgetary increase of 1.8%. The hiring 
freeze may be softened a great deal. Tuition caps were revoked across the state. There will be a 
9% increase at BGSU. Of this amount, 6% tuition and 3% general fee to pay down on the 
infrastructure and Union projects . 
- Ann Betts reported that the fire school is finished and thanked everyone for their patience. 
Most fire fighters stayed on campus. The University received a year round charter from the 
Department of Public Safety. Classes will now be held at various times throughout the year and 
there will not be as large a group in the summer. Betts also announced that Bill Balzer is the 
new Dean of Continuing Education., 
- Amelie Brogden reported that Boys State will begin on Saturday and that Mercer will be one 
way as the participants arrive. 
- Jane Myers announced that the Athletic Department auction tickets were sold out and the event 
raised in excess of $100,000. 
- Kay Gudehus expressed concern regarding the budgetary situation. 
- Jim Dachik announced that the Huron Playhouse opens on July 3. The schedule of 
performances can be found on the Theater Department website. 
- Tina Coulter reported that the Student Financial Aid Office has received many calls from 
concerned parents regarding tuition increases and the fact that there is less scholarship money 
available from BGSU than from other universities. 
- Sandy Miesmer reported that the Bursar's Office has been receiving calls inquiring about room 
costs. They have not yet been set. Also, tuition costs may be different in fall and spring 
semesters. Spring tuition may be higher due to costs related to the Student Union. 
- Sandra DiCarlo stated that Firelands was sad to lose Dr. Balzer. He was well liked. Firelands 
now has a new dean - Dr. Smith. 
- Nancy Vanderlugt reported regarding the leave committee. The committee has twelve 
members and one issue they are addressing is the FMLA effect on spouses. Currently married 
couples that are both administrative staff at the University share 12 weeks of FMLA leave. 
- Mike Fitzpatrick shared that the WBGU mini fund drive is underway. He encouraged all to 
become members. 
- Anne Saviers stated that she enjoyed working with Mary Beth Zachary and that she looks 
forward to John Clark's lead. 
- David Garcia reported that Gary Swegan is now the Director of Admissions. He thanked 
everyone who helped with recruiting for this coming fall 2001 students. 
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David Garcia moved and Deborah Fleitz seconded to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was 
adjourned at 2:38 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Lynn Pozniak 
Secretary 
RESOLUTION 
BGSU EMPLOYEE WELLNESS PROGRAM 
WHEREAS, on October 9, 1997, a subcommittee of the Health, Wellness and Insurance 
Committee drafted a Wellness Plan for BGSU. Phase I of this plan involved creation of a 
BGSU Employee Wellness Program with an estimated annual budget of $44,000, to 
include Education/ Awareness Information; Health Screenings; Incentive Programs; and, 
Staffing of a Graduate Assistant; and 
WHEREAS, this plan was endorsed by the Health, Wellness and Insurance Committee 
and recommended to President Ribeau in a letter dated December 8, 1997; and,. 
WHEREAS, Administrative Staff Council is committed to working proactively for the 
welfare of all members of the University community; and 
WHEREAS, health promotion literature suggests that approximately 5 percent ofthe total 
health dollars of an organization should be devoted to health and wellness promotion and 
programming with a return in investment of $2 to $6 savings in health care expenses for 
every dollar invested in preventive programs; and 
WHEREAS, currently the University offers no formal, centralized program for efforts 
regarding health, wellness and fitness promotion for employees; 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Administrative Staff Council, jointly 
endorses with Classified Staff Council and Faculty Senate the Wellness Plan for BGSU, 
and recommends implementation of Phase I during the 2000-2001 fiscal year. 
